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So it’s 2039 and the world’s still here, kinda, anyway. At least we got baseball 

and Teliqua, and a few other conveniences in life, and we got ballparks shifting 

in the wind. Louisville’s moving the fences out to make their park a little less 

little league, right? But they can’t wash the bush league stank off that place with 

a fire hose. And Calgary’s going the other way with their dimensions. 

 

And we got baseball out in the Middle East doing its thing. Sure, it comes with 

dog and lemur problems, but you get what you take, or something like that. And 

the Commish, let’s just say he’s still got a few hairs left in his head, but it’s not 

for all our trying. The kids may be all right, but in the end they’s still kids. At 

heart, anyway. And that’s the thing about the BBA. Some may think we’re just 

being childish, might see this all as simply fake baseball. But we know better. We 

know there ain’t nothing fake going down around here. 

 

So, yeah, it’s a hard rain, and change is gonna come. We get it. 

 

Reach for the stars, fall on a cloud. That’s how it goes, am I right?  

http://mbwba.whsites.net/
http://montybrewster.net/
http://baseballretrospective.com/MBBA/phpBB3/index.php
http://montybrewster.net/forums/index.php
https://statspl.us/brewster/reports/news/html/leagues/league_100_home.html
http://montybrewster.net/forums/app.php/applicationform
mailto:mrectenwald@gmail.com
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2039 State of The Brewster 
From the Office of the Commissioner, Matt Rectenwald 

 

 

 

When we started the (then) Monty Brewster Baseball Association way back in 

December of 2001 nary a soul in the original twenty four souls had any inkling that 

this league would not only still exist in 2019, eighteen “real-life” years later, but 

would be a thriving league with thirty teams (soon to be thirty two), an eight-team 

independent league, five college and high school feeder leagues, a fall prospect 

league, and a semi-recurring World Cup tournament. 

 

Yet here we are. Sixty-seven years of history are in the books. We’ve been 

featured among the Out of The Park Baseball Community both in print and over 

podcast. 

 

The (now) Brewster Baseball Association universe is an active, thriving 

community. 
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Our Thriving Community 
 

This community is about as active as one can be, and of course we in the BBA 

never make claims without proof! 😊 Here’s the Final Participation Point recap 

from 2038 by League Director Ron Collins: 

 

* * * * * 

 
Here is the Final 2038 PPT Tracker update.  
 
By pretty much any measure of participation, 2038 was a fantastic season for the league. We've 
had some great debates, and (perhaps at time unfortunately?) some passionate commentary. 
Along the way we've learned a ton, and maybe even changed how we're playing this little game 
of ours. We've brought in some outstanding OOTP talent this year, and staffed up the UMEBA 
while cycling some of that great talent into the BBA itself. 
 
Of course I track points for the league, and as such I can put numbers on things. Those numbers 
look pretty danged good. 
 
For the newbies: I track two sets of numbers, one with me and one without. If you've been 
around awhile, you know I work on volume [grin], and I came in during the 2024 seasons, so to 
get a feel for where we are historically, I need to take myself out of the equation. Also, since we 
have had variable numbers of teams per season, I convert our raw totals to average per team. 
There are some problems related to what happens when we have GMs rotate in mid-season, 
but the numbers are still at least directionally sound. 
 
Here are the numbers from 2038: 
 
Team averages (with YS9): 
• PPT/Team = 73.3 (vs. Lg Avg = 46.5) 
• Posts/Team = 225.6 (Lg. Avg = 140.5) 
• TN/Team = 19.6 (Lg. Avg = 11.9) 
Team averages (without YS9): 
• PPT/Team = 60.2 (vs. Lg Avg = 43.2) #3 all-time 
• Posts/Team = 179.2 (Lg. Avg = 133.3) #4 all-time 
• TN/Team = 15.7 (Lg. Avg = 10.9) #3 all-time 
 
In other words, even while rotating two GMs out and a third into the UMEBA, we've had a 
season that puts us in the top three or four of all time. So, yeah, outstanding numbers, and 
when looked at in context of time, the league is maintaining itself and even perhaps growing 
well. 
 
As noted above, these numbers count only BBA GMs at present, so the reality is that our "true" 
raw numbers are a little better. 
 
I should note they also represent only the BBA, not the UMEBA. Now that we have a fuller slate 
of UMEBA only GMS, I'll begin tracking them in this fashion for 2039. 
 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1WokgMcd8FuEyn-rWLV2oIWRBI4HHQEfHOiJVjIiTmh0/edit#gid=1713229296
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Here are the silly but kind fun charts: 
 

 
 
 

Our Independent League, The UMEBA 
 

Last season we launched a new Independent League, the Unified Middle Eastern 

Baseball Association (UMEBA). This eight team league is emerging as we 

expected with some great new applicants coming into the league, in fact three of 

them have already graduated to the BBA! Here’s the original announcement of the 

UMEBA: 

 

 

 
BBA Player Turned President Achieves Peace In Middle East, New League Is Born 

 
If you were a casual BBA fan in the late 2000's and early 2010's, you probably 
didn't know who Bernard Addison "Barney" Bancroft was. After all, he was 
just a borderline bench infielder who played in just 357 BBA games for 
Valencia, Madison and Omaha. "My baseball career wasn't much to speak of," 
said Bancroft. "I loved the game, though, and I wouldn't trade those years for 
anything." 
 
Bancroft was a smart player, who knew his role. 

 
"Mr. Wilson once referred to me as the resident defensive replacement," laughed Bancroft. "I 
could live with that, honestly. I was happy to be in the big leagues, playing with the likes of 
Charles Puckett and Bopper Kengos. Clearly I wasn't going to beat those guys out!" 
 
Bancroft also was once the #1 overall pick in a Rule 5 Draft. Hawaii chose him in the 2004 Rule 5 
Draft, looking again at his defense.  
 
"That was the kick I really needed in life," admitted Bancroft. "No one had really talked to me 
about my drive before, I had been doing well enough just cruising by. Sakata really changed my 
life, made me see the bigger picture in baseball and beyond." The plan for Bancroft to be the 
Tropics starting shortstop didn't work out as he started just 32 games and batted .210 in the 
2004 season, which would prove to be his only year in Hawaii. 
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The Valencia Stars would be his next stop, and he would be 
with them from 2006-2011. In the early part of the 2011 
season, he was waived by the Stars and then claimed by 
Madison where he would see his most extensive BBA 
playing time. After spending the 2014 season in the minors, 
he resurfaced with the Omaha Barnstormers for the 2015 
season, playing in 40 games. Bancroft would spend the 
entire 2016 season back in the minors and it would be the 
best season he's had in pro ball.  
 
I figured that if I wasn't going to get a call to the majors 
after playing the best I could possibly play, it was time for 
me to start the next chapter of my life," said Bancroft. "My 
favorite part of my baseball life was all of the great charities 
that I was able to be a part of. I thought that maybe I could 
help people on a bigger scale, and with that goal in mind, I 
went off to Harvard to get a law degree." 
 
At Harvard, Bancroft became a leader among his class and one of the most respected people on 
campus. "He just amazed me with how much he put himself out there to help others," said 
classmate James Bottomtooth III. "It was amazing to see how he could be one of the best 
students in our class and also have time to not only help his fellow classmates, but participate in 
all of the charities he did." 
 
Bancroft decided that he would spend a summer working abroad, and settled on working with 
the Foundation for Middle East Peace (FMEP). His time in the Middle East became much more 
than a summer. Bancroft came back over immediately following his graduation and began 
working to achieve the groups’ goal of peace in the region. "Something inside me told me that 
this was my chance to be the change I wanted to see in the world," explained Bancroft. 
Ultimately Bancroft became fully entrenched in the region, developing deep seeded friendships 
with people of many different countries and religions. While he felt he was making progress 
with individuals, he could only watch as the regions larger political divide was becoming 
increasingly volatile. 

 
Back in the United States, after Donald Trump was impeached from office in 
2019, and then his successor Mike Pence was defeated in the 2020 election by 
Kamala Harris (SEN, CAL-D) the world view began to improve. U.S. Relations 
were improved world-wide and things began to look up. However, the ongoing 
Middle East issue was not improving. 
 
Harris, with limited foreign policy experience, was unable to improve the 
situation and it continued to escalate. In 2023, Palestine and Egypt aligned 
with Romania and Ukraine. Ukraine, having retained some of the USSR's 
nuclear stable, was the key in this alignment, as it now signaled immediate 
nuclear danger for Israel. Despite Harris' best efforts to calm the situation, it 
was still unresolved going into the 2024 U.S. Presidential election and became 
the major issue of the election. 
 
The Republican Party chose Kentucky Senator Rand Paul as their nominee, and 

despite his past history of isolationism and the stance of his father, he was now fully involved in 
the Foreign Policy Committee and thus viewed by the American populate as the right man for 

"Bancroft shows superior skills at shortstop 
and sports a gun of an arm. Barney won 
two Glove Wiz Awards and appeared in two 
All-Star games in the minor leagues. Des 
Moines drafted Bancroft out of high school 
in 1999, and the Florida native had been in 
the Kernels farm system since then. This 
winter Hawaii granted Bancroft time to 
work with a personal trainer to improve his 
work ethic. It is already paying benefits. The 
Personal Training department is led by 
Hawaii-born Lenn Sakata, who was the 
last shortstop to play for the MLB Orioles 
before Ripken started his consecutive game 
streak." 
 
-Al Hoot, then-Hawaii GM. 
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the job. He won handily and as President vowed to fan the flames of the Middle Eastern conflict. 
While he was able to get the Ukraine and Romania to back down, new problems arose as the 
Arabic states of Saudi Arabia, Iran, Lebanon, and Egypt called for the immediate surrender of 
Jerusalem from Israel to Palestine. President Paul called for a summit of all Middle Eastern 
nations in 2029 (his second term) and there was no resolution. This stalemate continued for 
several years, after Paul's two terms were up and his successor, Nebraska Senator Ben Sasse (R) 
was elected President in 2032. Sasse was immediately over-matched in this struggle. Not only 
had the Arabic States Alliance not cooled, but now the state of India with a full nuclear arsenal 
was threatening to end the conflict once and for all by destroying Jerusalem. The now 
progressive countries of Sudan and Algeria intervened with India, ultimately getting India to 
agree to stand down, but only temporarily. The region appeared destined for an endgame that 
would be catastrophic. 
 
Enter Bancroft. By 2035 he had established his own organization focused on world conflicts and 
bringing people together. His organization, One World, were working diligently in the Middle 
Eastern conflict and making more progress than the previous three U.S Presidential 
Administrations had been able to. This progress was not publicized until June 2035 when a story 
was broken in the New York Times showing Bancroft and leaders from twelve of the primary 
involved nations at an unlikely place- a baseball game in Mumbai. The story included a now 
iconic picture of Bancroft and the twelve leaders all standing and cheering a play on the field, 
united in a moment of pure joy and shared experience. It became a worldwide story of interest 
and overnight Bancroft was a worldwide hero. The more the American public learned about 
Bancroft, the more they wanted to know. 
 
They learned of his heritage. They learned about William Bancroft, his forefather who created 
the Naval Academy. They learned of his baseball career and what kind of a person and 
teammate he was. They learned of his Harvard years, about his incredible work ethic and ability 
to bring people together. Finally, they learned of the selfless work he chose as his life path, and 
how by simply getting to know people, learning common interests of groups in conflict, and then 
bringing them together to those shared interests can make the world a better place. 
 
After centuries of conflict, ultimately it was baseball that began the healing in the Middle East. 
Bancroft was the right man at the right time, with the right message. The walls of division began 
to break down. India stood down shortly after the "Bancroft Game" and issues a full apology to 
not only the other countries, but to the world as a whole. The Arabic states worked to facilitate 
an understanding between themselves, Israel and Palestine. Finally, the Israeli-Palestinian 
Treaty was signed on September 23, 2035 at the People's Ballpark in Jerusalem. Facilitating the 
signing was Bancroft. These people, so alike but so different, finally seemed unified. 
 

After winning the Nobel Peace Prize for his work in 
unifying the Middle East, a grassroots campaign for 
Bancroft to run for President in 2036 took flight and 
quickly became too large for him to ignore. He 
agreed to run for the office, but refused to align with 
a political party and ran as an independent. "Political 
parties look for the differences in people and beliefs," 
Bancroft explained in his announcement to run. 
 
He defeated the incumbent Sasse (R) and the 

Democratic nominee Joe Kennedy III in grand fashion, doing something an Independent 
candidate had never done before in winning 52% of the popular vote. With new challenges to 

"My mission in life has been to 
bring people together. I am 
answering the call of the American 
people who have asked me to 
continue my work as their 
President." 
 
-Barney Bancroft, presidential 
candidate. 
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take on in the United States, he still didn't forget that there was more work to do in the Middle 
East. Building on the famous baseball summit, he had already begun to lay the groundwork for a 
new baseball league for the region. Current players in the Brewster Baseball Association system 
were advocates for a new league as well, the most prominent of which was Israel's Adel Bin 

Ibrahim who had played for the Wichita Aviators in their inaugural season of 2035 and is now 
in the Brooklyn Robins system. 
 
"I've played with teammates from all different backgrounds, and we all come together for the 
same goal," said Bin Ibrahim. "It's important for this region to come together in a spirit of 
teamwork and I think that a league of this region is a grand idea." 
 
Bancroft summoned his Madison teammate, Brodie Burt, who had been one of the stars of 
the European Baseball Alliance, and asked him to take a leadership role in the formation of a 
new league in the region. Not only did Burt have experience in seeing what a pro league can do 
for baseball in a region that historically wasn't one of its most popular sports, he's also 
experienced what division can do to a country. 
 
"I'm Irish," Burt said in a press conference on April 30, 2036 in Jerusalem, Israel. "My family and 
many others have seen what damage division can do to a country and its people. To be a small 
part of moving this region forward is an honor for me. With that, I am honored to announce the 
formation of the Unified Middle East Baseball Association, or UMEBA." 
 

 
 
 
There will be twelve teams in the league (six major league and six minor league), with each team 
located in a country involved in the conflicts over the past decades. "These countries are moving 
forward as one region, and this league will be a small part of that," a proud Burt explained. Plans 
are to launch the new league this summer. Players from overseas will initially fill most of the 
rosters, but ultimately the goal is to grow the natural talent in the region much as the European 
Baseball Alliance did for talent in Europe. 

 
 

Return of the Rule 6 and Rule 7 Drafts 
 

Now starting its second season of play, the UMEBA will bring back one of the 

most exciting features of the old independent league (the European Baseball 

Alliance) this fall with the return of the Rule 6 and Rule 7 Drafts. Here are the 

details: 

 

* * * * * 
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Rule 6 Draft (The UMEBA Player Rights Draft): 
Beginning after the 2039 Landis. 
 
The UMEBA Player Rights Draft takes place during the BBA championship series and consists of one 
round. It uses the same draft order as the upcoming Amateur Draft. Each BBA team will be allowed (but 
not required) to draft the rights to one active UMEBA player, with the following stipulations: 
 

• Player must have at least 4 years of UMEBA Major League service time OR be a former BBA 
player with any amount of BBA Major League experience 

• The draft selection will cost the drafting team 10PP 
•  

Each player selected in this draft enters the upcoming BBA free agent pool. As such, any BBA team may 
sign any of these players. However, the team that drafted a player in the UMEBA Player Rights Draft 
retains the rights to accept said player on his team, along with the exact contract that he signed as a free 
agent. As such, once a contract has been finalized with a player selected in the UMEBA Player Rights 
Draft (assuming by some team other than the one who owns his Rule 6 rights via drafting him), the 
drafting GM will be notified by the League Director and will be given 48 hours to state whether he will 
exercise his right to the player and have him join his team under the contract terms. If he declines to 
exercise his rights to the player, or does not give an answer within the 48 hours, the player is retained by 
the team that signed him. 
 
 
 
Rule 7 Draft (UMEBA Player Loss Compensation Draft): 
Beginning after the 2039 Landis... 
 
The UMEBA Player Loss Compensation Draft takes place on December 16th during each off-season. Each 
UMEBA team that lost a player or players in the Rule 6 Draft may replace that player with a Rule 5 
eligible player (designated in game by "#") from the BBA team that drafted their player in the Rule 6 
Draft. The Rule 7 Draft uses the same draft order as the upcoming Amateur Draft. For teams that lost 
multiple players in the Rule 6 Draft, subsequent picks will follow the initial round in the order of the 
upcoming Amateur Draft. Players drafted in the Rule 7 Draft will be assigned directly to the major league 
roster of the UMEBA team that drafted them. 
 
 

Comings and Goings 
 

In all leagues, turnover is simply part of running a league. In the last season in 

particular we gained several new members who have shown all of the early signs 

of being long time contributors to our community, however we’ve also lost some 

members whose contributions must be mentioned. 

 

Nigel Laverick has been a long-time member of the community who holds the All-

Time record for most franchises as GM. After running the Louisville Sluggers for 

the last couple of seasons, Nigel decided it was time to step down and call it an 

OOTP career. We welcomed one of our new members, Stephen Shaw, as the new 

GM of the Louisville Sluggers and he’s given them a much-needed spark early in 
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his tenure. Soon after, however, Nigel returned to the community and will run the 

Cairo Chariot Archers BC of the UMEBA.  

 

Kyle Stever had been at the helm of the Huntsville Phantoms for several years in 

his return to the BBA after his own sabbatical. Late in the 2038 season, he made 

the decision to step down. As someone who served on the Governing Board and 

among his contributions worked tirelessly with me to reshape our financial system 

a couple of in-game decades ago, he will be missed. Never fear, we had another 

fantastic new member in Vic Caleca who has stepped into the GM role in 

Huntsville and given them new life! 

 

Another member who decided to leave our ranks was Jeff Palin, GM of the Boise 

Spuds. Sometimes it just doesn’t work out, and that’s what happened here. Once 

again, we dipped into the new members in the UMEBA and filled this open GM 

spot with Joe Lederer, who has shown all the earmarks of a top contributor in the 

early going. 

 

I don’t like to prioritize any one departure over another, but I cannot understate the 

loss of Ted Schmidt of the California Crusaders. Ted and I have been in leagues 

together since the mid 1990’s, dating all the way back to Earl Weaver Baseball and 

Front Page Sports Baseball Pro. He is one of the best General Managers I have had 

the pleasure to compete against. He has served this league tremendously with 

service on the Governing Board, as well as his must-read previews in the Annual 

Media Guide and through his always interesting podcast contributions. Anyone can 

reach a point where they just need a break, and we have to honor that with Ted. 

Big shoes to fill here, no doubt, and Doug Olmsted will be the one to take the helm 

of the California franchise. He’s shown in his short time with us that he can live up 

to the expectations. 

 

While we will miss those who have left, the strength of our league has shown in 

the quality newcomers that we’ve been blessed with joining our community. We 

will continue to recruit strongly this season with two UMEBA franchises vacant at 

the outset of the 2039 season, and two new BBA teams coming in our 2040 

expansion. 
 
 

2040 BBA Expansion 
 

As for the 2040 Expansion, we released the details of the upcoming final 

expansion to our goal of thirty-two Brewster Baseball Association team format. 

While there still may be an upcoming slight tweak to the realignment, here are the 

details: 
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Official 2040 BBA Expansion Details: 
 

• We will expand to 32 teams in 2040. 
• The league structure will be 4 divisions of 8 teams 
• Schedule: 14 games vs. each division opponent, 8 against each outside our division. No 

inter-league. 
• There will be a total of 12 playoff teams, 4 division winners and 8 total wild cards 
• The teams will be aligned as listed below. 
• One expansion team will be in the Johnson League Atlantic (Charlotte) with GM to be 

announced 
• One expansion team will be in the Frick League Pacific (Portland) with GM to be 

announced 
 

Divisional Realignment: 
 

JOHNSON 
LEAGUE 

Atlantic Division Frontier Division 

Atlantic City Gamblers 
Brooklyn Robins 

Charm City Jimmies 
Rockville Pikemen 
Montreal Blazers 

Huntsville Phantoms 
Jacksonville Hurricanes 
Charlotte (Expansion) 

Las Vegas Hustlers 
Phoenix Talons 

San Antonio Outlaws 
Mexico City Aztecs 

Wichita Aviators 
Boise Spuds 

Calgary Pioneers 
Edmonton Jackrabbits 

FRICK 
LEAGUE 

Heartland Division Pacific Division 

Des Moines Kernels 
Madison Wolves 
Omaha Hawks 

Twin Cities River Monsters 
Yellow Springs Nine 
Louisville Sluggers 

Nashville Goats 
New Orleans Crawdads 

Hawaii Tropics 
Long Beach Surfers 
San Fernando Bears 

Valencia Stars 
California Crusaders 

Seattle Storm 
Vancouver Mounties 
Portland (Expansion) 

 

Expansion Process: 
 

• The expansion draft will occur after the 2039 Landis is complete 

• All players with three professional seasons or less on draft day will be automatically 
protected 

• Existing teams will be able to protect an additional 19 players 

• The two expansion teams will alternate selecting players in an order determined by 
random coin flip. 

• Once an existing team has lost three players, no additional selections may be made from 
that club 

• The draft will continue until each existing team has lost three players 
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2040 Draft: 
The expansion teams will receive the #1 and #2 slots, with the team who lost the expansion draft coin 
flip being slotted first. 
 

2041 Draft: 
Per constitution rules, expansion teams will be slotted into this and future drafts based on their winning 
percentages. 
 

Thank You! 
 

All in all, despite some disagreements and discussions, the BBA is as healthy as 

ever and I look forward to seeing it continue for years to come. This league is all 

about community above all else, and that’s why it has become an important part of 

the lives of those who participate. It is my honor to serve as your Commissioner 

and I thank you all for being a part of this league which has meant so much to me 

over the years, more than any of you could possibly know.  

 

Thank you all, and here’s to a great 2039 Brewster season! 
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FINAL 2038 STANDINGS 
 

BREWSTER BASEBALL ASSOCIATION 
 

 

Geogehgan Round  

 

Las Vegas 3 – Phoenix 2 

Mexico City 3 – San Antonio 2 

 

Seattle 3 – Valencia 1 

Edmonton 3 – Long Beach 1 

Doubleday Round 
Las Vegas 4 – Jacksonville 3 

Rockville 4 – Mexico City 1 

 

Seattle 4 – California 1 

Edmonton 4 – Yellow Springs 2 

Cartwright Cup 
Las Vegas 4 – Rockville 2 

 

Edmonton 4 – Seattle 2 

Landis Memorial Series 
Edmonton 4 – Las Vegas 3 

 
 

UNIFIED MIDDLE EAST BASEBALL ASSOCIATION 
 

 

League Championship 

Series  

 

Cairo 4 – Manama 3 

Jerusalem 4 – Mumbai 2 

Doubleday Round 
Jerusalem 4 – Cairo 1 
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Let’s face it, we knew it had to come sooner or later, right? The uprising of the 

Edmonton Jackrabbits was pre-ordained by a tough run through the early years 

that resulted in a string of great picks and young guns all arriving at about the 

right moment. So, sure, Edmonton was a sexy sexy pick in the pre-season. But 

things don’t always work out exactly as you saw them, even when they do. Let’s 

ride along with Edmonton GM Chris Robillard as he relives the year of the 

Jackrabbit. 

 

 

 

The 2038 Edmonton Jackrabbit's first Landis season starts with the end on 2037. 

At the time, I just became the GM for the team. That 2037 season I wanted to be 

more laid back in making changes to the team. I wanted to take a season to 

evaluate the team and identify their weaknesses. To my surprise and glee the 2037 

team made it to the playoffs. I was pretty certain we wouldn't go far despite all of 

my hope. We were okay on offense, but it just didn't have the feel of a 

championship team to me. Edmonton went to beat out Omaha in the Doubleday 

Series, but the Cartwright was not exciting against San Fernando who went on to 

represent the Frick League in the Landis series and lost to Rockville in four games. 

I was upset with the way we lost to San Fernando. I felt like the team just couldn't 

score runs. That cycled through my brain all the way through the offseason that 

immediately followed the 2037 Landis. 

 

I didn't waste any time. During the Cartwright series with San Fernando I was 

working on a trade with Brooklyn that we eventually agreed upon. Edmonton 

received Fernando Cruz and Francisco Ruiz in exchange for Pjor Eland, Juan 

Rodriguez, Ivan Meerkerk, Larry Good, Po-Sin Shi, and $10 million. Then, 

Edmonton acquired Jubal Troop from Las Vegas for Declan Crauen and Senzo 

Kobayashi. Another trade in the offseason saw Maxime Manceau moved to 

Phoenix for Yi-ke Hsaio and Marcos Morales. Then, there were a couple of quick 

trades. Edmonton received Juan Trujillo and Fernando Martinez for Jack Nichols 

and Hugh Powell and Trujillo was flipped quickly to Madison for Juan Garcia, 

David Katzenbogen and Rodrigo Rios. In essence, we traded many of our top 

prospects in return for some key pieces. 
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A major objective during the offseason that was achieved was replacing the middle 

infield of George Bluth and Dong-soo Chon with Martinez and Hsaio. We also 

received a big pitching upgrade in Jubal Troop. However, it took trading Manceau 

to acquire Hsaio. Cruz brought an offensive injection into the lineup and someone 

who is truly scary in the middle of the order. We also received some good depth 

options in Garcia and Katzenbogen to round out the 27 man roster. The only 

notable bust was Ruiz who I will discuss later. A number of prospects traded hands 

and Edmonton's trade partners certainly enjoyed that pillaging. We lost many RP 

prospects, but the most notable losses so far were probably Shi, Rodriguez, Good, 

and Kobayashi. The jury is still out on the others. 

 

The Jackrabbits had a strong start to the 2038 position that provided them with a 

double digit game lead at the end of July. Early in the season we completed 

another trade with Brooklyn to bring in Jose Torres and Jonathan Frank for Pat 

WIllard and Bob Thompson. The tail end of the season the team looked horrendous 

and the fall allowed Seattle to climb back into contention to the point where the 

final sim of the season decided who would win the Frick League Frontier. 

 

The highest contributors by WAR during the season were Steven Collins III (7.2), 

Mitch Dalrymple (5.5), Bobby Lynch (4.6), Jubal Troop (4.4), and Jesus Ramos 

(4.4). There were contributions throughout the team though with the biggest 

weaknesses being the infield defense and the bullpen slipped at times. The bullpen 

lead by Jorge Huerta and Jose Torres were pretty good in late innings, but when 

others had to come in the team was prone to struggling at points. John Jefferson 

was a surprise highlight and everyone else was an afterthought including Ruiz who 

after some lumps at the beginning of the season, struggled to find a role with the 

Jackrabbits. 

 

In the postseason the Jackrabbits defeated Long Beach 

in four games and Yellow Springs in six to allow them 

to advance to the Landis series with Las Vegas. The 

Hustlers were a very difficult opponent leading the 

series 3-1 in games at one point. A hidden ball play 

successfully performed in game five by Steven Collins 

III launched the Jackrabbits into a comeback with 

Bobby Lynch, Jubal Troop and Jesus Ramos delivering 

in the final three games. 
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Holy Hammers, Batman! Jerusalem Wins! 
(The First United Cup) 

 
I’ve claimed that these first couple seasons of the UMEBA are going to be the BBA 

version of the wild west, with every team swinging back and forth as it GMs both shoot 

for the fences and figure out what it means to run a UMEBA team. There world’s 

different in the independent leagues, after all.  For the first time, though, 2038 saw a full 

slate of games, with the Hammering Hebrews of Jerusalem coming through with their 

first United Cup. Let’s listen in as GM Brett Schroeder tells us about it. 

 

 

Coming off the heels of the half schedule trial run debut of the UMEBA in 2037, 

GM's around the league eagerly looked forward to the first full season of 

competition in 2038. The winner at the end of that season would go down in 

history as the very first recipient of the United Cup, the trophy that goes to the 

champion of the final round of the playoffs.  

 

Heading into the season, the 4 playoff teams from the previous year looked solid 

and poised to make a run at the cup. Beirut, Bucharest, Cairo and Manama spent 

the offseason convincing themselves and their fans that when this first year went 

into the books, they would be the ones at the top of the heap holding the cup. 

 

It would seem the baseball gods did not agree with the hubris displayed by those 

teams because when the dust settled it was the Jerusalem Hebrew Hammers 

holding the cup after a thorough dismantling of Cairo. Only 5 of the 7 games were 

needed to dispatch the Chariot Archers who had come into the matchup with the 

league's best record.  

 

After a sluggish start and a season long battle with Mumbai, the Hammers finished 

the year with the best record in the Bancroft and rode that wave to a historic first 

title. “This is really special stuff “, team captain Viacheslav Vasilyev said. “To be a 

part of a title winning team is always amazing but to be the very first champs in 

league history? That's something else.” 

 

2039 is shaping up to be an even more amazing season for the young league. The 

teams are awash in new talent and many front offices have been renovated and 

refocused on the new season.  

 

The 2nd ever United Cup is up for grabs. The question is, who will be holding it?  
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2039 BBA Hall of Fame Class Announced 
 

 

This year, with a total of 31 votes being cast, we welcome to the BBA Hall of 

Fame two of the best pitchers to ever take the mound in the history of the league. 

 

Since both of these pitchers will be forever tied to a single General Manager, and 

in the case of Ricardo “Scholsey” Diaz only played for one GM and one franchise, 

I thought it would be fitting to use the writings of those GM’s this season. 
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Active Career: 2019-2038 (20 seasons) 
243-170, 3.18, 4,056 K, 1.07 WHIP, 88.9 WAR 

Landis Memorial Winner 2024, 2035 
Nebraska Winner: 2022, 2023, 2025, 2027 

10-Time All-Star 

Hall of Fame Metrics: (average HoF) 
JAWS: 78.8 (70) 
Black Ink: 68 (33) 

Gray Ink: 265 (160) 
HOF Standards: 52 (50) 
HOF Monitor: 228 (127) 

 

Farewell, Ricardo Diaz 
By Ted Schmidt, Former GM, California Crusaders 

 

Ricardo Diaz retired at the end of the 2038 season, marking the end of an era. He 

spent his entire career with the Crusaders. Ricardo was a key cog in the 2024 

Crusaders title, and found a way to contribute as a cagey vet during the 2035 title. 

Diaz famously pulled a miracle out of whatever orifice he keeps his miracles in 

against Calgary in the 2035 Cartwright round. The stuff of legends. 

 

As a send-off, Diaz got the start on the last day of the 2038 season. For Diaz it was 

the first game he pitched all year, a 3.2 inning, 5 hit, 1 run, 2 K effort.  

 

Speaking of strikeouts ... Ladies and gentleman, Ricardo Diaz! Your All-Time 

strikeout leader (non Steve Nebraska division). 4056. The only non-created player 

to reach 4000. Lead the league in strikeouts for 8 straight seasons. Four-time Steve 

Nebraska Award winner. Ten time All-Star. Eighth all time in innings pitched. The 

game has changed. Pitchers don't stay as healthy or throw as many innings 

anymore. This was even changing by the time Diaz started his career. The most 

recent pitcher to throw more innings than Diaz had his career end three years 

before Diaz's started. Diaz's durability was the stuff of legends. He took the mound 

for his turn a record 515 times in a row. At his peak, he was utterly unhittable. 

During a six-year run from 2021 to 2026, he never allowed an OPS above .593. 

Three of those years he kept the LEAGUE below the Mendoza line for batting 

average. The others he allowed .201, .205, and .204. He was a quality start 

machine, leading the league 8 times. He led the league in WHIP 8 times. He struck 

out 200 and threw 200 innings fourteen straight season. For the first eleven of 

those seasons, he crushed those marks, averaging 230 innings and 260 k's. 

http://montybrewster.net/forums/viewtopic.php?f=45&t=25595&p=144151#p144151
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I'm sorry if you're tired of hearing about him (sorry Fred, I truly am), but he's the 

best player I've had, and likely that I will ever have. This combination of talent, 

durability and longevity will never come my way again. Thanks for the memories, 

Ricardo. 
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Active Career: 2022-2038 (17 seasons) 

242-133, 3.26 ERA, 1.17 WHIP, 3.24 FIP, 88.7 
WAR 

Landis Winner: 2036, 2037 
Steve Nebraska Award: 2026, 2028, 2036 

8-Time All-Star 

Hall of Fame Metrics: (average HoF) 
JAWS: 67.7 (70) 
Black Ink: 37 (33) 

Gray Ink: 177 (160) 
HOF Standards: 54 (50) 
HOF Monitor: 189 (127) 

 

Farewell, Enrique Gomez 
By Fred Holmes, GM, Omaha Barnstormers/Mexico City Aztecs 

 

Enrique 'Pep' Gomez arrived in the BBA as the #1 overall pick in the 2021 entry 

draft by the then Omaha Barnstormers. His selection was accompanied by some 

debate at the time, as there were a number of people around the league who were 

of the mind that the Barnstormers should have selected Mike Davis, who went #2 

overall to Des Moines, instead. It didn't take Enrique long to prove that 

Barnstormer management's faith was well placed. After being drafted he was sent 

immediately to AAA, spending a year there developing and being made ready for 

big league service. He was Omaha's 2022 opening day starter. He worked through 

some growing pains his rookie year, posting a 11-12 record for a bad Barnstormer 

team and having some trouble keeping the ball in the park. Those growing pains 

would be well worth it, however, as Gomez announced his arrival amongst the 

league's elite in 2023, posting a 1.97 ERA, winning his first ERA crown and 

finishing 2nd in Nebraska voting for the first time. 

 

2023 would serve as Gomez's springboard to BBA dominance. Over the next 9 

seasons in Omaha, Gomez would collect 2 Nebraska awards, win 2 ERA crowns, 

lead the league in pitcher WAR and wins once each, and appear in a Landis 

Memorial Series. 

 

Despite Gomez's dominance of the late 2020s and early 2030s, the Barnstormers 

could never make it over the hump and in 2032, Enrique was traded to Madison as 

part of a rebuilding move. Changing the uniform did not change the player, 

however. Gomez was spectacular in a season and a half in Madison, posting 7 

WAR in 2033 before famously spurning an extension offer from the Wolves and 
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becoming a free agent for the first time in his career. 

 

After spending the winter of 2033-34 sifting through contract offers from multiple 

teams, Gomez agreed to terms and signed on with the up and coming Rockville 

Pikemen. In Rockville, Gomez would become a member of one of the most 

fearsome pitching triumvirates in league history and would find new peaks of 

individual and team success. 

 

His first season in Maryland, Gomez won the ERA crown. His second season, he 

led the league in wins. In his third season with the Pikemen, at 36 years of age, he 

earned his third Nebraska award, leading the league in ERA and WAR, and finally 

made it to the top of the mountain and won a Landis memorial trophy. 2037 was 

another effective year in Rockville and the Pikemen repeated as champions but by 

the end of the season it was apparent that even Enrique Gomez was beginning to 

lose the battle with Father Time. After the 2037 season, Rockville bought out the 

remainder of Gomez's contract and he was again a free agent. Amazingly, Gomez's 

second foray into free agency was shorter than the first as the Madison Wolves, 

perhaps trying to right a 5 year old wrong, signed him on the first day when the 

market opened. His second stint in Madison would be a trying one, as Gomez, now 

38, was battling slipping velocity and Madison was outclassed in the FL Heartland. 

After statistically the worst season of his career, Gomez opted out of the remainder 

of his contract with the Wolves and retired. 

 

Career Milestones 
 

• Two Time Landis Memorial Champion - 2036, 2037 (Rockville) 

• Three Time Steve Nebraska Golden Arm Award Winner- 2026, 2028 (Omaha), 2036 

(Rockville) 

• Nine Time All-Star - 2023, 2025, 2026, 2028 (Omaha), 2033 (Madison), 2034, 2035, 

2036, 2037 (Rockville) 

• Five Time ERA Crown Winner - 2023 (1.97), 2025 (2.50), 2026 (2.26) (Omaha), 2034 

(2.86), 2036 (3.12) (Rockville) 

• Three Time Leader, Pitcher WAR - 2027 (6.0) (Omaha), 2033 (6.9) (Madison), 2036 (7.5) 

(Rockville) 

• Two Time Playoff Series MVP - 2027 Cartwright Cup (Omaha), 2034 Doubleday Series 

(Rockville) 

• Five Time Nebraska Runner-Up - 2023, 2025 (Omaha), 2033 (Madison), 2034, 2035 

(Rockville) 

• Perfect Game - 9/17/2024 versus the Vancouver Mounties 9.0 IP, 0 HA, 0 R, 0 BB, 5 K, 74 

Pitches 
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Final 2039 Hall of Fame Voting Results 
 

 Votes Pct 

Ricardo Diaz 31 100.00% 

Enrique Gomez 30 96.77% 

Braggo Franco 13 41.94% 

Eduardo Lopez 11 35.48% 

Diego Moreno 10 32.26% 

Rafael Bido 10 32.26% 

Kal "Man of Steel" El 9 29.03% 

Lionel Sanguinacco 9 29.03% 

Juan Pablo 9 29.03% 

Juan Jose Ornelas 8 25.81% 

Brett Caves 8 25.81% 

Mike Love 7 22.58% 

Boone Carlyle 6 19.35% 

Bob Sanderson 6 19.35% 

Lewis Stephens 5 16.13% 

Jose Cavazos 2 6.45% 

Chris Workman 1 3.23% 

Mario Gonzalez 1 3.23% 

Sergio Ramos 1 3.23% 

Cris Vazquez 0 0.00% 

 

Five players did not reach the limit needed to stay on the ballot. 
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This time with three times the fun! 

 
 
Time to put on the feed bag and settle down, because you know what’s coming—a set of 
the best previews known to these not-so-fake baseball worlds. Yes, after a long and 
exciting hot-stove league, it’s that time again. With changes going on around the 
league, Omaha GM Justin Niles joins Rockville GM Aaron Weiner this time, Justin 
taking us around the Johnson League and Aaron opening the hood on the Frick, both 
of them showing us what’s going to happen on the field in 2039. 
 
But, wait! There’s more! 
 
Jerusalem GM Brett Schroeder follows up with a pass throught the UMEBA, 
which—with a season and half under its belt—is now officially cookin’ with gas. Or 
something therelike. 
 
Yes, my friends, it’s time for the old BBA triple play!  
 
But first, let’s hand the microphone over to Arron Weiner to give us an outstanding 
look at the big picture. 
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If you asked anyone who was paying attention in the BBA, you wouldn’t be 

surprised that the Edmonton Jackrabbits took home their first BBA title last year.  

Edmonton was clearly one of the best teams in the Frick League going into last 

year, coming off a 96-win season, and had a complete offense and a solid pitching 

staff carried over from that team.  In 2039, they won a second division title, went 

the distance against Las Vegas, and now Edmonton gets to drink beer out of the 

Landis Memorial Trophy until such a time when they give it up. 

 

Edmonton did a fine job of building through the draft over a long period of time, 

and you can tell by the fact that many of the players on this team were drafted by 

the Jackrabbits:  Steven Collins III, Mitch Dalyrimple, William Wood, and Bobby 

Lynch were all top five draft picks.  But it’s safe to say that these weren’t your 

father’s Jackrabbits because, well, that team didn’t exist.   

 

The BBA had 24 teams for over FIFTY seasons (and 35 seasons in the modern era) 

before Edmonton even came into being in 2029 along with Twin Cities, Phoenix II, 

and Charm City.  Since then, we’ve added Boise and Wichita, and we’ll move to 

32 soon.  Plenty of teams moved towns and changed names, but there were never 

MORE of them.  Edmonton is thus the first expansion team to win a title in the 

history of the BBA, and as a result, becomes the new poster boy for the new-look 

BBA. 

 

To understand what the BBA is now, it’s important that we look back at what it 

was.  The BBA now has 30 teams, but for a long time, it was a group of 15-20 

people with a few new ones in and out, and that’s no longer the case.  Even I 

wasn’t an original modern era BBA owner (though I did start in 1996).  The only 

three of the original 24 who still own their original franchises (from 1995) are:  

Commissioner Matt Rectenwald, Valencia GM Lee Honigsfeld, and New Orleans 

GM Jim Roberts.  Four other original owners:  Madison GM Chris Wilson, who 

spent three years in Long Beach before taking over in Madison, Wichita GM Stu 

Hopkins, more famous for being the Genius of Louisville, was first owner of the 

now Yellow Springs franchise, Jerusalem GM Brett Schroeder, first owner of 
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California, and Cairo GM Nigel Laverick, first owner of the now Mexico City 

franchise; Phoenix’s Sean Marko’s been around a while, too. 

 

The turnover in the BBA would have devastated other leagues over time, and the 

fact that we are healthy, happy, and doing better than ever is a real testament to 

what we’ve built here and what we’re continuing to build for the foreseeable 

future.  Everyone is excited about the new faces in the league, and while it’s hard 

to say goodbye to some of the older ones – Ted, my preview partner and friend for 

many years, free beer awaits if you’re ever in town – we know that this is for many 

reasons the best league around.  Edmonton’s win might be the new face of the 

BBA, but we have so many new faces. 

 

Understanding what the league is and ever was, though, is to understand yourself 

and what makes you, as a person, tick.  Roger Angell once wrote that: 

 

“It is foolish and childish, on the face of it, to affiliate ourselves with anything so 

insignificant and patently contrived and commercially exploitative as a 

professional sports team…What is left out of this calculation, it seems to me, is the 

business of caring - caring deeply and passionately, really caring… the infantile 

and ignoble joy that sends a grown man or woman to dancing in the middle of the 

night over the haphazardous flight of a distant ball - seems a small price to pay for 

such a gift.” 

 

Owning one’s own team full of players that no one will have heard of beyond these 

walls might seem a small thing, but I’ve owned a team for 36 seasons out of a 

possible 44, and I can tell you that the two straight titles that I surrendered to 

Edmonton this year has been an enormous thrill for me.  While the Jackrabbits, 

who have no intention of giving up the title, would surely argue with my poetic 

viewpoint, may all of you feel the same way some time in the future, about 

something, if not this. 

 

Speaking of new faces, the bottom seven in terms of total WAR lost from last year:  

Rockville, California, Seattle, Yellow Springs, Jacksonville, Valencia, and Mexico 

City.  That’s seven out of twelve playoff teams.  So there are going to be a number 

of new faces on premier franchises.  There’s a fair chance that each of those teams 

will be in contention as the year moves forward, but the turnover is noticeable on 

all of them.   

 

There’s every reason to believe that teams like Twin Cities, Omaha, Long Beach, 

and San Fernando can try to take advantage of the power outage from the 

contenders, and Atlantic City, who nearly reached .500 last year, had the best 

offseason of any team in the BBA.  New Orleans was up there, too, and they fell 
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way short of my expectations last year:  they could surprise.  Las Vegas will surely 

be back in the mix – do we even need to write that? – and upstart San Antonio 

might have the best pitching staff in the BBA right now.  Even Wichita had their 

second straight strong off-season, though it’s hard to see them leapfrogging 

everyone in their own division, including Phoenix, who could make the playoffs 

again. 

 

The league is a wide-open contest again, and it will be exciting to see all the new 

ideas that people bring in with them on how to run a team, their writing, openers 

and followers, the whole works.  Seeing so many potential powerhouses in the 

league ready and able to step up and win it all gets me excited every single year, 

which is one reason why I’ve written previews in some form most years since the 

1990s – the real 90’s, not just the game ones! – and it’ll be a wide-open league 

again.  So let’s play ball! 
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ATLANTIC 

 

If it wasn’t clear that this was Rockville’s division before, it certainly is 

now. Rockville, winners of 4 straight division titles are big time 

favorites to make it a fifth in a row. The only team with a cross-country 

chance to even compete regularly with Rockville in this division is 

Atlantic City who just went out and spent a boatload of money in free 

agency, as expected. 

 

Montreal & Charm City are both still rebuilding with Montreal having a 

bit of a jump between the two. Brooklyn is in the second season of a 

rebuild in what seem like an eternity to their fan base. Brooklyn will 

enter the season dedicating $12,500,000 to Mario Balderas who was 

traded to Calgary last season. Balderas has a player option the next two 

seasons, if he declines either consider it a victory for Brooklyn. It may 

be one of the few over the next couple seasons. 

 

Atlantic City has a chance at a wildcard spot, but will have to make sure 

not to slip up and give away victories to those rebuilding clubs in the 

division. 

 

At the end of the season, I see Rockville running away with this one 

once again, however not by the 30 games it did so last season.  

 
  

 

2039 Projected Standings W L 

Rockville Pikemen 102 60 

Atlantic City Gamblers 82 80 

Montreal Blazers 78 84 

Charm City Jimmies 75 87 

Brooklyn Robins 58 104 
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JOHNSON LEAGUE Atlantic Division 

 

It’s easy to say that Rockville has been the “daddy” of the 

division for quite some time. As mentioned in last year’s 

guide, it’s going to become very difficult to keep all of the 

players currently in a Rockville jersey past the 2039 season, 

and here we are. 

 

Dan Cannon is entering the final year of his contract, and all 

indications are that Rockville will simply not be able to afford 

to keep him as they are currently only $10,000,000 under the 

salary cap and with Cannon earning $18,000,000 this season, 

experts predict a $30+ Million AAV price tag for Cannon in 

free agency. Chip Puckett also holds an important player 

option after this season where he can opt out. That is then, this 

is now. 

 

Starting with the rotation obviously Dempster, Cannon & 

Marin are a unforgettable “big 3” that makes taking any series 

from Rockville tough but after those 3, you have Bob 

Coleman and then usually the 5th spot has been a “bullpen 

game” with no clear starter. Expect the same this season from 

Rockville. 

 

You can’t say enough about the job Francisco Flores is doing 

both behind the plate and also with a bat in his hands. I would 

argue that Flores was the biggest piece of this lineup last season. That says quite a 

bit considering he bats 5th. Nobody projected in the lineup batted under .283 last 

season, and nobody had a WAR of less than 1.3. Not a single player.  

 

Rockville is going to win this division this year. They may not win it by 30 games 

as they did last season, but they are going to keep the band together, and win over 

100 games yet again.  

 

My prediction is that they also will win their 3rd Landis Trophy in 4 seasons as 

nobody is going to be able to hold off the pitching trio nor the offense. 
 

  

ROCKVILLE 
PIKEMEN 

 

GENERAL MANAGER: 

Aaron Weiner 

 

 

2039 Prediction: 

102-60 
 

LAST YEAR’S GUIDE 

 

They’ll need the farm: it’s 

going to be very hard to keep 

everyone past 2039, when 

Dan Cannon either needs to 

get paid or goes to free 

agency. Signing Cannon 

appears to be a priority over 

other possibilities, especially 

since the Pikemen have 

nobody in the minor leagues 

who looks like a major league 

starting pitcher 
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JOHNSON LEAGUE Atlantic Division 

 

It was said in last year’s media guide that Atlantic City 

would be able to be a significant player in free agency, and 

let’s just say that the team has not disappointed.  

 

First, they signed 2B Lloyd Braun to a 5 year contract worth 

$40M. Then, 4 days later, they signed pitcher Julio Alicea to 

a 6 year/$53M deal. In January, they spent another $34M on 

a 4 year pact with SP Celio Marin. Now, in March they 

signed a 1 year deal with top tier shortstop Reece Wareham 

on a $18.5M deal. Did we mention they resigned their own 

player in January to a $109M extension over 6 years?  

 

Wowzers. That is a $220,000,000 off-season. 

 

A rotation this year should consist of Celio Marin, Julio 

Alicea, Dusty Welch, Andres Georges, & Francisco Barrera 

should be a strong point for this club as expected. Well, when 

you spend $93M on 2 pitchers in free agency, they should 

help you significantly. It’s also possible David Perea is 

tossed into the rotation at some point. 

 

The star of this lineup is Adrian Salazar who is coming fresh 

off a 50 home run season along with a $109,000,000 

extension. He has a strong supporting cast however as the 21 

year old Millard Younger, Ricardo Hernandez, Bucky 

Dornster and the prior mentioned new acquisition Lloyd 

Braun should all pitch in. It’s likely John Noble starts in right 

field as it would be unproductive to send Stanley Perimutter 

back out there this season after his poor 2038 season. 

 

The recent signing of Reece Wareham makes things rather 

interesting as the club was before planning to play Lloyd 

Braun at SS and Keith Dean at 2B. One would assume that one of those guys is the 

odd man out unless Wareham is played as a utility guy with an $18,000,000 salary. 

 

This team is going to compete due to their free agent signings. They have 

improved quite a bit. I predict a 82-80 record with a wildcard spot come October. 
 

  

ATLANTIC CITY 
GAMBLERS 

 

GENERAL MANAGER: 

Joshua Biddle 

 

 

2039 Prediction: 

82-80 
 

LAST YEAR’S GUIDE 

 

The Gamblers are finally out of 

financial hell, um, sorta. There 

are worse contracts in the 

league than Dornster’s deal, 

since the third baseman is 

legitimately good. By next year 

this team should be a 

significant player in free 

agency if that’s what they want. 

They’re building a little bit of a 

farm, but it’s not enough to 

service their needs, and, 

besides, nobody’s really ready. 

What we’re seeing is a team in 

the early stages of rebuilding. 

Late stages will likely look 

different. Atlantic City is better 

enough than Brooklyn and 

Charm City that they should 

steal some games. 
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JOHNSON LEAGUE Atlantic Division 

Montreal finished lower than expected under new GM Kevin Spencer 

last season, and this off-season has done little in ways to improve. 

When your “best” free agent signing is a 30 year old shortstop with a 

career with a career .233/.303/.308 triple slash line and a relief pitcher 

can you really say you had a successful off-season?  

 

Well, in this instance, I think you can.  

 

You see, Montreal isn’t going to the Landis during the 2039 season, but 

one thing there also not going to do is pay Hank Brewer to sit on the 

injured list throughout the season. 

 

They did sign an international free agent to a contract with a signing 

bonus of over $6,000,000 but he is years away obviously.  They did 

also fill a spot in their rotation with a one year flyer on Rogerio 

Vazquez who started 24 games last year in Charm City.  

 

Montreal has a good core group going in the lineup of Benjamin Dale, 

Juan Santana & Kevin MacKeith who together combined for 12.7 WA 

last season. Vicente Chavez was an interesting, yet great pickup having 

hit .346 in 359 plate appearances for the Blazers. Kel Bacon can hold 

his own as well at 2nd base. Terry Rowland takes over at 3rd and should 

be great with the glove and serviceable at the plate. If anything, 

Rowland should be somewhat of an upgrade over Dan Norman who 

played there last season. Catcher is a clear weakness for the club along 

with potentially the designated hitter spot as not much power will be 

generated from Jody Crawford. 

 

Speaking of weakness, the pitching on this club could be what is going 

to keep them from winning 82 games. The Lopez boys(Vicente & 

Jesus) both were good enough last season and finished with a combined 

6.4 WAR. Rogerio Vazquez is the free agent pitcher on the squad and 

Felipe Baez had a bit of luck last season despite a 4.82 ERA. Eric 

Franklin as the 5th man is not the answer either.  

 

In the pen, Drees Geestman is probably not the lockdown closer that 

Montreal needs. newcomer John Jefferson & Alberto Ramirez are a 

good duo, but there aren’t enough good arms in the bullpen to be strong 

enough to counter the weak backend of the rotation. 

 

Jim Antolin is a player who may contribute this year, however if I was Montreal I would let him 

spend another year in the minor leagues. On the mound, Santiago Perez looks like he could fill 

one of those back end rotation spots this season along with potentially Fernando Moran.  

 

Montreal is probably a year away still from truly competing. I suspect Dale will become trade 

bait through the season and be dealt for prospects.   

MONTREAL 
BLAZERS 

 

GENERAL MANAGER: 

Kevin Spencer 

 

 

2039 Prediction: 

78-84 
 

LAST YEAR’S GUIDE 

 

Their rotation is not what it 

once was. Montreal finished 

dead last in runs allowed last 

year, something that hadn’t 

happened in 40 years (last time 

was in 1997). Just one 

Montreal player threw more 

than 18 starts, and that was #3 

starter Manuel Pena, who had 

a career year last year. That 

said, the outlook for the 

Blazers is looking up. Vicente 

Lopez appears to be the real 

deal as a starter. Jose Dyola is 

young, cheap, and has some 

promise as a #3 starter. The 

rest of the group is fair at best, 

but with Jesus Lopez and 

Jermaine Clayton their rotation 

blows whatever the non-

Rockville portion of the 

division has out of the water. 
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JOHNSON LEAGUE Atlantic Division 

 

 

Charm City made a somewhat surprising swoop in when they 

signed Rockville pending free agent Fernando Marquez in 

January to a 6 year contract with up to $36,000,000 however 

they certainly needed it to bolster their rotation. 

 

The returners from last season’s rotation of Muiru, Soliz, & 

Goto were all serviceable with the young Muiru leading the 

charge. Marquez should slot in behind Goto before the club 

hands the ball to David Marquez for the 5th spot in the 

rotation. Jorge Nevarez is getting looks, but he is simply 

better off in AAA this season with this team not in position to 

make the playoffs. 

 

Whether you think Carlton Winson is overpaid or not, you 

can’t ignore his 4.9 WAR and 44 hoem runs last season along 

with his OBP of .370. Mario Guerrer also played very well 

batting in 141 runs and having a triple slash line of 

.331/389/.583. After those two, we fall off quickly although it 

is worth pointing out that Mario Rodriguez had a good debut 

season. 

 

Expect William Drew to debut this season at second base and 

replace young David Guerra who struggled last season. There 

is a lot of talent on this team, however their mostly in the 

minor leagues and that “talent” is currently just “potential”.  

 

Charm City will be idle this season, and although the fan base 

may not want it, some have to hope for Winson to opt out, and 

be ready to take the division by storm as Rockville begins 

losing pieces of its dynasty worthy roster. 

 

2039 is not the season for Charm City, although a predicted 75 wins is a move in 

the right direction. I firmly expect by the 2040 season that Charm City will eclipse 

.500 and be a wildcard contender. 
 

  

CHARM CITY 
JIMMIES 

 

GENERAL MANAGER: 

Branden Slouck 

 

 

2039 Prediction: 

75-87 
 

LAST YEAR’S GUIDE 

 

Ultimately, a team like Charm 

City will have to get by on 

their farm system, not the 

team on the field, and they’re 

working on it; they have just 

four prospects in the top 100 

(and just one in the top 40, 

Jorge Nevarez), but they have 

a robust 11 in the top 200, and 

a couple guys after that who 

could be big leaguers, too. I’m 

predicting that the team isn’t 

going much of anywhere until 

2041 or 2042, when the 

Winson deal is finally up (or 

could be bought out a year 

early). Adding pieces is smart, 

but, until then, the team is in 

pieces. 
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JOHNSON LEAGUE Atlantic Division 

 

Ah yes, Brooklyn. It goes without saying that this team is in a 

complete rebuild but not all hope is lost. Well, it is for the 

2039 season, but the rebuild is quickly taking shape. 

 

The lineup consists of many of those players taken in the 

Rule 5 Draft, and unfortunately the best statistical player 

returning on Brooklyn is the overpaid Juan Sweetworld. The 

lineup doesn’t scare many people as it shouldn’t.  

 

The player who fans should be happy to watch is Nico Eijpe 

who was acquired last season from California. The 24 year 

old has the tools to put together a good season and plays 

great defense. Unfortunately, as soon as he does, look for the 

front office to ship him out. 

 

The pitching staff looks no better than the lineup, with the 

potential of an unheard of 3 rule 5 players starting in the 

pitching rotation for Brooklyn.  

 

The cavalry is on its way however as Brooklyn has gone 

from not having a single top 100 prospect and being ranked 

among the bottom in farm system rankings to now having 3 

top 100 prospects in Espinosa(62), Vega(85), and 

Ramos(94). 

 

Brooklyn has only 67 million to salaries in 2040, 55 million 

in 2041 and in 2042 the going gets good as Juan Sweetworld 

& Mario Balderas both have contracts officially off the books 

leaving Brooklyn the ability to make some huge splashes in 

free agency while they continue to develop their farm system. 

 

While I think they have accelerated their rebuild, I think they 

take a step back in BBA record this season because of that. I 

expect only 58 wins for Brooklyn followed by seasons of 

increases from there on out.  

BROOKLYN 
ROBINS 

 

GENERAL MANAGER: 

Alan Ehlers 

 

 

2039 Prediction: 

58-104 
 

LAST YEAR’S GUIDE 

 

Brooklyn was tens of millions 

of dollars in the hole before 

unloading their whole team. At 

this point the team not only has 

$20 million of cash, but also 

bonus cash, which will make 

the $30 million they’re about to 

lose this year less painful. 

Good news is that all of 

Brooklyn’s dealing built them a 

farm, right? Well, no. The team 

doesn’t have one single 

prospect in the top 100, the 

only BBA franchise without 

one. It’s gonna be a long, dark 

night for the Robins, whose cap 

situation doesn’t get good until 

2040 and whose draft pick 

probably won’t get good until 

2039. When you’re paying $75 

million to NOT play Cisco 

Guerrero and Mario Balderas, 

you might have determined that 

you’re a team in a little bit of 

flux. Brooklyn is thoroughly 

fluxed. 
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SOUTHEASTERN 

 

Jacksonville making the playoffs is almost a certainty these days as they 

have made it the past 9 seasons, and if they are able to make it this 

season would officially have made it each year of the 2030’s which is a 

clear mark for consistency.  

 

This season however won’t be as easy as last year as Jacksonville is 

unlikely to win the division by the 34 games it won the Southeastern by 

in 2038. Jacksonville will have to deal with Huntsville & New Orleans 

as both appear prime to strike this season after both failing to meet high 

expectations in 2038.  

 

Huntsville should approach a winning record this year, while New 

Orleans has the pitching and offensive firepower to potentially compete 

with Jacksonville throughout the season. New Orleans may actually be a 

Jacksonville injury or two away from pushing Jacksonville even further 

and potentially taken the division from them. 

 

Louisville still has some growing to do, and Nashville is in what looks 

like another potential rebuild as I expect them to go full rebuild this 

season and finish at the bottom. 

 

 

 
  

2039 Projected Standings W L 

Jacksonville Hurricanes 91 71 

New Orleans Crawdads 85 77 

Huntsville Phantoms 81 81 

Louisville Sluggers 77 85 

Nashville Goats 65 97 
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JOHNSON LEAGUE Southeastern Division 

 

Jacksonville kicked the off-season off with a bang by signing 

two free agent pitchers to a total of 9 years and $63,000,000. 

Taisuke Suzuki & Zhi-zin Chein are both players expected to 

take part in the rotation this season and potentially frontline it 

to help offset the losses of Egbert Behner who exercised his 

contract opt out and Rueben Nunez who also became a free 

agent. As a matter of fact, Raul Gerla is the only returning 

Hurricane who was a consistent starter in 2038. 

 

The rotation clearly has the newly signed duo from 

December and also Gerela. After that, it’s a question mark. 

Juan Fuentes seems like a plausible idea, but behind him 

nobody worth mentioning. 

 

Oh yea, did we mention Peter Grady?  

 

Grady signed a big extension this off-season having pitched 

over 200 innings last season and having an ERA of 2.73 and 

a WAR of 4.7. He was obviously the Egan award winner last 

season but some would argue he should have won the 

Nebraska award as well. 

 

In the lineup, the young group of Brett White, Manuel 

Martinez, Rocky Allen, Edgardo Encarnacion, and Jose 

Zuniga are going to lead this squad for several seasons and 

should be able to make up for the clear pitching woes. 

 

Even with those pitching woes, I think that the Hurricanes 

find a way to win enough games to win the division and hold 

off the others, making the playoffs for the 10th straight 

season. 
  

JACKSONVILLE 
HURRICANES 

 

GENERAL MANAGER: 

Tyler Simmons 

 

 

2039 Prediction: 

91-71 
 

LAST YEAR’S GUIDE 

 

Jacksonville hasn’t missed the 

playoffs since 2029, and if they 

make it this year it’ll be an 

even ten straight seasons in the 

playoffs. That would be rare 

company. The other franchises 

who have that kind of streak 

are: New Orleans (2012-2023; 

newbs, the Crawdads used to 

be the fiercest around), 

Madison (1997-2009, Big 

Bopper and the Cricket), Vegas 

(2020-2034, still the longest 

ever), and that’s the whole list. 

Yellow Springs and another 

incarnation of Vegas also had 

nine in a row, and there are a 

few teams with eight, but the 

list isn’t enormous, even after 

50 years of the BBA. So, 

Jacksonville might be about to 

find themselves in rare 

company. However, there are 

four interesting teams who are 

gunning for the Hurricanes, 

who have averaged 99 wins 

during the last four seasons. 

Can the Hurricanes hold on 

another year? 
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JOHNSON LEAGUE Southeastern Division 

 

Let’s just start by pointing out that at one point New Orleans 

had 4 capable catchers on their BBA roster this off-season 

after signing Hank Brewer to a 3 year $24M deal in 

November. 

 

They bolstered their bullpen in December by adding RP 

Jason Morris and in March signed outfielder Willard Gagne 

to a 3 year deal paying him a potential $25M. After those 

signings, the team is at its brink thanks tremendously in part 

to the $23M owed to Lawrence Laloosh. 

 

Laloosh still finds himself at the back of the rotation that is 

led by Jim Armstrong, who made his much anticipated debut 

last season and dazzled to a 2.99 ERA over 12 starts. Mitsuo 

Tenno slides back to the #2 spot in the rotation and 

Yamaguchi & Delgado round it up with Laloosh at the 

caboose. A strong, strong rotation is the exact opposite of 

what Jacksonville has, which is who they are trying to catch. 

 

Mario Barrera leads the lineup in his sophomore season 

while Virgil Shafter will be the spark plug at the top of the 

lineup. Shafter slides back to left field this season and should 

make the outfield much better defensively.  

 

Harlan Moore is a big question mark at shortstop as he has 

injury issues nearly each season, but otherwise the squad 

seems pretty solid top to bottom and ready to rebound from a 

disappointing 2038 season when many critics thought they 

could make a run with Jacksonville. 

 

The team still has a cluster at catcher with Pedro Gomez & Roelof Kooster sitting 

in the minor leagues, but too many good players always is a problem any team 

would welcome.  

 

New Orleans certainly has the farm built up and ready to make that final leap. 

Jacksonville is down with several members of the club leaving.  

 

Could this be the season that Jacksonville is jumped by New Orleans after 

dominance the past few seasons?   

NEW ORLEANS 
CRAWDADS 

 

GENERAL MANAGER: 

Jim Roberts 

 

 

2039 Prediction: 

85-77 
 

LAST YEAR’S GUIDE 

 

It remains to be seen whether 

the Crawdads will call up 

starting pitcher Jim Armstrong, 

who is one of the BBA’s top ten 

prospects and is ready to go 

right now, if they want him 

there. In fact, New Orleans has 

a deep, talented, and superior 

farm to most teams in the BBA, 

with eight of the top 100 

prospects and three in the top 

50. Most players are at least a 

year or two out. There are 

reasons to wait on some of 

their players, as the team may 

have a number of great players 

coming up very soon and do 

not appear to be a legitimate 

championship contender. 
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JOHNSON LEAGUE Southeastern Division 

 

The big acquisition for Huntsville this off-season may have 

been more about putting butts in the seats than winning 

baseball games. The team signed Hotha Popo to a 6 year 

contract worth up to $54,000,000 that includes two player opt 

outs. 

 

Huntsville returns their entire pitching staff from last season. 

Including front of the rotation guy Juan Nicto who signed a 

y1 year extension with Huntsville earning almost $9,000,000 

last September. Justin Archer is a phenomenal young closer 

that will hopefully get more opportunities to close out some 

wins in 2039. 

 

The lineup looks a bit different than it did at this point last 

year as Popo is the obvious catcher. Emilio Lugo should play 

1st base, Luis Gonzalez should be the starting second 

baseman, and Manny Cleide has an outside shot at playing 

right field this year.  Tim Torres, Fernando Reyes, and Victor 

Bedolla all return to their typical positions along with Norris 

Rutlidge who should DH again this year. 

 

2B Rocky Wattson is arguably ready for BBA pitching, 

which could push Navarro out of the lineup and shift Luis 

Gonzalez to short. No other players seem ready to make an 

impact this coming season. 

 

While Huntsville took a small step back in many critics eyes, 

look for them to rebound and get to .500 this season. They 

may not make the playoffs, but with a weakened 

Jacksonville, they should be able to at least be presentable on 

the field. 
  

HUNTSVILLE 
PHANTOMS 

 

GENERAL MANAGER: 

Vic Cleca 

 

 

2039 Prediction: 

81-81 
 

LAST YEAR’S GUIDE 

 

Huntsville appears to be 

waiting around for the right 

trade. They have stockpiled 

huge numbers of assets on a 

very underrated farm. That 

said, they’ve let their pitching 

staff lie fallow for a few years 

and allowed last year’s #1 

starter, Heinrich Peithner, to 

leave via trade after a weak 

2037 season, so one could 

conjecture that they’re waiting 

for a few of those assets to 

make it before making their 

move. The seeming slight 

fallback is an interesting stance 

for a team that’s been so close 

to the playoffs in each of the 

past three seasons, but this 

team has actually been quietly 

receding for three years. Being 

on the outside looking in might 

become a habit this year. 
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JOHNSON LEAGUE Southeastern Division 

 

Louisville shocked the world when word broke that they had 

signed outfielder Alfredo Martinez to 4 year deal worth up to 

$131,200,000. That basically sums up Louisville’s offseason. 

 

In hindsight, it’s probably a 1 year deal or at the most a 2 year 

contract and Martinez will help Louisville fill it’s stadium 

while they continue to rebuild.  

 

Jaramillo & Morales, the top two from Louisville’s rotation in 

2038 are now with Wichita as they were dealt in early 

November. Ken Bates was given away as only Augusto 

Sanchez & Carlos Guzman return from last season’s regular 

rotation. Lando Klomp appears ready to go and will slot in 

behind Guzman while the rest of the rotation figures to be a 

mess. 

 

Shag Hopkins will stay behind the plate for the 11th straight 

year for Louisville, while the newly signed Martinez will 

likely play DH. Behind him, look for several changes to this 

lineup. Ronnie Hubbard is ready to take over in center field 

and Semei Kwakou is going to be as good a right fielder as 

any in the BBA. Bob Frazier also joins the club from YS9 to 

play 2nd base. 

 

The Louisville team is dangerous offensively, but are going to 

struggle to keep opposing teams from scoring. Expect a big 

improvement this season from Louisville as the kids become 

men, but expect an even bigger relevance jump in 2040. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

LOUISVILLE 
SLUGGERS 

 

GENERAL MANAGER: 

Stephen Shaw 

 

 

2039 Prediction: 

77-85 
 

LAST YEAR’S GUIDE 

 

The Sluggers have one of the 

best farms in the BBA, and 

they’ll be drafting high for 

several seasons to come. They 

could actually get something 

out of Semei Kwakou, who is a 

monster outfield prospect, this 

year if they wanted to rush 

him. I don’t see the point. 

Reportedly, Morales doesn’t 

want the sun, moon and stars 

to re-sign with Louisville and 

that would be the cornerstone 

they need to make this thing 

work in the future. For now, I 

can see them picking up a 

dozen games, or even more, 

but they’re not contenders, not 

this year. Next year could be 

different. 
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JOHNSON LEAGUE Southeastern Division 

 

 Nashville was predicted to do much better than they did in 

2038. Many analysis “experts” had a winning record for the 

first time in nearly 15 seasons. They fell well short of that, 

finishing 20 games off that winning record predicted, and the 

rest is history.  

 

This off-season they have signed exactly 0 free agents, traded 

an excellent closer, and traded William Mooreland to 

Phoenix. All for prospects. 

 

With that, it appears that the rebuild is on….again. 

 

Likiliki & Peithner both return to front the rotation, but both 

should be cautious on buying any real estate in Nashville as 

they will likely find themselves pitching elsewhere by the end 

of the season. You could argue that the Goats had two-way 

player Ata waiting to close for them, so the loss of a closer 

doesn’t hurt. Ata is good, but unproven. 

 

The lineup is very run of the mill and may differ greatly by 

the all-star game as it’s rumored Justin Jackson has been 

discussed in trade deals as has Kamade.  

 

I am not sure if I would take the over/under on if a 75% 

chance that Jackson, Likiliki, Peithner, & Kamade are all in a 

different uniform by the end of July.  

 

One thing I would bet on is the Goats not making the playoffs this season.  
 

  

NASHVILLE 
GOATS 

 

GENERAL MANAGER: 

Brett Golden 

 

 

2039 Prediction: 

65-97 
 

LAST YEAR’S GUIDE 

 

I can see Nashville finally 

breaking through the .500 

mark this year, which would 

be something of an 

accomplishment for them 

since the franchise hasn’t had 

a winning record since back 

to back playoff appearances in 

– gasp – 2024 and 2025. To 

break through the .500 mark 

for the first time in 13 years 

would have to be considered a 

successful season for this 

franchise, who needs 

something for motivation. 
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SUN BELT 

 

 

My first thought after looking at the projected standings?  

 

What a fun season this is going to be.  

 

Did I project Las Vegas too high knowing that they may have 4 86+ win 

teams in this division? Did I over project teams to get to those 86+ wins?  

 

My thoughts are...No. 

 

Vegas is better than they were last year, or at the very least just as good. 

That doesn’t discount the other 3 teams in this division who I have 

projected to win those minimum 86+ games. Wichita may be the only 

one that won’t get to their win total, and that isn’t because they aren’t a 

78-win team, but rather they aren’t a 78 win team in a division aligned 

with such powerful teams. 

 

In my eyes, this is Vegas’s division to lose, and barring injury they 

should run away with it which says just how good Las Vegas is when 

you talk about running away from teams that are built like Mexico City, 

San Antonio, and Phoenix. 

 

The most interesting part is that with these predictions, the Sun-Belt will 

once again sweep the wild cards but this year only by 1 game as New 

Orleans will finish with an 85-77 record.   

2039 Projected Standings W L 

Las Vegas Hustlers 100 62 

Mexico City Aztecs 92 70 

Phoenix Talons 87 75 

San Antonio Outlaws 86 76 

Wichita Aviators 78 84 
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JOHNSON LEAGUE Sun Belt Division 

 

While Vegas failed once again to win their division, which 

they still have not won since it was formed in 2035, they did 

go on to win the wildcard and appear in the Landis series last 

year. 

 

Since that time, things have been pretty quiet in Nevada.  

 

As a matter of a fact, other than a few basic house-keeping 

moves, Vegas only acquisition was catcher Marcus Forryan 

to a 2 year/$7 million dollar deal. 

 

The entire Vegas rotation returns this season along with their 

excellent closer Shawn Huber. The bullpen is as strong as 

any team in the BBA with Balun & Garcia flexing their great 

arsenal in a dual setup role.  

 

The entire lineup returns as well with the key exception being 

the addition of Francisco Mendez in center field, shifting 

Camacho to left field. 

 

This team looks even better off in 2039 than they did in 2038 

when they nearly won the Landis Series. If you’re betting on 

anybody to get to the playoffs, bet on Las Vegas as their 14 

times in 18 seasons indicate their consistency. 

 

I will take a step further and bet on this team to win the 

Landis this year. 
 

  

LAS VEGAS 
HUSTLERS 

 

GENERAL MANAGER: 

Matt Rectenwald 

 

 

2039 Prediction:  

100-62 
 

LAST YEAR’S GUIDE 

 

Division titles used to be 

predictably Las Vegas’ to lose, 

but not in recent years. Vegas 

finished an astonishing run of 

ten division titles in twelve 

years (and fourteen in 

seventeen) in 2033, but the 

Hustlers haven’t won this 

division since it was formed in 

2035. Last year it was Phoenix, 

the prior two years Mexico 

City. In one of those years, 

Vegas didn’t even make the 

playoffs, which happens about 

every decade or so. Do I really 

need to tell you this team is a 

playoff contender, or did you 

get the hint? 
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JOHNSON LEAGUE Sun Belt Division 

 

After last year’s division win, Mexico City has now made the 

playoffs the past 4 seasons, and this season should be no 

different. Look for them to be playing ball in October once 

again. 

 

Here’s why: 

 

They only lost Sean Mcguire & Mark Dempsey this off-

season. Dempsey was a mid-season acquisition last year and 

not one that arguably put them over the final hump. Sean 

Mcquire is a bit of a bigger deal as Mexico City misses a 

veteran second baseman who could be counted on, and 

rebounded from a horrible 2037 to a great 2038. 

 

I’m not saying they have someone to replace these 2 because 

looking at their current lineup doesn’t show a savior 

however, Fernando Moreno appears ready to roll and could 

step into the shortstop position freeing Fairborne to play 2B. 

 

The starting rotation is as good as any rotation in the 

division, and Pedro Castillo should do a fine job of taking the 

rock in the ninth inning and closing out games for the squad. 

 

Though, they likely will see the division go to Las Vegas. 

Barring injury, Mexico City should expect to win roughly the 

same amount of games as last season and be playing into 

October. 
  

MEXICO CITY 
AZTECS 

 

GENERAL MANAGER: 

Fred Holmes 

 

 

2039 Prediction:  

92-70 
 

LAST YEAR’S GUIDE 

 

Mexico City tried to rain on 

everyone’s parade last year. It 

worked, to a point. The 

tropicality of Ciudad de 

Mexico caused a number of 

rainouts which created a 

special group of rainout 

makeup games at the end of the 

season, and the rainout games 

snuck the Aztecs into the 

playoffs, passing the Huntsville 

Phantoms. It was the third 

straight playoff appearance for 

the Aztecs, who for a long time 

were one of my sleeper cell 

teams. However, they have 

failed in three straight playoff 

appearances to win a series, 

last year bowing out to 

Brooklyn in 5 games in the 

Geoghegan. Is time running out 

on this franchise, or can they 

break through? 
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JOHNSON LEAGUE Sun Belt Division 

 

 

Phoenix won 85 games last season, finishing 2nd in the 

wildcard and making their way to the playoffs before being 

eliminated and once again watching the Landis series at 

home. 

 

Their key free agent acquisition this year? Alexandre Renard. 

Well he was their only acquisition actually. They did acquire 

William Mooreland from Nashville & Elwood Blues from 

YS9 during the off-season and both players figure to play 

decent roles with the club. 

 

The team returns their entire rotation, if you don’t include 

Laloosh in their rotation but also have Elwood Blues to slot 

in somewhere, more than likely at the back end as a guy who 

can go out and chew up some innings. 

 

The real firepower behind Phoenix however is their batting 

lineup and offensive potential. They had 7 guys who hit more 

than 25 home runs last season, despite not a single player 

driving in over 100 runs. Jose Colon looks to take over in left 

for the departed free agent Lacaze while the rest of the team 

looks to be completely intact. 

 

Expect Phoenix to be just as powerful, if not a bit better than 

they were last season when they finished with a 85-77 record. 
 

 

  

PHOENIX 
TALONS 

 

GENERAL MANAGER: 

Sean Marko 

 

 

2039 Prediction:  

87-75 
 

LAST YEAR’S GUIDE 

 

Phoenix won their first division 

title last year, but it wasn’t 

pretty. Nine pitchers started at 

least five games last year, and 

seven of them started at least 

13. They did take down division 

rival Las Vegas in four games 

in the Geoghegan, but were 

bounced by Jacksonville in 

Round 2. An inconsistent 

contender over the last three 

seasons, Phoenix made the 

playoffs in two of the last three 

years and finished below .500 

in the third one. One of the 

most interesting franchises in 

the BBA, Phoenix has the 

horses to be a legitimate 

contender again in the Sun 

Belt. 
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JOHNSON LEAGUE Sun Belt Division 

 

 

San Antonio came seemingly out of nowhere last season to 

not only have their first winning record since 2032, but to 

make the playoffs for the first time since then as well, 

winning 84 games and taking the final wild card spot. 

 

They made a couple of free agent signings in Jorge Vargas(1 

yr/$1.4M) and catcher Antonio Tobias(3 yr/35M) but the 

biggest wave was resigning ace Aki Kondo a 6 year 

$149,000,000 deal. 

 

The rotation will look a bit different this year, with the 

biggest name being that Jorge Alvarez appears ready to start 

and takeover a spot in the rotation. He was a former 8th round 

pick in 2034, but has the potential to be much more. He 

appeared in 34 games last season for the Outlaws, and all 

indications say they should give him a chance to start. 

 

In the lineup, Tobias will be taking over the catcher role, 

while young third base prospect Lucio Cuellar should get the 

nod at 3rd this year. The biggest change may be in center field 

as Willard Gagne is now with New Orleans and the club 

doesn’t have a definite answer in the wake of his departure. 

Early indications are that the recently signed Jorge Vargas 

will play center field this year for San Antonio. 

 

San Antonio has roughly the same team it has last season, 

except for Gagne, however I believe their rotation will 

actually be better this season than last. 

 

Bottom line, I think San Antonio puts together another 

winning season and makes the playoffs again. 
 

 

 

 

  

SAN ANTONIO 
OUTLAWS 

 

GENERAL MANAGER: 

Mike Calvaruso 

 

 

2039 Prediction:  

86-76 
 

LAST YEAR’S GUIDE 

 

I’m not sure what they’re 

putting in the water in San 

Antonio that makes pitchers’ 

arms turn to jelly, but nearly 

every top pitcher this team had 

had for a solid decade has 

turned into mush. This year, 

it’s promising young starters 

Jorge Alvarez and Jose Olivas. 

That is hardly every top pitcher 

this team has, though, and for 

the first time they might be able 

to adequately weather the 

hailstorm of dead arms. This 

franchise hasn’t had a winning 

record since 2032, the second 

of back-to-back playoff years, 

but they may be primed to have 

such a record this season after 

a 76-86 record last year. Can 

San Antonio break .500 and 

sneak into the playoffs? 
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JOHNSON LEAGUE Sun Belt Division 

 

Wichita made a big splash in the middle of Kansas wheat 

fields by signing their 3rd baseman for the foreseeable future 

when they agreed to terms with Duane Whitley Jr on a 6 year 

pact worth up to $84,000,000. The deal actually pays Whitley 

an additional $2,000,000 if he makes 500 plate appearances 

each season. 

 

On the mound the club said goodbye to Ramon Garza & 

Ricardo Ortiz and it appears that Pepe Jaramillo who was 

acquired in November from Louisville will start in the 

rotation along with Kevin Morales who was acquired in the 

same trade. 

 

21 year old prospect Jason Bowen is getting a look at catcher 

this year, but the team did sign Don Logan just this week to a 

contract after previously letting him explore free agency so 

it’s likely Logan could start the year behind the plate. 

 

The lineup looks different but not necessarily better as most 

of the team’s players with potential are still kids growing on 

the farm. The team will be replacing the positions of first, 

third, and right field this season with players who are either 

no longer on the team. Third is already taken care of with 

Whitley and first seems to be Juan Perez’s job to lose. Juan 

Hernandez will likely play right field eventually but he is one 

of those guys who could still do better in AAA this season to 

develop more. 

 

Speaking of developing more, the club’s top prospect is Jim 

Gouzzie who is a 3rd baseman by trade and should be ready 

in 2040 so it will be interesting to see how that is managed.  

 

2040 seems to be about the right time as that is when most of Wichita’s prospects 

should mature enough to be able to handle BBA pitching.  

 

Look for Wichita to have a status quo type year, and potentially make some noise 

heading into the off-season as they should have roughly $40 million in cap room. 
 

.  

WICHITA 
AVIATORS 

 

GENERAL MANAGER: 

Stu Hopkins 

 

 

2039 Prediction:  

78-84 
 

LAST YEAR’S GUIDE 

 

If you tack on the 12 wins that 

WAR tells us the Aviators 

picked up this offseason to their 

respectable 71-91 finish last 

year, you get 83 wins for 

Wichita. Considering this 

franchise started about the 

same time that Khalid became 

popular, we’re looking at a 

serious upgrade in their 

Twitter followers and some 

major yeets. (Yes, we get it, the 

franchise is young.) Wichita, 

who finished fundamentally 

tied for last in the JL in runs 

allowed, went out and bought 

themselves a pitching staff this 

offseason. Are we looking at a 

surprise wild card contender? 
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ATLANTIC 
FRONTIER 
 

Welcome to the home of BOTH Frick League Cartwright Cup owners, Seattle’s 

Nathan Eagan and BBA Champion Edmonton’s Chris Robillard.  Lost in 

Edmonton’s first BBA title was that they won the division by just one game over 

the aforementioned Seattle Storm, and backed into the playoffs to the point where 

they had to win a Geoghegan matchup just to make it to the Doubleday.  To say 

that this leaves the division open might be a bit of an overstatement, as Edmonton 

still appears to be the best team in the division, but Seattle surely is a quality team 

who has every chance to be dancing with not just a division title but a first-round 

bye after the year is over. 

 

What about the other teams in this division?  The Calgary Marauders were 

excellent last year, finishing +68 in run differential and finishing second in the JL 

in runs scored, so we could be looking at three playoff teams from this division, 

though even with Calgary’s solid season, Pythagoras says that they would have 

nearly missed if they’d gotten all of their production. 

 

How about the teams that didn’t post winning records?  Boise got a huge kick from 

centerfielder Dennis French, who made a gigantic leap from very good outfielder 

to “you gotta be kidding me” must-see TV, when Boise can turn off whatever it is 

they watch in Boise.  The Spuds might be better than we think they are this year, 

especially with a big offseason that brought in Egbert Behner and Alfredo Salazar 

to the team.  Vancouver, on the other hand, might be worse; they really have big 

problems there. 

 

This division could easily produce both Cartwright members this year, and I had 

Seattle favored in that series.  Certainly the Storm are wondering what might have 

been if they had home field.  It won’t be boring, that’s for sure. 

 
  

 

 

2039 Projected Standings W L 

Edmonton Jackrabbits 90 72 

Calgary Pioneers 89 73 

Seattle Storm 87 75 

Boise Spuds 75 87 

Vancouver Mounties 68 94 
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FRICK LEAGUE Frontier Division 

 

There’s very little that a championship doesn’t solve.  Only great cynics 

would suggest that their title means less because it wasn’t against two-

time champion Rockville, especially as the newest team to win a 

championship downs the most veteran and successful of all owners in 

the BBA.  With years of rebuilding under their belt and lots of matured 

players, Edmonton now starts to face the problems that all contenders 

face:  can they keep the team together? can they repeat?  This season, 

the Jackrabbits look primed to repeat as a playoff team. 

 

It almost seems impossible that second baseman Steven Collins III 

hasn’t hit his ceiling yet, but the third baseman could be a once in a 

generation player, and scarier as a good second baseman, though I think 

we’ll see Joey O’Brien, Fernando Martinez, and Collins back at their 

usual positions come April.  The Jackrabbits have the most complete 

outfield in the game with stars Mitch Dalrymple and William Wood 

leading the charge and a lot of depth. Fernando Cruz is a constant .900 

OPS threat at first base.  One possible area of improvement might be 

catcher Eric Fabre, who had a terrible down year for the Jackrabbits last 

year, dropping 260 points in OPS and probably costing himself a lot of 

money in the process.  He’s a lot better than that and should be at least 

league average.  Bottom line:  Edmonton’s lineup is a top five unit for 

sure in 2039. 

 

The pitching staff is also a major force.  Three of Edmonton’s players 

garnered votes for the FL Steve Nebraska Award last year, and one of 

them, Bobby Lynch, is the active leader in baserunners/9IP.  Jubal 

Troop led the JL in strikeouts last season, his second strikeout crown.  

Jesus Ramos had a huge season for the Jackrabbits last year, a big 

improvement over 2037, and is still very dangerous at age 34.  Chet 

Parrish is an excellent rotation arm.  Jorge Huerta had a top flight 

season as closer, winning 13 games and saving 33 more.  I’d anticipate 

Wen Huang as the fifth starter on this team, and he should be fine. 

 

The Jackrabbits are good and deep enough that they could survive just about anything but mass 

pitching injuries.  They are top-heavy in the minors, but this gives them a top ten farm system to 

go along with their outstanding young talent.  They need to make sure their pipeline is a little 

more packed, as their issues are going to be very similar to Rockville’s issues in upcoming years, 

a victim of their own success.  Even if Bobby Lynch just wants $15 million per season, that 

would cap out the Jackrabbits in 2040.  That’s without signing Jesus Ramos.  Shortstop Fernando 

Martinez might be choking off other contracts going forward, and they might have to figure out 

some way to drop that contract moving forward if they’re going to keep players like Ramos and 

Lynch; they might have to cut ties with Eric Fabre next year or figure out some creative salary 

plans for the team.  In the meantime, the Jackrabbits should be a very good team again, and 

could surely win another title in 2039. 

  

EDMONTON 
JACKRABBITS 

 

GENERAL MANAGER: 

Chris Robillard 

 

 

2039 Prediction:  

90-72 
 

LAST YEAR’S GUIDE 

 

This is how it’s done folks. If 

you sit and say, my team is 

good enough, you’ll be left in 

the dust. 

 

Last year, Robillard plugged 

the holes. This year, he 

upgraded every one of those 

stopgap measures. The 

question is not really whether 

Edmonton is the best team in 

the Frontier, it’s whether they 

are the best team in the 

League. 
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FRICK LEAGUE Frontier Division 

The Calgary Pioneers scored enough runs last year to warrant 87 wins, 

which still wouldn’t have been quite enough for a playoff spot but 

would have more accurately described this loaded team.  Whatever 

happened last year is in the past, and the Pioneers have a real chance to 

be at the top of this division when the dust clears.  Calgary made the 

playoffs eight times in ten years between 2026 and 2035, but haven’t 

made the playoffs since despite two winning records.  With some 

internal improvement, this might be the year that breaks the string. 

 

Let’s start with their pitching staff.  Calgary has long been a place 

where pitchers go to underperform, and for good reason:  that’s a 

hitter’s park in there.  But the Marauders have a good pitching staff 

that’s maybe even a bit more underrated than expected.  Jefferson 

Pierce has yet to put up the kind of season he is capable of having, but 

he’s just 22 years old and took a step last year.  I like me some Edwin 

Gilliam, and Cristobal Hernandez, Lee Morgan, and a deep and talented 

group behind them suggests that this is a much better group than meets 

the eye.  Mike Bragg might be the 5th guy.  Their bullpen has a lot of 

talent, too, led by closer Timofei Bakitski and a group of solid players. 

 

The biggest improvements are likely to come on the offense, where 

Calgary is set to debut Werner McConnell, Jr., and Liann-wei Mao, two 

players who should move the dial for them.  One of them is all set to 

take over for Ettienne LaFitte, which is good because they won’t be 

able to afford him.  They have two outstanding young infielders in 

Susumu Nakanishi and Jose Rios, and we haven’t even gotten to Juan 

Karybwite yet.  Their lineup is as stacked as it’s been in years, and just 

about everyone at every position can hit the baseball.  Calgary was third 

in the FL in runs scored last year, but it wouldn’t surprise us a bit to see 

them move to first place this year. 

 

Just in case that wasn’t enough, Calgary has the consensus #1 overall 

farm system in the BBA.  It’s not even Mao and McConnell, who rank 

8th and 11th overall in the Calgary farm system, respectively.  It’s all the 

pitching prospects, and all the depth players.  They should be fine 

financially next year despite the potential warning bells as long as 

Hernandez doesn’t opt out (which seems highly unlikely), and I have 

my doubts about Jose Rios jumping to $10.6 million.  This is one of the 

best-run franchises in the BBA, and I’m really not sure what they need to break through the 

playoff barrier.  Maybe nothing.  I’ve moved them ahead of Seattle but kept them behind 

Edmonton, but don’t be surprised to see Calgary in first place when the smoke clears. 

 

 

 

 
  

CALGARY 
PIONEERS 

 

GENERAL MANAGER: 

Kevin Dickson 

 

 

2039 Prediction:  

89-73 
 

LAST YEAR’S GUIDE 

 

Every time I think I feel alright 

about how I’ve sorted this 

bunch out, another team looks 

promising. I still think 

Edmonton is the class of this 

division. I think Seattle is a 

smidge better than Calgary. I 

think batted ball luck, injuries, 

and plain old performance 

variance could see Calgary 

leapfrog both. On the other 

hand, if Edmonton and Seattle 

roar out of the gate while the 

Pioneers sputter, there’s likely 

no reason for Dickson to 

decide to not push the kids too 

hard and wait a year. Most 

likely, barring the offense 

laying an egg similar to last 

season, Calgary will be in the 

playoff hunt. 
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FRICK LEAGUE Frontier Division 

 

Usually off-seasons that start with the words “salary dump” and end 

with “replaced a starter” aren’t a win for most teams, and it wasn’t for 

Seattle, who by the numbers had one of the worst off-seasons of 

anyone.  However, they didn’t really fall back by any reasonable 

metric on the field, and they absolutely had to get rid of Alfredo 

Contreras’ contract.  With that in mind, the Storm should be playoff 

contenders again, since it appears they’re the same team, but the same 

thing was written in 2037 and they missed the postseason.  Is every 

other year a pattern for the Storm, or are they as solid a team as the 

one last year that made it to the Cartwright Cup? 

 

Any reasonable discussion of the Storm has to start with Ken Walter, 

who may have been the single most effective pitcher in the BBA over 

the last five seasons.  Walter, who is somehow still just 25 years old, 

leads a pitching staff that finished with the least runs allowed other 

than California last season.  It’s a strong group that includes Hector 

Marquez, one of the best lefties in the game, and Luther Summers, a 

criminally underrated righty who can’t seem to get his ERA in check.  

The team did lose solid rotation lefty Julio Alicea this offseason, but I 

have some faith in Gordon Graves and Zoraide Anto to replace his 

production, and the bullpen has been consistently solid throughout, so 

they may not fall back at all. 

 

Seattle really gets more out of less than just about any team in the 

BBA, and while their ninth-place finish offensively isn’t impressive 

they did score five runs a game.  The team can only improve with a 

full year from legacy player Vincent Vanderhugen.  Lionel Crepin is 

maybe the most consistently above-average hitter in the game, a quiet 

superstar.  The rest of their outfield is also good;  Michael Durham had 

a great first year in Seattle, and John Hickman doesn’t look like much 

but he can swing it.  Young catcher Francisco Salazar had a great 

debut and looks like a solid catcher, albeit with a weak arm.  The 

Storm have no reason to believe that they will fall off offensively with 

the substitution of Sean Maguire for Lloyd Braun, but defensively 

there’s a downgrade there.  It’s overall a solid lineup all around, and 

they play to the strengths of their ballpark. 

 

The Storm right now are in a much better financial situation than the 

Edmonton Jackrabbits, who will have a lot of difficult choices coming 

up.  Seattle has nothing but easy choices.  One choice they haven’t 

made yet that is certifiably insane:  they need to lock up Summers to a three year deal 

immediately before he busts out, because what he’s asking for is criminally light.  This team has 

tons of places to get salary flexibility and two underrated, superb young outfielders in Todd Rice 

and Aires Penharada coming up.  With that in mind, this is a team in need of a trade or two; 

Hickman and Michael Durham are probably moveable.  The Storm should be properly in 

contention again, and they’d be better with a couple small structural changes.   

SEATTLE 
STORM 

 

GENERAL MANAGER: 

Nathan Eagan 

 

 

2039 Prediction:  

87-75 
 

LAST YEAR’S GUIDE 

 

I don’t think that there is any 

way 2037 could be viewed as 

anything other than a 

disappointment for Nathan 

Eagan and his Seattle Storm. 

Fresh off back to back division 

titles with a team that still has 

good prospects coming up from 

the farm system, they were 

picked as the front runner for 

the division. Instead, their 

vaunted pitching staff struggled 

all year, finishing 6th in the 

Frick in runs allowed. While 

acceptable for most teams, that 

is a poor effort from a group as 

talented as the Storm’s staff. The 

offense was also unrenamable, 

scoring the 8th most runs in the 

Frick. All of this resulted in a 

84-78 record, good for second 

in a weak Frontier division, but 

not good enough for a wild 

card. 
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FRICK LEAGUE Frontier Division 

 

Welcome to Idaho, home of maybe the best player in baseball, Dennis 

French.  The question isn’t whether French is going to be a superstar 

quality player this year.  The question is whether they have anyone else.  

To that end, the Spuds went out and got some hot potatoes:  Potato 

Alfredo and Egbert au Gratin.  Can they cook up some wins this year, 

or will it be a Spud famine in Boise? 

 

Behner gives some immediate credibility to the Boise rotation, which 

lacked it almost entirely before his signing.  Behner has finished in the 

top three in Steve Nebraska voting four times, including first place in 

2032.  He immediately steps into a huge void as Boise’s ace.  Their #2 

starter, Pancho German, might be a lot better than he’s shown over the 

past two seasons.  M&M&M&M, or Maxence Mace and Maxim 

Makin, as their proper names go, are solid middle rotation guys.  It 

sounds as if they’re going with a six-man rotation, though I’m not 

confident in their options after Marcos Sanchez.  The Boise pen isn’t 

broke, and they’re going to need some work if they’re going to be a 

solid unit, but maybe the six-man rotation will take some pressure off.  

The team finished in the middle of the pack last year without Behner, 

and could be a lot better with him. 

 

The offense already had some credibility with French, but Alfredo 

Salazar, fresh off a fantastic campaign with Yellow Springs, creates a 

better lineup.  The team emphasizes working counts and getting on 

base, and Salazar fits that mold.  Yunosuke Terada gets it:  87 walks 

last year and 48 homers.  Pedro Holguin does, too:  .384 OBP.  Jim Des 

Jardien might if they play him.  Other than French and Holguin, the 

team is very right-handed, which really isn’t helping.  It’s going to be 

difficult to rise up from 4.5 runs per game last year, though, just on the 

basis of an aging Salazar.  It’s a low-impact signing long term, though. 

 

Boise’s farm has some fabulous players;  Felix Roman, who is plenty 

good enough to be a starting center fielder in the BBA right now at age 

19, but is capable of so much more than that, and a couple more guys 

like Motonobu Yamashita and Ricardo Ruiz.  With that in mind, their 

cap situation is fantastic; after Behner leaves after two years the team 

has just $43 million devoted in 2041.  That’s probably Boise’s target 

year.  For now, fan interest is high, the payroll is low, and expectations 

are, too.  And they have maybe THE franchise cornerstone, the BBA’s 

answer to Mike Trout, cost controlled for another four years.  Keeping 

in mind that my predictions are a sort of median, I’m putting this team 

on 75 wins, but they could slip to lower than that or sneak into contention this year; the beta on 

this team is huge because we don’t know, for example, if French will hit .400, or if Pancho 

German figures it all out.  It’ll be fun to watch. 

 

  

BOISE 
SPUDS 

 

GENERAL MANAGER: 

Joe Lederer 

 

 

2039 Prediction:  

75-87 
 

LAST YEAR’S GUIDE 

 

Did you know that the Boise 

Spuds’ pitching staff has 

pitchers named Maxim and 

Maxence? I bet that’s a first. 

Good luck Boise announcers! 

The good one is Maxence 

Mace. And by good, I mean 

mid rotation starter. The other 

one is Maxim Makin. Say that 

like 5-10 times to yourself. It 

starts to sound weird. And 

rhymes with bacon. I do like 

Pancho German. He could 

really be a top two starter 

someday. At worst a really 

good number three. Antonio 

Sanchez has no idea where the 

baseball is going. Stan Brooks 

and Jorge Baez pitch in the 

Brewster Baseball association 

… apparently. 

 

There is a bullpen. I hear some 

of the guys even have 

heartbeats. 
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FRICK LEAGUE Frontier Division 

 

It is properly easy to sum up the Vancouver Mounties in one short 

phrase:  their highest paid player is Jacksonville’s Bertram Hahn, whom 

they are paying $10 million per season to not play for them.  Still, you 

get the feeling that Vancouver is trying to climb out of the huge hole 

they’re in, and do some work.  While I’m not sure that signing players 

like Andres Martinez to a two-year, $10 million deal is going to lift 

them up, you can see that at least they’re trying.  Did they get enough 

done to climb out of the cellar, or is it a third 90-loss season in four 

years for the Mounties? 

 

Vancouver used to have a terrible offense but a solid pitching staff, and 

while the Mounties’ pitching isn’t great, I’ve seen worse rotations 

throughout the league, and none of their projected starting pitchers are 

older than 27.  Jose Arellano looks like a legitimate #2/3 type, and so 

does Alejandro Ramirez.  Juan Guerrero, Jose Ramirez, Luis Miguel 

Duran, and Jose Zamora look like legitimate rotation guys, #3/4 types.  

The Mounties’ bullpen is a total tire fire, but bad teams shouldn’t be 

spending money on relievers, so good on them.   

 

It’s the sort of cheap, young rotation that could really do the trick on a 

team that had a better offense, but there’s a reason the Mounties had a 

99-loss Pythagorean record last year, and that’s because their offense 

was pathetic.  Even if you adjust for their ballpark, they’re probably 

still last in the BBA in runs scored.  At least the Mounties are trying, 

though.  In addition to Martinez, mentioned above, the Mounties signed 

Valeri Kharlamov, Domenic Wyatt, and Derrek Kennedy to one year 

(or in Martinez’ case, a two-year) deals.  It’s possible that none of those 

players will help, but all of them have some pedigree and the fans have 

noticed.  Skull Menne, son of Butters, is a good player but has to prove 

he can stay healthy.  Jeffrey Smith and Angel Gonzalez both have a lot 

of talent, but the team might choose to not rush them.  If all of these 

guys play this year, well, it still might not make a difference:  

Vancouver spent about $20 million on ALMOST 1 win above 

replacement, and that’s not gonna cut it unless they all bounce back. 

 

Good news for the Mounties is that as mentioned above, the fan interest 

is spiking upwards and the farm is starting to bear fruit in the form of 

Smith and Gonzalez (and also maybe Fernando Castillo).  They have a 

passable rotation and an improved offense, and they’re projected to 

show a small profit.  To a certain extent, making the fans think they’re 

doing something while actually doing nothing might be the plan:  

Vancouver needs to rebuild.  They will face a potentially difficult situation with Rashardo 

Menne, but as long as they start getting aggressive in signing some of their cheap young starting 

pitchers they could be in contention for at least a wild card in a year or two. 

  

VANCOUVER 
MOUNTIES 

 

GENERAL MANAGER: 

Taylor Bettencourt 

 

 

2039 Prediction: 

68-94 
 

LAST YEAR’S GUIDE 

 

Unfortunately, down offensive 

nights maybe be the norm for 

Vancouver. Whereas the 

starting rotation at least is 

comprised of big leaguers, the 

Mounties will be again, due to 

cap issues and bad deals, be 

forced to play minor leaguers 

in half of their lineup. Menne is 

great. Michinaga Narita at 

second could potentially be 

okay, but has warts. Ditto for 

Tomas Valdez, and both of 

those guys can’t play second. 

J.J. McQuade is still around, 

and Ki-Seop Park is a perfectly 

reasonable glove first option in 

center. Are you 

underwhelmed? Are you 

waiting for the big Page 35 

name drop? There won’t be 

one. That’s it. This was a 13th 

place offense last year out of 

15 teams. It may be worse in 

2038. 
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HEARTLAND 
 
 

Last year, this division was the Yellow Springs invitational once again.  
They took a year off, but they’ve won the division now four of the last five 
years and six of the last nine.  This year, I have only predicted that they will 
win this division by eight games.  So, you know, stranger things and all of 
that. 
 
The question becomes, then, is there a second playoff team here?  Well, it’s 
not Madison or Des Moines; they’re likely to be two of the three or four 
worst teams in the Frick League again.   
 
So that leaves Omaha and Twin Cities, both of whom made the playoffs in 
2037 when Yellow Springs didn’t.  Omaha could win 90 games or they 
could win 70, but odds are that they finish with a winning record.  They 
have a complete team and while they can’t be taken seriously as a Landis 
contender, there’s a fair chance they could steal a wild card. 
 
Twin Cities, on the other hand, looks like they’re trying to figure out what to 
do with their franchise.  They’re playing guys out of position, trying to 
figure out a fourth and fifth starter, and just look like they’re trying to get it 
together.  If it all comes together, sure, maybe, but I don’t see it.   
 
Yellow Springs is clearly better than Omaha and Twin Cities, which makes 
them the clear favorite for their fifth division title in six years.  What’s really 
scary is that they also have a top farm.  Realignment can’t come fast enough 
for most of these teams. 
  

 

 

2039 Projected Standings W L 

Yellow Springs Nine 92 70 

Omaha Hawks 84 78 

Twin Cities River Monsters 77 85 

Madison Wolves 69 93 

Des Moines Kernels 61 101 
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FRICK LEAGUE Heartland Division 

 

Yellow Springs took a year off to reload, apparently, and they came in 

guns blazing with 99 wins, until they got taken out by eventual Landis 

winner Edmonton.  The Nine played excellent baseball last year, and 

while they had to part with part-time lover Alfredo Salazar, this team 

has been part time/full-time wrecking crew offensively for two years, 

so that might not slow them down.  Is this undercover passion on the 

run, or will they be chasing up against the sun? 

 

Starting with Lucas McNeill, who remembered how to play ball last 

year, this team has a huge number of players who produce offensively, 

in short spurts.  Jose Machado had an absurdly productive debut year 

for the Nine last year, putting up almost the same numbers he had in 

AAA; he’s a candidate for regression.  Aaron Stone is still fantastic at 

age 28.  The team has a ton of platoons, and nearly no one plays full 

time other than McNeill, Stone, and Mauro Saucedo, the latter of whose 

production will have to be replaced for two months to start the year.  

Dong-po Thum might get a starting gig this year, though I suspect they 

won’t also rush Ricardo Mendoza.  With so many productive platoons, 

they also keep costs low on the team and manage to keep it together, 

plus huge depth bonuses.  That’s one reason why their payroll is just 

$83 million. 

 

The pitching staff is led by Carlos Valle, whom you might have read 

about to the left.  He didn’t forget how to get anyone out this year, 

shredding the Frick to the tune of 17-8, 3.15 last year (with a 3.09 FIP), 

though he’s a logical candidate for regression as he’s never done that 

before.  It would be fair to expect better years from two young Yellow 

Springs pitchers:  Luis Colon and Ernesto Ramos.  Colon gave up too 

many homers last year, but was otherwise fine and doesn’t actually 

seem particularly homer-prone.  Ramos looks like a #2 starter waiting 

to happen, which is a lot better than last year.  It’s hard to say who’s 

going to fill out their rotation, but for my money it’s Momcilo Djuretic 

and Jose Sanchez, both of whom have some promise.  Curt Phillips is 

one of the top closers in the game, though the Nine might have some 

trouble getting to him as their middle relief is somewhat shaky. 

 

The Nine has one of the best farm systems in the game today, deep, 

talented, and with huge amounts of top talent.  That’s not an easy thing 

to do while contending, so well done.  That said, I’m not sure that 

Yellow Springs, as currently constructed, is anywhere close to the 99-

win team we just saw.  At the same time, they maximize their talent to 

an extent that they have the right guy in the right place at the right time, 

and that’s not a small thing.  Their rotation could be a propellant or not, 

their lineup could work again as well, or not.  What I do know is that 

the team has tons of flexibility to address positions that have issues, and that’s enough for me to 

put this team on 90+ wins again without much drama.   

YELLOW 
SPRINGS 

NINE 
 

GENERAL MANAGER: 

Ron Collins 

 

 

2039 Prediction:  

92-70 
 

LAST YEAR’S GUIDE 

 

Did you know that the Yellow 

Springs Nine finished 80-82 in 

2037? You might not. You 

might only remember that 

Lucas McNeil forgot how to 

play baseball. You might 

remember that Carlos Valle 

couldn’t get hitters out for half 

a season. You might remember 

how the Nine were all but 

knocked out of the playoffs by 

June. What you almost 

certainly don’t recall is that the 

Nine had a 83-79 Pythagorean 

record last year. Or that they 

had the second best offense in 

the Frick. On the other hand, 

you probably wouldn’t be at all 

surprised that they had the 

third worst pitching staff. Ask 

yourself which is more likely. 

Does Yellow Springs remain an 

offensive powerhouse for 2038, 

or does their pitchers struggle 

so badly again that they aren’t 

competitive for more than half 

of the season? 
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FRICK LEAGUE Heartland Division 

 

After a 2037 season where the Omaha Hawks won 91 games, won their 

Geoghegan series, and lost to the Edmonton Jackrabbits in five games 

in the Doubleday, people weren’t crazy thinking that Omaha might be a 

team on the rise.  But, that’s why you look at run differentials:  the 

Barnstormers were underwater in 2037, and had the run differential of a 

79-win team.  Last year they fell to 75 wins, and it was foreseeable with 

a little bit of logic; they lost Hirotada Miura, their #1 starter from 2037, 

in free agency and never really found an answer to replace him.  The 

Hawks thus made some major moves this offseason to try to improve a 

pitching staff that sorely needed the improvements.  Did their efforts 

matter, and will they bounce back to contender status in 2039? 

 

The Hawks dealt for starting pitchers Augusto Cardenas and Patrick 

Patchett, strong, meaningful moves that should help them this year.  

Patchett is supposedly being used as a swingman, but Cardenas, fresh 

off two strong campaigns in California as a reliever, will be given a 

chance to start.  He could be very helpful to the Hawks.  Starter 

Stephen Clulow has been with Omaha for a while and appears to be 

back to his 2035 form.  Edris Mtume has been rock solid for the 

Hawks, and while it’s obvious that Carson Stoller will never be the 

player they thought he’d be he’s a solid rotation member.   They 

wanted to try out Manuel Orozco, no doubt, but he’s recovering from 

an arm injury.  Omaha’s pen is mediocre at best; closer Jose Canales 

could bounce back. 

 

Omaha’s offense centers around superstar Emilio Morales, who has a 

little something to say about Dennis French’s “best position player in 

baseball” status.  He has been otherworldly since 2035.  James Monger, 

amazing in 2036, has merely been very good for the last two years.  

Left fielder Martin Marin is on his second straight year with 39 homers 

or more.  That’s enough for a foundation for any offense, but the 

Hawks also have catcher John Hale, anywhere on the diamond Jimmy 

Starks, Jr., and potential second-year improvement candidates in Rafael 

Gonzalez and Alonso Olvere.  It’s a very solid offense all the way 

through, though the team is lacking somewhat defensively. 

 

The Hawks are not likely to get a lot of help from their minor leagues, so what you see is what 

you get.  They’re surely not afraid to make a deal or two, sometimes controversial ones, to 

advance the franchise.  This is a potentially good offense with a mediocre pitching staff, and that 

usually rounds up to a winning record.  For them to take the next step, they’ll need more lineup 

depth this year and more production, but they could bounce up a bit.  They do have legitimate 

issues in the rotation and shouldn’t be taken seriously as a title contender, but playoffs?  Sure. 

 

 

  

OMAHA 
HAWKS 

 

GENERAL MANAGER: 

Justin Niles 

 

 

2039 Prediction:  

84-78 
 

LAST YEAR’S GUIDE 

 

Hold your proverbial horses 

there. Or hawks. Restrain your 

hawks? (Hood your Hawks!) 

Whatever. Omaha had a ton of 

injuries to its pitching staff last 

year, and (once again) lost 

Jimmy Starks Jr. for a large 

chunk of the season. How much 

better will they be with all 

those players healthy? Who 

knows. Omaha is also rumored 

to be shopping some core 

players, and Justin Niles has 

never been shy about trying to 

improve his team mid-season. 

When you add all these factors 

in, Omaha becomes extremely 

difficult to project. 
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FRICK LEAGUE Heartland Division 

 

The Twin Cities River Monsters suffered a concussion grenade last 

year:  specifically the grenade that was Mark Wareham’s concussion.  

Without Wareham’s unique ability to set the table for the River 

Monsters, the River Monsters had problems defensively, if not 

offensively, which led to part of their stumble to 79 wins.  Twisting the 

knife is the fact that Twin Cities, who broke into the league in 2029, 

had to watch another expansion team win the title this year.  The River 

Monsters look back and healthy this year, though they did lose breakout 

star Duane Whitley, Jr. this offseason in free agency.  Can they restore 

themselves to contender status, or are they destined for another 

heartbreak season? 

 

The River Monsters’ lineup was fantastic last year, though it looked 

very different without Wareham’s amazing ability to work counts.  

Albert Gaona had a massive breakout season last year; he’s a prime 

candidate for regression.  Outfielder Ricardo Juarez also doesn’t seem 

like a 4 WAR player, though he sure was last year.  Sang-duk Sim, who 

won the batting title in 2037, fell off a bunch last year, but he could 

bust back out at any time.  Joey Newhouse and Ray Cooper were both 

very good regulars last year.  The horrid dropoff from Xue-Qin Man is 

obviously a problem for them, but hopefully they stop playing Ricardo 

Aragon at second base, where he sunk both the pitching staff and 

himself.  With that in mind I’m not sure why they brought in Victor 

Guerra, who was last good in 2035, instead of just playing Aragon at 

DH.  Wes Savage could be a lot better this year, even though he hasn’t 

been in two seasons.  He’s a wonderful defensive player at any rate. 

 

The Twin Cities’ pitching staff suffered through a down year last year, 

and it’s not difficult to see why:  Cris Rios departed before the year, 

and while ace Chris Kelly stayed healthy last year players like Josh 

Brown and Jerry Coyle fell back.  They need those guys to produce, 

because the River Monsters aren’t flush with starting pitchers; this year, 

they’re hoping that prospects Manuel Gonzalez and Raymond Ortiz produce this year well 

enough to keep them in games.  Their bullpen is a bit on the weaker side other than Lorenzo de’ 

Medici as well, though they should be fine in the late innings. 

 

It’s a crossroads for the River Monsters, as Twin Cities has won just one playoff series in their 

history and have some major questions to answer on both sides of the ball.  Complicating their 

decision making is the fact that Sim and Juarez both got crippling arbitration deals.  Twin Cities 

isn’t strong on the farm and therefore has a lot of tough decisions to make, but they also have 

some of the best contracts in the BBA.  Chris Kelly for $15.7 per year?  Sign me up.  Albert 

Gaona might opt out this year, but if he doesn’t that’s a phenomenal contract.  Wareham’s deal 

isn’t bad for what he does.  The team should consider signing Wes Savage for three years pronto.  

With all the good deals, Twin Cities could consider a rebuild, and they could do very well with 

it.  For now, I don’t see them getting better this year, and they could fall back further, especially 

with so many good teams in the Frick League this year.  

TWIN CITIES 
RIVER 

MONSTERS 
 

GENERAL MANAGER: 

Scott Piccoli 

 

 

2039 Prediction:  

77-85 
 

LAST YEAR’S GUIDE 

 

The problem for the River 

Monsters is that so many teams 

in the Frick got better, and they 

stayed the same. When you 

factor aging, they are probably 

a bit worse. If the River 

Monsters can approach last 

season’s production, they could 

take their division. If they 

can’t, it may get ugly fast. I 

think this team’s balance 

serves it well, and guess they 

are more likely to be in the 

hunt. 
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FRICK LEAGUE Heartland Division 

 

 

There weren’t a lot of wretched teams in the Frick League last year, and 

Madison wasn’t one, either.  The Madison pitching staff blew a fuse 

last year, giving up 925 runs and posting the highest ERA in team 

history.  But, they also scored 833 runs, which was good for 5.1 runs 

per game.  So, not that bad.  Madison’s pitching staff is set to be fairly 

bad again this year, but small improvements could move the team back 

near .500 this year.  Can Madison jump back up and surprise, or should 

they be slotting some money for draft picks? 

 

The Wolves were running out three Hall of Fame candidates in the 

rotation every five days last year.  Unfortunately, all of them were 

nearly 40 years old:  Enrique Gomez, Chunk Cavazos, and Mario 

Gonzalez.  All of them retired, and, at this point, what’s left is 

definitely not Hall-worthy.  Luis Soto can still pitch at age 40 when he 

can make it onto the field, which is about 1/4 of the time.  Axel DiGusti 

has a gun, but he might not have hit his peak giving up home runs.  The 

team signed James Robinson this offseason, and he could be a decent 

fourth starter.  The team has a handful of decent relievers, but they 

wouldn’t be in the majors on a better team.   

 

So let’s get to the good part then, the hitting.  Mons Raider will be out 

for a few weeks, but his quest to annihilate Zebediah Williams’ all time 

stolen base record continues apace at just 28 years old.  Ross Quicker 

has established himself as a legitimate star at third base, and Andrew 

Torres may not have completely found himself at the plate yet.  Those 

two are just 22, and will be the basis for any future Madison teams along with Natanael Barral, 

whose overall production fell off last year but OBP didn’t.  We haven’t even gotten to Jon Mick 

(50 HR) or Steve Dempsey (2500 hits and counting) or Elroy Hinson, potential Hall of Famer in 

his own right. 

 

Madison doesn’t have much of a farm at this point, but they do have some young talent and can 

build around it.  It’s going to take a bit of time for the Wolves to be back to glory, and until then, 

they’re stuck as dire Wolves – because winter is here.  Madison will need a while to build this 

team back up to its previous glory, longer because Jon Mick and Steve Dempsey are taking up 

$35 million of the cap.  Get back to us in 2042, when those guys are cleared, Madison is 

extending Quicker and Torres and Barral, and they’ve had a few more drafts to get back on track.  

Until then, Madison isn’t gonna climb the ladder. 

 

 

 

 

  

MADISON 
WOLVES 

 

GENERAL MANAGER: 

Chris Wilson 

 

 

2039 Prediction:  

69-83 
 

LAST YEAR’S GUIDE 

 

I think the Wolves offense can 

be every bit as good in 2038, 

maybe even a tad better. I think 

their pitching may be a few 

wins worse. There is a lot of 

chance for variance here, and 

this team could contend for the 

division, or lose a lot of games 

six to five. 
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FRICK LEAGUE Heartland Division 

 

Des Moines, like many teams in the BBA, wasn’t as bad as their record 

suggested, but that ignores the much bigger point that Des Moines was, 

indeed, bad.  Again.  Des Moines last made the playoffs in 2008, 

behind the efforts of a 39 year old Rafael Rodriguez, who has been in 

the Hall of Fame for 25 years and is now 69 years old.  In fact, no 

player on that team is younger than 50.  At some point they should start 

dragging them out of the woodwork to appear in a big line at Opening 

Day as kind of a cosmic eyeroll to the gods, who have kept them out of 

the playoffs for 30 years.  Make it 31. 

 

The Kernels had exactly one player who had over 2 WAR on the 

offense last year, and that player was John Hale, who was traded away 

for a pitching prospect midseason and not much else.  Shortstop Alan 

Williamson, who looks legitimately good, was next; if he can pick his 

average up above .223, Williamson is a potential All-Star.  Long 

Chamberlain’s kid was horrendous last year, but he’s better than that 

terrible performance.  Oliverio Luna isn’t good enough to start on better 

teams, but he did lead the Kernels with 24 homers.  It’s not a good 

group, and the 8.6 WAR that the Kernels got was the lowest in the 

BBA other than Vancouver, who was underwater. 

 

The Kernels’ pitching staff isn’t good either, and it’s difficult to find 

anyone on this team who is an obvious frontline starter.  Not Ragnar 

Lothbrok or Mario Villareal, who have both been with the team for 

some time and produced nothing.  Dwayne Coutts had the luckiest 

season in the FL last year (.243 BABIP) and so his numbers look good, 

but they’re not.  Not Sergio Franco or Ghi-cheng Kum, both of whom 

are not starters on a good team.  The Kernels have a few moderately 

decent relievers, and they should all be traded. 

 

You’d think a team this bad has a really good farm, but after their top 

seven prospects there’s really just not much there.  They need a lot 

more than just the seven prospects, because this team is broke, and 

some independent rating systems have them in the bottom third in the 

league.  It’s hard to figure out how a team can get to this point without 

winning anything in the intermediate:  sometimes, teams will sell out to 

be better in a given year; sometimes, they’ll be pushing a little bit.  But 

Des Moines hasn’t had a winning record in eight years.  How did they get here?  They need to 

get out, and they may have the opportunity to bottom out before they get there, which would be 

good for everyone involved. 

 

 

  

DES MOINES 
KERNELS 

 

GENERAL MANAGER: 

Edward Murphy 

 

 

2039 Prediction:  

61-101 
 

LAST YEAR’S GUIDE 

 

What happens when you have 

the worst offense in your 

league and the third worst 

pitching staff? Ask the 2037 

Des Moines Kernels. It was 

ugly. GM Ed Holmes finally 

moved on from the 

disappointment of the 

Moreland/Arreola years, and 

the fact that this was a team in 

transition really showed. The 

bad news is that Des Moines is 

still rebuilding. The are a 

strong candidate to be last in 

their division again in 2038, 

but they shouldn’t be abysmal 

this year. The Kernels added 

some nice pieces in free agency 

to go along with their good 

young talent. 
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PACIFIC 
 
 

California has won this division in three of the last four and five of the last 
seven seasons.  However, I’m predicting a wide-open dogfight here.  Why?  
Because the Crusaders, under new management, have fallen back 
somewhat.  They may leap forward again if the new guy does sign Jared 
Gillstrom (or someone) but we’ll see how that goes.  In the meantime, I’m 
predicting that we get three or four winning teams in this division, which is 
how it went last year when the same four teams finished with 84 wins or 
better. 
 
California is still a complete team with a fantastic pitching staff, but their 
offense is as incomplete as it’s been in a long time and they’re showing 
signs of long-term contender problems.  That’s the sort of thing that opens 
the door for other teams. 
 
San Fernando is the team I think is most likely to step through that door 
and take the division title, if anyone is.  They underachieved dramatically 
last year and still won 84 games and had a 89-win Pythagorean record.  
That’s the sort of thing that leads a guy to believe that they’re going to see 
better days in 2038. 
 
Valencia and Long Beach both made the playoffs out of this division last 
year, but I’m projecting both for near misses.  Both teams could post 
winning records, but I don’t see either one of them winning 90 games this 
year; they just don’t seem to have the horses for that.  As for Hawaii, well, 
someone’s gotta lose the games. 
 
This could be a very entertaining season in the FL Pacific, or California 
could win their fourth out of five.  It depends somewhat on what Doug 
Olmsted does with the franchise; they have some serious decisions to make 
on top pitchers, too. 
 
  

 

 

2039 Projected Standings W L 

California Crusaders 92 70 

San Fernando Bears 89 73 

Valencia Stars 82 80 

Long Beach Surfers 81 81 

Hawaii Tropics 70 92 
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FRICK LEAGUE Pacific Division 

 

Now under new management.  The old management left the team with 

an $86 million payroll, a 103-win team and one of the biggest 

disimprovements in the league, though they did manage to make a 

couple deals for prospects.  California did what they always do last 

year:  led the league in pitching, finished middle of the pack in hitting, 

and – in most years – flamed out in the Doubleday or earlier, something 

California has done in the great majority of their playoff appearances.  

There’s no good reason for this, but it’s happened most of the time.  In 

what appears to be a last hurrah season for the Crusaders, do they have 

the horses to carry them to a championship? 

 

California has long had one of the best pitchers’ parks in the league, but 

their pitching staff is also quite impressive.  Led by Miguel Ramos and 

Luis Gracia, California has one of the best rotations in the game.  Cisco 

Morales, Jaime Mercado, and Manuel Andres are all quite talented in 

their own right.  Their pen is solid but unspectacular, but with those 

kinds of frontline starters, they don’t have to be amazing.  This might 

still be the top unit in the BBA.   

 

Their offense, however, is highly unimpressive, and outfielder Alfredo 

Martinez, now a Louisville Slugger, will be sorely missed this season.   

Esteban Cuervo and Claudio Defazio have been very solid players for 

California over a long period of time.  However, other than superior 

defensive catcher Chip Saunders’ strong season last year and a solid 

half season from Bryan Robson, you’d be hard pressed to find someone 

who’d actually performed well last year that’s still with the team.  Raul 

Hernandez did hit 47 homers but needs to hit better than .217 this year.  

Solid defensive shortstop Max Hatchner can hit the ball out of the ballpark but has no 

consistency at the plate.  We might see top prospect David Simpson this year. 

 

With so much cap space, this would be the exact team to rent Jared Gillstrom for a year, but the 

team just got a rudder so they may miss the boat on that.  Worse news:  there’s a good chance 

that one or both or Ramos or Gracia will find free agency this season, which will be a significant 

event for this franchise, as those two are the cornerstones of this winning team.  They may have a 

chance to retain both if everything breaks right.  The Crusaders do have a top pitching prospect 

in Mario Vitalle and improvements coming at several positions, so as long as they re-sign one of 

them, they should be okay.  However, it’s fair to expect a dropoff this year with the losses of 

Alfredo Martinez and Jesus Flores offensively, and that will make their beta highly dependent on 

one-run games.  It’s possible that California, who has missed the playoffs just twice in the last 

sixteen seasons, does miss this year, but even if they don’t (and they probably won’t), I’d expect 

a drop in wins. 

 

 

 

 

  

CALIFORNIA 
CRUSADERS 

 

GENERAL MANAGER: 

Doug Olmsted 

 

 

2039 Prediction:  

92-70 
 

LAST YEAR’S GUIDE 

 

The Crusaders’ core is aging. 

Going forward the team will 

have to find new stars and need 

some real help from a farm 

system that is the weakest at 

the top as it has been in a long 

time. The clock is ticking, but 

they should have enough time 

left to be a serious contender in 

2038. 
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FRICK LEAGUE Heartland Division 

 

Lost in the shuffle amidst the Rockville defeat for a three-peat in the 

Johnson League Cartwright was the fact that the San Fernando Bears 

missed the playoffs altogether.  Why bring up Rockville?  Well, the 

Bears had won two straight pennants, and three of the last four up until 

last year’s playoff miss, a feat accomplished by just three teams in BBA 

history:  the Chicago Black Sox from 1995-1998, the Las Vegas 

Hustlers (who did it three times in a span from 2003-2008), the 2017-

2020 Halifax Hawks (now Nashville), and now the Bears, who did it in 

two cities.  They could accomplish the feat again (as could Rockville) if 

they won the pennant this year.  The drop was mostly fake:  their 

expected record was 89-73, which would have been good for WC2, but 

that’s why they play the games.  San Fernando lost Jared Gillstrom 

ground this offseason.  Could they miss the playoffs again? 

 

Not if Feliciano Rafael has anything to say about it.  The superstar 

righty had his best season last year, winning the Steve Nebraska Award 

and posting an absurd 8.6 WAR.  After Rafael, however, there are 

question marks.  Sergei Hopkins looks good at 22 years old, but he’s 

just 22.  Knud Zeitler looked good in limited action last year.  Then, 

Alfredo Perales and Jon Reed are solid rotation guys, or they could 

throw Ernie Kinney out there again.  I have my questions about the 

later pitchers in this rotation, but very few about their ace, who had 

very similar numbers in 2036, and on average this team should be fine 

on the mound most days. 

 

The Bears’ offense is a complicated web, as some players are likely to 

rise but might not.  One player who won’t is 3B Juan Mendoza, who 

can’t possibly do what he just did again.  Mendoza is very good, 

though.  First baseman Tai hoi Wie should, as he might not post an 

OPS as low as .856 for the next decade, which shows you how good he 

is.  The rest are up in the air.  Second baseman Angel Garcia needs to 

stay on the field, but is often fantastic when he does.  Outfielder Luis 

Maldonado should be better than his numbers last year, as he took a 

precipitous drop for no reason.  You’re starting to see what a dartboard, 

this is, though, and I haven’t even mentioned Grant Lee, who went 

from 4 WAR to 1.9 WAR for no apparent reason.  It’s hard to know what to make of any of it. 

 

They may or may not lose Tai hoi Wie this offseason, as they can afford him (by dropping 

Harsnett and because Maldonado probably won’t get $10 million), and to stay competitive they 

will have to re-sign him because their farm is among the weakest in the BBA, but he might want 

to test free agency.  For all the question marks on San Fernando, they’re a good looking ballclub.  

They may have trouble keeping everyone healthy and on the field, but just repeating last year’s 

success would put them on an 89-win pace, and that should be enough for the playoffs.  If they 

manage to re-sign Wie and Rafael in the next two years they’re doing just fine.  

 

  

SAN 
FERNANDO 

BEARS 
 

GENERAL MANAGER: 

Randy Weigand 

 

 

2039 Prediction: 

89-73 
 

LAST YEAR’S GUIDE 

 

I’ll be honest, I’m getting tired 

of talking about Randy 

Weigand’s team. I didn’t even 

write the Frick league previews 

last year, but it feels like the 

same old story. The have all the 

bats. Just all of them. Some felt 

Weigand was a bit of a homer 

selecting the all-star rosters 

last season. While I see those 

complaints, I can’t really fault 

any of the picks. This lineup is 

was that good. It still is. It may 

be better. And in continued 

boring fashion, their pitching is 

also the same as last year. 
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FRICK LEAGUE Heartland Division 

 

ARRROOOOOOOOGAH!  That was the yawp from the Valencia 

clubhouse as they grabbed a playoff spot, their first in fifteen years 

since their run of eight playoff spots in ten years from 2014-2023.  

Valencia had been on the way up for a while, and in this space two 

years ago I had predicted that they would begin to rise, which seemed 

incredibly silly after they averaged 95 losses in 2036 and 2037.  But the 

Stars finally broke through last year.  Is it real, or is it just one of those 

mirages that you swear you can see if you just squint? 

 

Let’s start with the offense, which is probably the best group since 

Jason Dunn was patrolling California.  Angel Zalapa was the first 

Valencia player to ever win the Sawyer Silk Award (and, stranger, 

they’ve only had one Steve Nebraska, Brian Middleton in 2014).  

However, the unit is rock-solid around Zalapa.  Frank Mahaffey, 

Roman Pagan, and Wilton Rivera are all top players, and Kichi Suzuki 

had a huge 2038.  Their supporting cast is good, too.  All of that led to a 

third-place finish offensively, their highest mark since 2014.  The team 

is just at best average defensively and didn’t run an extraordinary 

amount or do it very well, but they can rake. 

 

It’s a good thing the Stars can hit, because their pitching staff is highly 

suspect.  Finishing eighth in a 15 team league would be fine for some 

teams, but Valencia is one of the best pitchers’ parks in the game.  It’s 

easy to see why.  Gerald Keynes had a fantastic season in 22 starts last 

year, but nobody really thinks he’s that kind of pitcher.  Lee McHone is 

more of a classical #2 type starter.  Niall Hanlon has a big arm, but he 

needs to keep the ball in the ballpark.  The bullpen is a little better than 

the rotation, led by top closer Luis Ortega, but this isn’t a top group. 

 

Because the team is so solid offensively, they’re not rushing potential 

superstar center fielder Aaron Haney.  I actually think they should.  This team is going to have to 

continue to outhit the opponents, and Haney would move Frank Mahaffey to DH, which is his 

best position, and Ramon Pagan to a corner, which would make their outfield defense better.  

The Stars have no serious salary issues and nearly turned a profit last year.  I think they could use 

a trade or two, especially for pitching.  They seem like a perfect fallback candidate because of 

the strangeness of their team makeup for a hitters’ park, but stranger things have happened than 

Valencia repeating as wild card winners. 

 

 

 

  

VALENCIA 
STARS 

 

GENERAL MANAGER: 

Lee Honigsfeld 

 

 

2039 Prediction:  

82-80 
 

LAST YEAR’S GUIDE 

 

What exactly is Valencia? In 

2037 they were a 97 loss team. 

For year now though, various 

pundits have said the Stars are 

about ready to move forward. 

They seem to have young, 

talented players, but have had 

too many holes to capitalize on 

them. The Stars were more 

aggressive in free agency this 

past offseason, but was it 

enough to make this team 

respectable? 
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FRICK LEAGUE Heartland Division 

 

There’s some drama in SoCal, as Mark Simpson apparently wants out, 

or so management is saying.  Here’s the tea:  Simpson, Long Beach’s 

best player and a potential future Hall of Famer, apparently is asking 

for more money than the Surfers are willing to pay, and that must be a 

boatload of a raise over his $10 million.  Of course, Simpson, who 

averages 6 WAR per year, might be worth that kind of money.  With 

the Surfers having made the playoffs last year and having lost starting 

catcher Hotha Popo, are the Surfers in trouble? 

 

The lineup runs on Simpson, so any thoughts that he might disappear 

would be a little bit devastating to their efforts.  He did have a bit of a 

down year in 2038, posting “just” a 3.8 WAR.  The team still has 

Michael Best, who is a very good player, especially for third base, but 

this wasn’t a good offense last year WITH Simpson.  It looks like 

Miguel Suarez maxed out last year.  There aren’t going to be a lot of 

big risers, and most players are around a win above replacement.  So 

they’re going to need a big year from Simpson, which is why he can 

command that kind of money, I think. 

 

On the pitching side, Long Beach is clearly making a commitment to 

2039, as Danya Tchekanov is up and ready to do some damage in the 

Frick League.  That’s a name you’re going to want to remember 

because he might be the best pitcher in the BBA in two years.  Jimmy 

Greenwood and Pierre Legrand continue their solid efforts in the 

rotation, and I like Luis Oliva and Cris Rios to round out the rotation so 

that you can play Julio Velasco somewhere important in the pen.  It’s 

not the best rotation in the BBA, but if Tchekanov and Greenwood have 

solid years it’ll go a long way towards contention.  Emilio Vega is a 

pretty harsh loss, and so is Jaime Cantu, but the pen is solid even 

without those two. 

 

Long Beach’s farm system took a pretty big hit this season with a number of callups, so they’re 

not getting a lot of help from the minor leagues.  The Surfers made the playoffs despite a 

negative run differential last year, but they could also improve somewhat if Tchekanov and 

Simpson have better years.  If Simpson is asking for a huge number, they’re probably right to not 

sign him, too, as they can probably try again on the open market or wait until his asking price 

comes down.  Long Beach is going to need to stay healthy, but this does look like a winning 

team again, and it wouldn’t shock me to see them as a wild card team. 

 

 

 

 

  

LONG BEACH 
SURFERS 

 

GENERAL MANAGER: 

Stephen Lane 

 

 

2039 Prediction:  

81-81 
 

LAST YEAR’S GUIDE 

 

Dammit Stephen, dealing with 

San Fernando is hard enough. 

It was really nice last year 

when your stupid Surfers 

finished out of the playoffs and 

were never much more than a 

wild card contender. So what 

do you do? Go and add 15 wins 

worth of players in the 

offseason. Ugh. Gross. 

 

I liked this team better when it 

couldn’t pitch. 
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FRICK LEAGUE Heartland Division 

 

Hawaii was marginally better last year than they’ve been, and with a 

$36 million payroll last year (and $40 million this year, easily lowest in 

the BBA), you get the feeling that this franchise might be starting to 

turn a corner somewhat, that the rebuild might be getting close to done.  

Maybe not, too, but it’s one of those things where if you throw enough 

high draft picks at a team, that team is going to improve, and Hawaii 

has improved.  Literally there are two players in the team’s lineup that 

were drafted after the second round, and this team is dedicated to 

playing their young stars.  So, is Hawaii improved enough to give them 

a shot at something real, or are they the 75-win team we saw last year – 

at least for now? 

 

Topping their lineup is Manuel Aguilar, Jr., whom, it should be 

remembered, didn’t start his career until two full years older than young 

Manny is now.  Mike Campbell is also a good young player, with five 

tools, better against lefties, and can draw a walk.  Rupert Grant looks 

like he’s done, but for $2 million you could do worse.  Dave Tallent’s 

production dove off a cliff last year, but 2037 looks more like an outlier 

and less like the norm for him.  Benton Allen has also had three straight 

years of the same numbers, and while he’s a starter he’ll never be a star.  

The team has a lot of those types of players:  Ernesto Alfiche, Dan 

Buchanan, Leonard Jones.  A group of average players might be more 

than the sum of their parts, but 10th place offensively seems right. 

 

The Tropics have a number of top pitching prospects, but none of them 

will be ready for 2039, so they’ll have to make do with the group they 

have.  Stephen Taub has been absolutely incredible since his callup in 

2036, posting back to back 6.0 WAR seasons.  Zak Johnson won 

double digits in his rookie season and has some promise, though he 

appears a year away.  Players like Luis Torres and Jermaine Clayton 

aren’t helping, and they’re the best of a bad lot which doesn’t have a lot 

of depth.  Hawaii’s pen is led by Norm McConnell, a fine young closer, 

and does have some valuable pieces, but it’s not a deep group.  Hawaii 

finished 12th in runs allowed last year, and that could happen again. 

 

As mentioned, Hawaii is building a solid pitching farm, and Johnson is just the first of 

potentially many pitching prospects waiting to come up and change the franchise.  Nothing here 

seems like the team should finish above .500 this year, but I’ve seen worse groups than this.  

They need to keep working on the farm and getting better, but Hawaii could be pretty good in a 

few years. 

 

 

 

 

  

HAWAII 
TROPICS 

 

GENERAL MANAGER: 

Mike Bieschke 

 

 

2039 Prediction 

70-92 
 

LAST YEAR’S GUIDE 

 

The new GM, Mr. Branda, 

didn’t seem satisfied with the 

prospect stable that would have 

formed the Tropics core 

moving forward, and doubled 

down on the rebuild process 

trading players like Charlie 

Iron-Knife and Lee Morgan for 

even younger prospects. The 

rotation still has a couple 

player who actually belong in 

the big leagues in Stephen 

Taub, the team’s lone all start 

from 2037, and Luis Torres. 

Some day, Zak Johnson will 

join this group, but today is not 

that day. 

 
:  
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UMEBA 
 

With 2037 being basically a test drive and the oodles of rule and structural 

changes that happened going into the 2038 season, I decided not to go to in depth 

with the previews. Making predictions would be a fools’ errand because of how 

dramatically inter league play is going to change things in an 8 team league. At 65 

years old, you’d think the BBA was getting stodgy, right? But a set of wild baseball 

politics and an opportunistic league leadership let 2037 see the first baseball 

played in the United Middle East Baseball Association. Mirroring the old 

European Baseball Association, one suspects players there will wind up being a 

collection of younger players, BBA cast-offs, and aging starts who don’t want to 

hang them up. But time will tell. As always, time will tell. Let’s go along with 

Jerusalem GM Brett Schroeder as he takes a quick peak around the league, shall 

we? 

 

 

2038 was a fantastic full season debut for the UMEBA. 2037 saw the league 

created and a half season trial was successfully conducted with Manama lifting an 

unofficial first league championship. Turn the calendar to 2038 and things got 

serious. The offseason preceding the first official season of UMEBA saw a flurry 

of activity as teams set about properly filling out a minor league structure and 

poaching as much talent as possible from the free agent market. With leaguewide 

finances finally put in place, teams raced to spend as much of their shiny new 40-

million-dollar salary cap as possible in hopes of lifting the first official United 

Cup. When the dust cleared the Jerusalem Hebrew Hammers were on top of the 

pile with the first championship in tow and the league was sitting on a league wide 

revenue stream of  416 million dollars.  

 

2039 projects to be even more exciting. Take this new financial clout, add an entire 

years worth of talent collection including the first ever UMEBA draft, sprinkle in a 

few more league changes including inter league matchups and top it off with an 

influx of new full time GM's that can give their undivided attention to the now cash 

flush teams. The stew is simmering, what will UMEBA taste like this coming 

year?  
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Cairo Chariot Archers GM: Nigel Laverick 

2038: Result: 108-54, Burt League Pennant 

 

 
Cairo won a league high 108 games and absolutely crushed all Burt League 

competition. The Chariot Archers offense was prolific knocking out a Burt league 

best 233 HR's on its way to scoring a Burt league best 894 runs. That's almost 200 

more runs than second place. The pitching staff was astounding as well giving up a 

mere 608 runs. That's also a Burt league best by nearly 140 runs. New GM Nigel 

Laverick, a BBA vet (or vagabond?), inherits this team without losing hardly 

anyone of consequence. Inter league will surely have an effect on the team as will 

a rather quiet offseason but it'd be pretty hard to pick anyone else as the Burt 

league favorite. 

 

 

Manama Pearls GM: Ted Schmidt 

2038 Result: 77-85, Wildcard berth 

 

 

The Pearls found themselves in the playoffs despite being a sub .500 team and 

nearly knocked off Cairo before finally being ousted in a decisive game 7. There 

was a bit of blowback that the sudden resurgence of Manama may have been due 

to GM Ted Schmidt, who grabbed the reigns of the team very late in the season, 

remaking a significant portion of the roster as the team headed into the playoffs. 

For what its worth, Manama did finish 2nd in runs scored and runs against so it 

could just be that Manama is better than their record indicated. Heading into 2039, 

GM Schmidt is the only holdover BBA GM pulling double duty. How that will 

affect the team is anyone's guess but judging by how active Ted usually is I can 

easily see Manama giving Cairo a run for their money yet again. 
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Baghdad Kings GM: Greg Herren 

2038 Result: 70-92 

 

 

Baghdad may have finished 3rd and had a pretty bad overall record but its 

important to note that they were only 7 games back of the wildcard. Winning 

streaks can hit any team so in some alternate universes I'm sure Baghdad caught 

and passed Manama and squeaked into the playoffs.  Well from a pitching 

standpoint, the Kings only gave up a mere 3 more runs than second place Manama. 

That seems promising. However the other side of the ball was a very different 

story. Baghdad only hit 125 homeruns and scored only 625 total runs. Both of 

those numbers being worst in all of UMEBA. Some serious work needs to be done 

to that offense if the team is going to get much better and some serious work has 

been started by new GM Greg Herren. Baghdad pulled off the splashiest trade 

UMEBA has ever seen shipping out star CF Jin-guo Long for a 5 player return 

from Jerusalem highlighted by the duo of stud SP Ramon Suarez and 1B/DH Jesus 

Alavardo fresh off a season where he knocked out 41 homeruns. Exciting times in 

the desert. 

 
 

Istanbul Bosphorus GM: Justin Castleman 

2038 Result: 69-93 

 

Istanbul tied for the worst record in the league in the test run 2037 season and in 

2038 things went pretty poorly as well. The offense was the second worst in all of 

UMEBA with only Baghdad being worse. The pitching side of things provides a 

bit more reason for optimism as the staff finished mid table when looking at the 

UMEBA as a whole. Now how much of that changes because of inter league is 

going to be the primary question that new GM Justin Castleman will have to 

answer. Former GM Alan Ehlers clearly understood that the team needed to build 

for the future as a very quick glance at the bottom of the minors shows some 

promising youngsters while the senior squad is full of many stop gap actors. 

Castleman did not sit on his hands this winter as he shipped out uber prospect 

Blake Bell for a 3 player return plush some cash highlighted by 1B/DH Baba Lue 

who is coming off a 50-homer campaign. How high up the standings will a move 

like this allow the team to climb?  
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Jersulem Hebrew Hammers: GM: Brett Schroeder 

2038 Result: 95-67, Bancroft League Pennant, World Series Champ 

 

 

2038 proved to be a continuation of the strong end the team had to the 2037 season 

test season as the team rode the wave of optimism all the way to a league title and 

seemed poised to do it again in 2039. The team’s offense was prolific, easily 

finishing tops in the Bancroft with 304 homeruns and scoring 1003 runs total. Both 

marks are tops in the entire UMEBA by a wide margin. On the pitching side of 

things, the team only gave 734 runs which was tops in the Bancroft and second 

league wide. This winter brought in some sweeping changes however as 7 big 

league regulars and some cash have been sent off with the return being a new 

starting CF in Jin-Guo Long and a single prospect. The moves leave the team with 

more cap space and a younger roster, but this shakeup just might allow some of the 

other Bancroft teams to close the gap. 

 

 

Mumbai Metro Stars: GM: Justin Niles 

2038 Result: 93-69, Wildcard berth 

 

 

Mumbai had a strong 2038 season holding off Jerusalem for the majority of the 

season only to be passed at the very end and then falling in 6 games in the LCS. 

Near the end of the season BBA commish Matt Rectenwald took over the team, 

made a slew of changes and that is precisely when the Hebrew Hammers caught 

and passed Mumbai in the standings. Coincedence? Im not sure but the GM chair 

has been turned over yet again as new caretaker in Justin Niles takes the reigns 

heading into 2039. The Metro Stars finished second in the Bancroft in both 

pitching and offense so Niles has a solid base to work from going forward. Can 

they close the gap on Jerusalem? A splashy move might just get it done so stay 

tuned for an exciting season.  
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Bucharest Balauri: GM: Jim Cox 

2038 Result: 75-87 

 

 

The Balauri had a rather disappointing 2038 coming off a good showing in the 

short 2037 season. A shakeup in the front office seems to have led to some malaise 

setting in as the team finished a distant 3rd in both the standings and in most stat 

categories. New GM Jim Cox has his work cut for him in turning this ship around. 

The big change to inter league might benefit Bucharest more than any other team 

as even though they finished that distant 3rd in the division, they probably could 

have been fighting for a wild card berth had they been in the Burt League. This is 

the one team in UMEBA that has an extremely wide variety of outcomes in 2039. 

They could pack it in and build for the future by selling off assets, they could try to 

tackle the season as currently constructed and maybe make a wildcard charge or 

they could make some splashy moves and put themselves squarely in contention. 

All eyes will be on Bucharest.  

 
 

Beruit Cedars: GM: Justin Schuttenhelm 

2038 Result: 61-101 

 

 

Much like Bucharest, the Beirut Cedars threw up quite the clunker in 2038 after a 

good 2037 test season. The 61-101 is the worst record in the entire UMEBA and a 

quick glance at the stats shows it wasn't really a fluke. The offensive numbers 

aren't too dissimilar from the other bottom rung teams in UMEBA but the pitching 

was truly atrocious. Opposing teams combined to score 934 runs against the 

Cedars. New GM Justin Schuttenhelm has some serious work ahead of him. Beirut 

is probably the worst situation to land in as far as UMEBA goes but on the flip side 

the blank slate nature of the coming rebuild can be very exciting for a GM. Good 

luck.  

 

 

 

 
.  
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With news of GM Ted Schmidt stepping down (for hopefully just a little recharge), 

we’ve seen the end of an era. It’s hard to imagine that between Ted and Rockville 

GM Aaron Weiner, we’ve had about a decade of glory when it comes to previews. 

This is, then, perhaps a good time to look back and ask some questions. Questions 

like, what is the land speed record for a slug crossing the road? Or not. 

 

 

We’ve been talking about the glory that are BBA projections for some time now, 

but, of course, given our nature as baseball fans and wannabe GMs, talk is for silly 

folks. You got to put your money on the numbers, right? The question, of course, is 

just how good are these two guys who boldly go where no one really ought to go, 

and who delightfully profess to know it all? These are the Swamis of Swat, right? 

The Guessers of Greatness. The Princes of Projection! 

 

We want to know just how close do they get? We’ve got the data, after all. And the 

BBA Goliath Computer system that churns out all the games we live and die for 

has the cycles. 

 

Someone, I figured, oughta figure it out. So I did. Or, at least I tried. 
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Herein, find a decade of Projections (*) from media guides of 

the past: how good and how bad. We start at 2027—the first 

year the Media Guide convinced Aaron Weiner to put his 

annual projections into our pages, and continue on through 

2030 when Ted Schmidt picked up the reins, then 2033 when 

the two agreed to the double-barreled approach we’ve seen 

ever since—an “ever since” that includes these pages. 

 

Let’s be a little serious here, first. We all know that no one can really predict the 

future. We understand uncertainties abound—injuries, and slumps, and the sudden 

hitting of star players across the head and shoulders by the development monster 

can totally kill a team dead from outta nowhere. But, still, it’s fun to see the guys 

spin their magic, and still the world wants to know what these guys think…what do 

their nods mean, after all? If they pick me 5th in the Heartland, how dead is my 

meat? (okay, maybe that didn’t come out quite right) 

 

To do this dissection of projection, I took every prediction that’s appeared in 

Media Guides of the past, then paired them up with what actually happened. So, 

when Aaron said the Carolina Kraken (who became his own Rockville club) were 

going to win 59 games in 2027 but wound up at 71, that’s a 12-game miss. If Ted 

said his 2036 California Crusaders were going to win 92, but they wound up at 

106, that’s a 14-game delta. Add ‘em all up, and slice ‘em and dice ‘em and you 

get some fun numbers. 

 

 

Cutting to the Chase 
 

Bottom line, these guys are pretty good. Aaron has made a total of 168 projections 

in these pages, Ted 143. On average, these are accurate to about 7.4 games, with a 

standard deviation of 5.3 games.  

 

It’s a mixed game, though, because of course it is. These are two different people 

with two different views. On the whole, Aaron’s projections are “more accurate” 

than Ted’s in that he’s within 1-5 games of error 2-3% more often, but on the 

whole, Ted tends to miss by smaller margins across the whole of the league. 

 

You can see this in that Ted’s average error is 7.1 games vs. Aaron’s 7.7. 

 

Of course, that’s just the big picture. 

(*) Technically, it’s eleven 

years, but in 2029 an 

upstart tried to steal the 

show, and no one was 

having that. 2030 saw Ted 

enter the game, and that 

was all she wrote.  
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Breaking their projections out by 

the number of games they miss by 

looks like this. 

 

It’s fun to look at the shape of 

these curves. See the blue curve 

that is Arron, and how it pegs up 

at 5-games and under? See how 

the gold of Ted’s shape is slightly 

smoother and bunched in at 

something under 10 games. 

 

Very freaking cool. I challenge 

any other league prognosticators 

to match this kind result. As we will all see soon, I know I can’t match it. The 

years I did the projections were nowhere near this kind of good. 

 

Of course, that’s overall. How about we get a little more surgical, eh? 

 

 

Down Through the Years 
 

Here’s a fun table. Busy, yes, but fun. It includes every season from 2027-2038 

(except 2029 when we had no projections), with average error (ABS) and Standard 

deviations of those erros (StdDev of ABS). It also shows biggest miss, either 

positive or negative. 

 

 
 

Year

Swami Values 2027 2028 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038 Grand Total

AW Count of Team 24 24 28 14 15 15 15 15 15 165

Average of P 80.4 80.5 81.0 80.7 81.2 80.3 80.2 81.0 79.7 80.6

Average of ABS 8.7 8.0 6.8 7.4 6.9 9.8 8.2 6.9 6.5 7.7

StdDev of ABS 4.7 5.2 5.5 5.7 6.1 7.7 6.7 6.1 3.8 5.6

Min of Error -18.0 -20.0 -18.0 -18.0 -19.0 -18.0 -22.0 -18.0 -13.0 -22.0

Max of Error2 13.0 20.0 17.0 11.0 15.0 27.0 14.0 17.0 11.0 27.0

TS Count of Team 28 28 14 13 15 15 15 15 143

Average of P 81.0 81.2 81.0 80.1 81.1 81.0 80.9 80.9 80.9

Average of ABS 6.3 7.6 5.7 8.2 8.1 7.3 5.7 8.5 7.1

StdDev of ABS 5.3 4.7 5.0 3.4 5.7 6.2 4.1 4.7 5.0

Min of Error -20.0 -15.0 -13.0 -12.0 -14.0 -14.0 -12.0 -16.0 -20.0

Max of Error2 19.0 20.0 16.0 12.0 20.0 24.0 15.0 12.0 24.0

Total Count of Team 24 24 28 28 28 28 28 30 30 30 30

Total Average of P 80.4 80.5 81.0 81.2 81.0 80.9 80.7 80.7 80.6 80.9 80.3 80.7

Total Average of ABS 8.7 8.0 6.3 7.6 6.8 6.6 7.5 8.9 7.8 6.3 7.5 7.4

Total StdDev of ABS 4.7 5.2 5.3 4.7 5.5 5.3 5.0 6.7 6.4 5.1 4.3 5.3

Total Min of Error -18.0 -20.0 -20.0 -15.0 -18.0 -18.0 -19.0 -18.0 -22.0 -18.0 -16.0 -22.0

Total Max of Error2 13.0 20.0 19.0 20.0 17.0 16.0 15.0 27.0 24.0 17.0 12.0 27.0
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This is an amazing piece of data. The raw consistency of the pair is fun to look at. 

 

Aaron’s raw error rate (ABS) starts in the upper 8s, and other than that 9.8 season 

(more on that later), he’s ratcheted things down every year until last year’s 6.5 raw 

average error was accompanied by a slim 3.8 standard deviation—arguably his 

best season ever. 

 

But, I hear you…what’s with that 2035 season? Looking under the hood shows us 

that Aaron missed on four big ticket items, projecting three teams off by 18 games 

(Brooklyn won 90 vs. a 72-game projection, Huntsville won 86 against a 68 guess, 

and Nashville crashed to 45 games when Aaron projected 63), and getting his 

wires crossed by projecting Mexico City to win only 79 games when the Aztecs 

managed 95. Otherwise he hit Wichita was bang on at 67, and Aaron was within 

five games of six teams. 

 

Looking at Ted across the years, we see his best (so far) were 2033 and 2037, 

where he averaged only a 5.7 game error rate, and (in 2037) also included his 

smallest standard deviation. 2038 was arguably his worst season, however, as he 

average error was 8.5 games. Like Aaron before him, this tough season came at the 

hands of a few outliers: Hawaii won 16 more than his 58-game projection, and 

Yellow Springs and Valencia exceeded expectations by 16 and 15. 

 

So, yeah, the world of the projection artist is an edgy one. When you take a big 

swing and miss, it hurts the old average. 

 

 

The Final Anaylsis 
 

All right…I hear the next question…that’s a lot of numbers, but what do they 

mean? I mean, how good are these guys? Really? 

 

Well, I mentioned that I have my own numbers, right? 

 

I like to think I’m not so ignorant of what’s 

going on that I can’t do a bang-up job in a 

pinch. I mean, I’m a guy, and I’m a human, 

which means I’m capable of over-estimating 

my ability to do just about everything, but I’d 

like to think I’m a little better than the 

average bear when it comes to assessing 

OOTP teams. 
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So… yeah. 

 

If you give me that argument (or even if you don’t), and bake in that I’ve made 

44projections myself, here are some interesting numbers… 

 

Average Error: 

Ted Schmidt: 7.1 

Aaron Weiner: 7.7 

Ron Collins 8.7 

 

These guys are more than a full game better than I am. And the standard deviation 

test is just as telling: 

 

Standard Deviation: 

Ted Schmidt: 5.0 

Aaron Weiner: 5.6 

Ron Collins 6.2 

 

Let’s look at one more junk stat this way: what percentage of the time are we 

within 2 games of our projections? 

 

Error Less Than 2 Games: 

Aaron Weiner: 22.4% 

Ted Schmidt: 20.3% 

Ron Collins 14% 

 

Yes, indeed, I’m ready to cry uncle. 

 

These guys truly have been the Swami’s of Swat. The effort they put into the 

previews we’ve enjoy every season is truly amazing, and I want to join the rest of 

the league is giving both Aaron and Ted a huge … 
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On Thursday, November 11, 2039, the Wichita Aviators and the Louisville 

Sluggers completed one of the biggest deals in BBA history.  The Aviators sent top 

BBA pitching prospect eighteen-year-old ‘Commie Child’ Feliciano, twenty-one-

year-old reliever Orlando Pena and eighteen-year-old prospect Juan Pinto to the 

Sluggers in return for the great Kevin Morales, the also great Pepe Jaramillo, and 

the fantastic utility man Calvin Clohessy.  What follows is a rare inside look into 

the tense trade negotiations that ultimately culminated in the blockbuster trade. 

 

 

“Shaw.” 

I greeted the new Louisville GM from across the dark deserted late-night 

parking lot, as he exited the building through a side door. 

He turned towards my voice, recognised me, did a noticeable double take, and 

gulped.  He looked around anxiously. 

But there was no where to go. 

Now, I know what you’re thinking.  Was it really necessary for me to greet the 

newest member of the BBA manager fraternity in the dark Louisville Waterfront 

Ballpark parking lot at 11:30 pm on a cold November Monday night?  Had I really 

needed to smash all of the bulbs in the vast parking lot, except for the light 

standard I stood directly under, menacingly handsome in my trademark Hawaiian 

shirt? 

“Genius…” Shaw greeted me uncertainly, “I…I…was hoping that we’d get a 

chance to meet.  Ka…Ka…come inside with me...we can talk in your 

old…errr…my office…” 
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He dug around in his coat pockets as I strode across the parking lot towards 

him. He pulled out his key ring.  I slapped it out of his hands.  They fell, clattering 

to the blacktop. 

“No need,” I said.  I gestured slightly with my right hand into the blackness of 

the night.  As Shaw instinctively flinched backward, the noise of a loud whomp 

whomp whomp of a chopper turning over its engine, suddenly filled the parking lot.  

Running lights switched on, illuminating my ride. 

Shaw stared at the chopper that had materialised out of the night. 

My assistant, ZB, sneered out of the cockpit windshield at him. 

“Ummm…we’re going for a ride?” Shaw stammered. 

It was a question.  I confirmed his fears with a statement. 

“We’re going for a ride.” 

ZB rose the chopper quickly into the dark Kentucky night.  Shaw fumbled at 

his safety harness.  I slapped his hands down. 

“You won’t find that necessary.” I told him. 

Shaw gulped,” Its…oh…I love flying,” he stammered. 

I chuckled and he turned ghostly pale. 

“You’re gonna trade me Morales and Jaramillo,” I told him. 

“But…” Shaw gulped,” They’re my two best players…I can’t possibly…” 

I moved my right hand slightly. 

ZB immediately dove the chopper down.  Shaw slammed up against the 

windshield, his terror-stricken eyes rolling in their sockets.  Shaw unsuccessfully, 

tried to swallow a scream. 

“Don’t worry Shaw.” I told him,” No one needs to know how you just shit 

yourself right now.  I’ll even give you Commie Child in the deal.  A pinko libtard 

like you would love to spend time with a real communist like him.  After you guys 

hold hands while shitting on the Constitution of the US of A together, you can 

wipe each other’s asses with the American flag.  It’ll be a great day for the 

proletariat.” 

“But both Genius!  I can’t!  The league will never allow such a one-sided 

deal!” 

The little voice in my head was telling me that this deal was taking too long, 

and that I should just listen to It, and throw Shaw out of the chopper.  But I’ve 

been seeing a therapist, and I have a good deal more patience than I used to. 

“I don’t care if you tell everyone that Morales and Jaramillo are lovers and 

they forced you to deal them both together…” I smiled,” But I’m taking them 

both.” 

Shaw nodded weakly. 

“Good,” I smiled,” Don’t worry Shaw.  I’ll dress up this deal so it doesn’t look 

too bad.  I’ll get it past those idiots at the league office.  No-one needs to know 

how this went down.” 
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Shaw looked at me, somewhat ashamed of himself, yet somehow grateful 

towards me.  I thought again about tossing him out of the chopper.  But like I said, 

my therapist says I’m making great progress.  So, I just directed ZB to take me 

back to Wichita.  If Shaw didn’t like it, I could let him out at any time along the 

way. 
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FROM EBA to BBA – The First Decade 
 

 
 

It was ten years ago, and the calendar had just rolled to 2029 when four GMs 

brought four fresh-meat teams into the dogfight that is the BBA. They’d dealt with 

the expansion draft, Rule 5, and Free Agency. And they’d done International Free 

Agency, and trades. Now it was time to play ball, and no one was sure what to 

expect. Join us now as Charm City GM Brandon Slouck (along with a little help 

from Twin Cities GM Scott Picolli) revisits that time of sweet anticipation. 

 

 

The 2038 season marked the end of the 10th season of the 2028/2029 expansion 

teams: Edmonton Jackrabbits, Twin Cities River Monsters, Phoenix Talons, and 

Charm City Jimmies. It was a fitting end to the season as Landis winner Edmonton 

was the first of the four teams to win the league title. In these 10 seasons, the teams 

have combined to make 12 playoff appearances, 4 division titles, 2 Landis 

appearances, and 1 Landis championship. 

 

We’ll go over the highs and lows of each team over the years, some of the best 

players from the EBA dispersal draft, and where the teams are now as we head into 

the next decade of their existence.  

 

SETTING THE PIECES 
 

In 2028, it was decided that the EBA would disband and the BBA would expand 

by 4. EBA GM’s Brandon Slouck, Sean Marko, Jeff Palin, and Adam Dee were set 

to take the reins of the new franchises. 

 

Slouck took over Portland Lumberjacks, though that didn’t last long. Marko took 

over the Phoenix Talons. Palin to the Twin Cities River Monsters and Dee to the 

Edmonton Jackrabbits. 

 

The EBA had a history of producing top talent. Players like Alfredo Salazar, 

Edgardo Lopez, and Luis Baca made the trip across the pond to become some of 
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the best players in the BBA. The EBA dispersal draft was no different. Loaded 

with talent ranging from unpolished projects to potential BBA All-Stars from day 

1, the 4 teams got to take a crack at some best players in the World ready to test 

their skills on the biggest stage. 

 

These are their stories. 

 

 

The Rise and Fall of Charm City 
 

 

Originally a franchise awarded to Portland, the original owner 

turned around and sold the team to Stan McLain, who 

immediately moved the team across the country to Baltimore. 

GM Brandon Slouck took over the team from the start after a 

half a season in Paris with an eye toward quick contention. 

“With the depth in the EBA, I saw an opportunity to contend 

quick. There was some high potential, young prospects that are still 

studs in the BBA now. But I thought with the right moves, we could make some 

noise quick.” 

 

The team started by taking Don Logan and Egbert Behner. Logan would win the 

Johnson League Gillstrom that year. Behner would be a future Nebraska winner. 

 

In their inaugural season, they would win 71 games. 

 

They drafted Aubrey Anderson with their first pick that year, a power hitting RF 

out of Kodak. He’d be in Charm City by the end of the next season. The team 

made one of the biggest moves in franchise history in the offseason after their 

inaugural season. They signed former EBA standout and BBA All-Star Alfredo 

Salazar. 

 

“We had the money and like I said before, we wanted to compete quick. We had 

made some other moves that didn’t turn out as well. But when he hit the market, I 

knew we had to have him. With getting him, we wanted to put a notice to the 

league that we were ready to compete.” 

 

2030 saw them jumped to 80 wins. They drafted Bartolo Ortiz, who would make 

an impact down the road for the franchise in multiple ways. After struggling in 

2029, Behner finally put together a solid season. Things were coming together. 

The team finished strong in 2031. Behner was a Nebraska candidate. Anderson had 

a .913 OPS in his first full season, still a career high, and the team acquired Mario 
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Mendez from Brooklyn to help bolster a struggling rotation. That proved to be a 

huge move. The team went 82-80 in 2031, but that wasn’t enough as a game 163 

had to be played against New Orleans for the last Wild Card spot. Mendez took the 

ball and threw 134 pitches of brilliant ball, no-hitting the Crawdads on the way to a 

victory that clinched the franchise's first playoff berth. 

 

While they didn’t advance out of the first round, it was the start of a 4 year playoff 

run. 

 

2032 saw the team hit another gear on their way to 96 wins and their first division 

title. Behner won his only Nebraska to date this season. They managed to fight off 

defending champion and division rival Jacksonville in a 7-game series that saw 

Charm City down 3-1 at one point. Facing another division rival in the Cartwright 

Cup, they won that series 4-2 on the way to their first Landis appearance. They fell 

4-2 to Louisville. 

 

2033 saw the team take a small step back, but make the biggest trade 

in team history, acquiring Carlton Winson from Phoenix in a trade 

that sent Bartolo Ortiz and multiple prospects to the Talons. Winson 

was the top power hitter in the league helped bolster an 

underachieving lineup. Despite him winning the Sawyer Silk and 

pushing the team back into the playoffs, they fell 3-1 to New Orleans 

in the 1st round. 

 

The team won 106 games in 2034, still the franchise record. Winson won another 

Sawyer Silk. Paul Backstrom, acquired for $2,000,000, hit 30 home runs along 

with a .857 OPS to help fill a hole at 2B the team had for a long time. And surprise 

performances from Tony Canales and Irving Espinoza pushed the team to elite 

levels. Despite this, a game 163 versus Jacksonville was needed to determine the 

Johnson League Division winner. They lost. In a hard-fought series, they were 

bounced in the first round in an upset 3-2 by Montreal. It would be the last time the 

Jimmies made the playoffs. 

 

2035 saw the cracks starting to form. Despite the team feeling like they could still 

compete, financial issues started to mount and some players playing over their 

heads started to show. Backstrom took a huge step back. Winson, after signing a 

huge extension, saw his OPS drop to human levels. Superstars Alfredo Salazar and 

Egbert Behner were shipped away, along with Aubrey Anderson. The minors had 

nothing to provide as the team went all in to win. The team won 64 games, worst in 

franchise history. 
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It didn’t get better in the following years. 56 wins in 2036 was the absolute low. 

The team started to climb back with 61 and 67 wins the following season. In that 

time, the franchise focused on adding talent in the minor leagues through any 

means. Jorge Nevarez, acquired in the Aubrey Anderson trade continued to 

develop and became a top prospect. 2038 saw the team have the #1 pick in the 

draft. 

 

“We wanted to take the best player available, but immediately fell in love with 

Wilson Andrade. Plus plus contact. Plus power. Elite glove. He was our SS of the 

future. He was a top 5 player in the draft for sure. He was our guy all the way.” 

 

The team will also pick #1 in 2039.  

 

As you can see, Charm City has been quite the roller coaster in their short time in 

the BBA. They managed to be one of the best teams in the league in the early 30’s 

while being one of the worst in the late 30’s. 

 

The franchise hopes the next decade is a lot kinder. 

 

Tales from the Twin Cities 
 

 

 

Jeff Palin took the reins for the new Expansion Team, the Twin 

Cities River Monsters, and oversaw the expansion draft that would 

eventually shape the future success of the young Franchise. Instead 

of looking for veterans who would contribute early to the team, 

Palin drafted several young players who still needed time to develop.  

 

As a result, Twin Cities struggled in the first two seasons, winning 50 games in 

2029 and 60 games in 2030. Fun Trivia Fact – In 2029, the River Monsters won 

less games (50) than they were from the Division Winner (52 Games).  

 

However, in these initial seasons, there were a few key players who saw their BBA 

debut that would eventually shape the team going forward.  

 
• Round 2 – Pick 7 – SS Mark Wareham – The Face of Franchise  

• Round 3 – Pick 10 – OF Jayden Harsnett – Never Lived up to his potential, but solid player 

• Round 5 – Pick 18 – 3B Chris Limon – His Peak years were some of the best in team history 

• Round 15 – Pick 58 – P Reese Rayner – Work Horse Starter, solid contributor for years 

 

Palin acquired LF Ray Cooper from Seattle in that first season and drafted 2B Xue-

Qin Man as the Franchise’s 1st Draft Pick to form a young core that would stay 
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together until Harsnett was traded to San Fernando in 2035. Jeff found gold in the 

2nd Round in his next season’s draft. Chris Kelly was projected to be a nice middle 

of the rotator starter… who somehow added a Splitter while in the minors became 

one of the Top Prospects in the BBA. In comparison, 1st Round Pick, RF Ricardo 

Juarez pales next to Kelly, but is still a core member of the River Monster 

Franchise.  

 

With these acquisitions, Palin set into motion a team that would be playoff 

contenders for almost 6 years straight. However, he would never get to enjoy what 

he started. He left after Twin Cities’ 2nd Season, later taking over the Boise Spuds 

from 2037-2038.  

 

Nomad GM Nigel Laverick guided the River Monsters in 2031 before moving on 

his adventure to eventually manage every BBA Franchise for at least one season. 

 

This is when team owner Robin Wells, took a chance on unknown GM Scott 

Piccoli in 2032.  Recognizing what he had in his young franchise, the Front Office 

decided to go with what they had, and made a Wild Card Run that saw the team 

fall just 2 games short of Calgary for the final spot.  

 

Interestingly, the Front Office took a flyer on Juan Jose “Tornado” 

Eilzando, a pitcher with some of best Stuff and Movement in the 

game and zero control. The gamble paid off for Twin Cities as 

Eilzando went 23-18 over three seasons and a career best 2.94 ERA 

in Twin Cities 2034 playoff chase. Eilzando holds three of the top 6 

spots for most walks in a season.  

 

Twin Cities was able to ride the young core for 5 seasons and if you count the 

GAME 163 as a play-off appearance, then the River Monsters saw post-season 

action for 5 seasons straight. (Yeah, TWC Fans count those games as the play-

offs). And while there were some key role players who came and went, that the 

core of players put together in those early seasons mostly remained intact. 

 

Nostalgia caught up with Piccoli in 2038. 

 

Attempting to keep the band together, several of the core players were signed to 

long term extensions. Expensive extensions. Extensions to players who probably 

didn’t deserve them and were starting to fade. When Mark Wareham suffered a 

season ending injury midway through the year, the party was over. There was 

enough talent to make a sad Wild Card run, but the team faded down the stretch 

and everyone realized the band was breaking up.  
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10 Years later, it’s great to see these guys on the team and wonder where their next 

destination will be. In a couple of seasons, most of their contracts will be up and 

it’ll be interesting to see who stays and who goes. Mark Wareham has a player 

option in 2039, so he’ll be first up to decide. 

 

Until then the Fans will be holding their breath. 

 

 

Phoenix Mashing, Arms a Crashing 
 

 

 

The Talons are one of the two expansion franchises still 

manned by their original GM, Sean Marko. Marko managed 

to have a solid draft, taking Tu Fu Yong, Martin Ssempa, 

Timofei Bakitski, and Abdelwahab Kamade. All would 

contribute to the future of the franchise in some way. But none 

more than their 51st round pick, number 203 overall. Carlton Winson. More on 

that later.  

 

2029 was a solid season given their status as an expansion team, winning 75 

games. Future Hall of Famer Jonathan Archer put up a solid season while Ssempa 

was a Nebraska candidate in his first BBA season.  

 

The team took a big step back in the win column in 2030, winning 65 games. 

Winson had his first season as a regular and put up 5 WAR, however, and was 

turning into a later blooming superstar. Ssempa put up another Nebraska worthy 

season. Despite the drop in actual wins, the Pythagorean number improved. Still, 

the future was getting clearer. With Bakitski emerged as one of the best young 

bullpen arms in the league, the future was bright.  

 

2031 went much better with a .500 record and even better Pythagorean. Winson 

exploded with 46 HR’s to lead an offense that put up 787 runs. They scored more 

than they allowed, but the pitching wasn’t great. Ssempa on his way to another 

good season when he went down with an injury. This would be the first in a long 

line of pitching injuries for the Talons. It didn’t help that Bakitski wasn’t quite as 

good.  

 

2032 and 2033 were also down years.  

 

Again, it was the Carlton Winson show. At this point he was one of the best 

players in the league. They also acquired Ignacio Rodriguez from Havana prior to 
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2032. While very solid in his first season, I-Rod would go down with an injury that 

would cause him to miss 2033, and was never the same.  

 

Jose Trujillo was also acquired but has managed to be a very solid starter for PHX 

over the years. The offense started to become more balanced in 2033 when Marko 

made a franchise altering decision: trade Carlton Winson. 

 

With many offers on the table, he chose to deal with Charm City. Desiderius 

Kirshbaum, Cesar Aguilar, Cooper Estes, and Bartolo Ortiz were acquired along 

with $3,500,000 in cash. Aguilar and Ortiz were the jewels of the trade.  

 

2034 was the Talon’s first winning season, which was followed by 

their first playoff appearance in 2035. Ortiz and Yong started to 

emerge as anchors of one of the top offenses in the league, while 

players like Thad Meyer, Andres Martinez, and Mario Deortez 

contributed too. It was a deep lineup. Despite this, the pitching never 

seemed to be quite good enough. It was solid with Trujillo and Bob 

Corrigan, but they needed that next level. Aguilar didn’t fufill his 

potential as a TOR guy either. 2036 saw them fall way back as the pitching 

continued to falter despite a top notch offense.  

 

2037 managed to be much better resulting in 93 wins and another playoff 

appearance. Again the offense was good. Weaver Ripley made his full season 

debut, hitting 40 HR’s. The pitching didn’t really have anyone stellar but had more 

solid contributions.  

 

Crash LaLoosh was signed in the offseason prior to 2037 to finally give Phoenix 

the Ace they were looking for—until he wasn’t. After a good start to the season, 

Laloosh tore his labrum and suffered setbacks that made him a bad SP on a bad 

team. Another blow for Phoenix. Despite this, they made it to the Doubleday 

before being eliminated by Jacksonville in 6. 

 

Prior to 2038, the Talons made another move to acquire a SP. Young knuckler 

Charlie Iron-Knife gave the Talons a solid rookie campaign along with Aguilar . 

They also acquired Maxime Manceau from Edmonton gave Phoenix possibly their 

most formidable rotation yet—all under 27. 

 

Bakitski left for Calgary in free agency but a stable of arms held down the ‘pen, 

and Brendan Kerndl took the lead on offense that was again strong. Despite the 

drop in wins, the team made the playoffs once again, but had an early exit to Las 

Vegas.  
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Today, Phoenix is in a solid position to succeed going forward. Still very young at 

the ML level, they have a farm system loaded with talent. With a solid plan, they 

should be able to win now while picking and choosing who not to pay and plug in 

the next crop within the next 5 years—some you may see much sooner. 

 

The Sun Belt be wise to not take the Talons lightly. As long as they can keep the 

arms healthy. 

 

 

Edmonton Lost in the Wilderness Until They Weren’t 
 

 

 

 

The Jackrabbits may have had the worst EBA draft out of the 4 

teams. Looking back at the draft list in the forums, I recognize 

one name, maybe two that did anything in the BBA. While the 

other three teams were hitting on Rookie of the Years, All-Stars, Nebraska 

winners, and Sawyer Silk studs, Edmonton had nothing. And the majority of their 

history shows it. 

 

The franchise also had the highest GM turnover out of the 4 expansion teams. 5 in 

total. That’s as many as the other 3 franchises combined. They just couldn’t seem 

to get someone to stick and follow through. 

 

They had more seasons finishing with under 60 wins than 70+ in their first 8 years.  

 

The team took plenty of advantage of its draft position. They seemingly always 

had a loaded farm system. Every 1st round pick from team inception through 2034 

are at least productive major league players. Some are way more. 

 

They have produced the 4th most WAR via the draft since 2029 with only Phoenix 

edging them out by the expansion teams. They clearly had GM’s with eyes for 

talent. They just couldn’t follow through. 

 

The lows were in 2033-2034, winning 54 games in 33 and losing Augie Plascencia 

in the Rule 5 draft in 34. 2034 through 2036 saw them win 65, 65, and 64 wins. An 

improvement but still not enough. 

 

Enter Chris Robillard. 
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Robillard led Halifax back in 2015 though 2023, winning a Landis for the 

franchise in 2017. After a BBA hiatus, he returned to Edmonton with dreams of 

turning things around.  

 

2037 immediately saw what a GM with experience and talent can do. 

BBA royalty Steven Collins III made his debut and more than held 

his own. Luis Costello continued to be one of the best OF’ers in the 

league. Eric Fabre had a great season as the team’s catcher. Bobby 

Lynch stayed healthy and did what he does. He also had help from 

Maxime Manceau and Hiroyuki Rin. It was a complete effort. 

 

The team’s first winning season was their first playoff appearance, winning the 

division by 12 games. They managed to stun Omaha in the Doubleday Series 4-1 

but got stopped by San Fernando in 4-1 fashion. It was a great season. 

 

They weren’t sneaking up on anyone anymore. 

 

Collins III jumped into super stardom in 2038. Mitch Dalrymple bounced back and 

had a monster season. Newly acquired Fernando Cruz brought a veteran presence 

that helped the lineup and clubhouse. The rotation was fairly new behind Lynch 

but performed nonetheless. 

 

After a solid 2037, Jesus Ramos stepped up his game and was a solid #3 option 

while Chet Parrish continued to be a solid, young mid rotation option. Jubal Troop 

also bounced back in a big way after being traded to EDM from Las Vegas. The 

Jackrabbits won the division again, but narrowly this time. Edmonton didn’t earn a 

bye but it didn’t matter. 

 

3-1 over Long Beach. 4-2 over Yellow Springs. 4-2 over division rival Seattle, on 

their way to the Landis, only the 2nd out of the expansion teams. 

 

Unlike Charm City, they would take care of business over Las Vegas in an epic 7 

game series.  
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Touching Up the Pantheon 
So, yeah, we’re looking at the Hall of Fame a bit these days. Probably natural 

once you’ve been around for 65 years or so to want to step back and take stock of 

the situation. “My God, What Hath We Wrought,” and all that. Those who’ve been 

around a while know that Madison GM Chris Wilson once went through and 

categorized every Hall of Famer into tiers of the BBA pantheon. When he was 

done, everyone agreed that yeah, verily, it was good. However, the place has 

grown a bit since then, and it’s time to see how it should all look now…and who 

better to touch it up than the guy who first did it?  

 

What follows is a “partial” listing—the new Level 1 only. Chris expects to post 

Level 2 on the forum sometime this year, and then, if I twist his are hard enough, 

we’ll get Level 3 AND the actual top tier Pantheon in next year’s Media Guide! 

 

Always leave’em wanting more, right? So, without further ado, here’s Chris and 

the 50 players who make up level one! 
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When I did this originally many, many seasons ago, the Hall of Fame housed 56 

names. I decided to split those members into 4 separate levels with the top level 

being the best of the best and the bottom level being the bottom tiered Hall of 

Fame guys. Guys that could still say they are BBA Hall of Famers but not stake 

claim to being the best ever. Since that time however, the Hall of Fame has grown.  

Currently there are 124 members of the Hall of Fame, more than doubling the size 

of what it was when I first undertook this project. 

 

But with that said, it was time to tackle it again. Place all 124 guys that currently 

claim to be BBA Hall of Famers and separate those guys based on their 

accomplishments. 

 

To make this a true pyramid, I had to divide the levels proportionally. So that 

meant breaking it down into percentages. The top level (Pantheon) contains the top 

10% of the Hall of Fame. Level III contains the next 20%, Level II the next 30%, 

and Level I the next 40%. Doing the math, that means the top level (Pantheon) 

contains what I consider to be the top 12 players in league history.  But that’s for 

another day.  Today, I’m focusing on Level I which contains a total of 50 players. 

 

Now, before all the hatred gets hurled my way, rest assured that all of these guys 

ARE STILL HALL OF FAMERS! It got extremely difficult to separate the guys that 

were borderline in each of the levels. Filling the bottom and middle portions of 

every level wasn’t too difficult but sometimes it came down to splitting hairs as to 

who might go up or down a level. And trying to cross positions to decide which 

player was more valuable or better became extremely difficult. This was just MY 

decision. So that should make for interesting conversations as you pick my choices 

apart! Enjoy! 
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Bryan Walden - A solid overall pitcher, 

Walden did manage to win back to back 

Nebraska Awards in 2018 and 

2019.  Those two seasons were his only 

two 20 win seasons.  Walden had a short 

career, only spanning 13 seasons which 

lowered his overall counting numbers.  He 

finished with 176 career wins and 2,538 

strikeouts. 

 

Bill Max - Max was in my original level 

report and was the last guy in Level I, just 

outside moving up to Level II. He never 

won a Nebraska Award as he was overshadowed by many bigger name guys but 

had a solid career that saw him win 22 games at the age of 37.   

 

Fernando Huertas - Another original guy, which means again, no major awards 

but a solid big league career.  Huertas won 242 games from 1976-1993 and was 

just shy of 4,000 strikeouts.  Only won 20 games once.  When you compare him to 

some of today’s guys you might say he was better, but this could be a classic of 

comparing of eras type of guy as well.   

 

Mingo Boone - Boone captured one Nebraska Award for his impressive 24-3 

season in 2021 and rode out a solid career.  It would be his only 20 win season but 

Boone posted double digit win totals routinely and struck out 200 or more batters 

three times during his career. A solid HOF, but nothing to move him up on the list. 

 

Perry Eccles - Eccles never won a Nebraska Award and has zero 20 win 

seasons.  He does have 217 career wins and 2,816 strikeouts.  Eccles could be the 

comparing basis for the inclusion of several other guys that aren’t in the Hall of 

Fame.  In my original Pyramid, I ranked guys from 1-56.  If I had ranked them 

here, Eccles would be closer to 124 than he would 75 in Level I. 

 

Jerry Syed - If you put Syed’s stats into today’s game, he’s a lot higher up.  But 

pitching during the early years of the league puts Syed down in level I.  No Awards 

and only one 20 win season, Syed still had 214 wins and a career 2.92 ERA.  Yeah, 

his 110.5 WAR says he should be higher on the list.  You tell me who to replace 

him with. 

 

Jeff Kiplinger - Kiplinger won 217 games during his career but also lost 170.  He 

was a very good pitcher who never won an award but may be a guy where you 
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have to say the record did him an injustice.  Odd to see a HOF pitcher who had 11 

seasons where he lost 10 or more games.   

 

Gary Estes - Estes had a pair of 20-win seasons and captured the 2018 Nebraska 

Award behind his 20-4 season with Vegas.  Estes put up a solid career that saw 

him win 240 games and strikeout 2,930 guys.  Had a few dominating seasons, but 

was a solid career guy who pitched for 19 seasons. 

 

Michal Mangual - Another early guy who doesn’t jump off the page at you once 

you get past the 105.3 WAR. HAH!  A 215-172 record makes him look a lot like 

Kiplinger.  He had ten seasons with double digit losses but did win 19 or more on 

four occasions.  Just barely eclipsed the 3,000 strikeout mark with 3,004 for his 

career. Never won an award.  If you don’t know why then you either don’t know 

the history of the league or I’ll educate you why these early guys never won any 

soon enough. 

 

Justin Alexander - Alexander had a 25-3 record at the age of 34 that may or may 

not have helped his HOF case.  At 204 wins and 2,964 strikeouts, he was probably 

a borderline induction after his 1992 retirement.  I had him down near the bottom 

of the HOF in my original rankings and nothing has really changed now.  He’s a 

100-124 overall guy still today. 

 

Ryan Dunne - I only had 6 guys ranked lower in the HOF in my original rankings 

than Dunne and nothing has changed.  Like Eccles, I think he’s a guy that when 

you compare him to some guys that aren’t in, it makes you scratch your 

head.  Yeah, 228 wins is impressive.  But for a guy that pitched in the 1970s, a 

3.83 ERA and 61.8 WAR looks pretty bad!  And when you throw in the ONE 

ALL-STAR game he appeared in, it really makes you wonder what the voters were 

smoking when they let him in! 
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Schmidt Meyer - I’m not going to lie, I don’t 

have a lot of love for relief pitchers in the Hall of 

Fame and most of them fall in Level I.  Meyer 

did win 3 Reliever Awards early in the league’s 

history and was very dominating during his short 

stint.  Was 32 when the league started so he was 

cheated out on some counting stats.  Eight 

seasons of a WHIP under 1.00 including two 

seasons with a 0.46 and 0.45 is pretty damn 

impressive though.  

 

Brendan Meyer - Second in all-time saves, still doesn’t get Brendan any higher 

than Level I.  Mainly because he only won one Egan Award in his career despite 

the impressive save totals.  He also lost 131 games which means he probably blew 

a lot of saves as well. 

 

Damon Lombardi - Lombardi wouldn’t get in if voted today.  As is the case with 

him and the next two relievers, he was voted in during a time where I guess closers 

were deemed as being more HOF worthy than today.  There are two ways to look 

at this, either we need more relievers in the Hall or some of these guys should be 

taken out.  Neither option is a good one.  Lombardi had 426 saves which is now 

16th best in the league. 

 

Benji Madisson - Benji was another original league closer who got a late start at 

the age of 26.  He still recorded 401 saves and was able to win one Reliever Award 

during his career.  I had only 3 guys ranked lower in my original rankings than 

Benji. 

 

Gunga Oogalagunga - And one of those guys was Gunga.  This guy shouldn’t be 

in the Hall of Fame.  I’m sorry.  I’m convinced the only reason he made it was 

because the Reliever Award was named after him for so long.  Yes, 425 saves 

WAS somewhat impressive at the time.  But a 4.35 ERA is dreadful for any 

reliever and 100 losses and a 1.23 WHIP are just bad.  He did win the award that 

would display his name for a while 3 times. 
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Ernest Watts - A 6-time All-Star, Watts 

was a solid overall catcher but doesn’t 

wow you with a lot of his counting 

stats.  Just 2,012 hits and 367 homeruns, 

his 56.7 WAR is one of the lower ones in 

all of the HOF.  His 114 OPS+ and 117 

wRC+ are also on the lower spectrum.   

 

Riley Hinson - I wasn’t big on Hinson’s 

inclusion originally and I’m still not a huge 

fan, but the catchers position is under 

represented in the Hall with just 7 guys 

total.  Hinson appeared in 9 all-star games 

which is tied for the most in league history.  

Like Watts, Hinson has some mediocre counting stats and only a 54.7 WAR.  But 

9 All-Star appearances is still impressive. 

 

Dickey Brinkman - Brinkman was my next to last ranked guy among all Hall of 

Famers in my original rankings.  That was 55th of 56 guys.  His 102 OPS+ and 104 

wRC+ are the second worst of any HOF.  I get it, he was probably the best catcher 

during the first years of the league, but that doesn’t mean he should be a Hall of 

Famer.  Nonetheless, he can call himself one! 

 

 
 

Fred Mahaffey - I’m going to be honest with 

you, this one stung me a little bit.  The name Fred 

Mahaffey takes me back to my early days of the 

GBC. Mahaffey was the power hitting stud in that 

league.  I had him ranked in Level II in my 

original rankings but I think some of the guys 

we’ve had recently have just surpassed what Fred 

did and has moved him down.  2,664 hits, 453 

homeruns, .306 batting average.  Those are all 

good numbers.  But for a 1B, they become just 

so-so when you put them up against the other 

guys at his position.  As much as it saddens me! 
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Fraser Dodson - The position of 1B made comparing guys difficult as you’ll see 

later.  This position produces some eye popping offensive numbers that may bump 

guys up levels while other positions produced elite defense numbers.  It’ll be a 

conversation starter for sure.  Not sure why I chose Dodson’s bio to make that 

comment.  Dodson is not your typical 1B as he hit just 222 homeruns.  A really 

good player, Dodson never won a major award and only appeared in 4 all-star 

games so his inclusion in Level I was pretty easy. 

 

 
 

Donald Noboru - Noboru was one of the final guys 

into Level I.  Had to really split hairs between him and 

another guy at his position.  Noboru was a solid glove 

man at both 2B and SS for Vegas in the early part of 

this century.  He was also a solid offensive contributor, 

posting a .325 career batting average.  There are 10 

second basemen in the Hall of Fame and I put 6 of 

them in this level. 

 

Ernie Stauffer - Stauffer appeared in 7 all-star games 

despite a modest 50.3 WAR.  His OPS+ and wRC+ are in the bottom portion of all 

Hall of Fame members.  He did have 4 200+ hit seasons that helped boost his 

career hit total to 2,659.  A pretty easy inclusion into Level I 

 

Eric Martin - A 5-time all star, Martin was best known for his glove than his 

bat.  He won 7 Diamond Glove Awards during his career and put up a +163.2 Zone 

Rating at 2B over his whole career.  For guys like Martin, it depends on how you 

rate offense and defense as to whether they should be up a level. 

 

Lance Pere - Pere is probably the polar opposite of Martin.  Pere was more of an 

offensive guy than a defensive one.  Pere appeared in 7 all-star games and pounded 

400 homeruns at 2B and had 2,453 career hits.   

 

Rob Van Winkle - Alright stop, collaborate, and listen.  Van Winkle hit .312 for 

his career that saw him have four 200+ hit seasons.  He appeared in 5 all-star 

games and retired with 2,378 hits and 190 homeruns. 
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Hayfu Sobah - Another original player in the league, Sobah was hurt due to being 

30 at the time the league began.  He played for 9 seasons and appeared in 5 all-star 

games.  He was a power hitting 2B that didn’t do a whole lot else.   

 

Ryoki Masaki - An early player with an impressive hit total, Masaki was in the 

bottom tier originally and his status today hasn’t changed.  2,574 hits is a pretty 

impressive total for an early middle infielder which is what got him inducted into 

the HOF orginially.  Not to mention a career .326 hitter.   

 

 
 

Trey Williams - Williams is on the upper end of Level 

I and was one of the guys I had to use as comparison 

for Level I and II.  His elite glove and 8 all-star 

appearances warranted him a close look.  But after that, 

nothing really stood out to me.  2,545 hits is solid, not 

wowing!  181 homeruns.  61.7 WAR.  Solid, but 

nothing that made me regret putting him here over 

another level. 

 

Jake Urban - I gave Urban the same close look as 

Williams.  For Urban, the 490 homeruns as a 3B was 

very impressive.  A solid 79.8 WAR was also worthy 

of a close look.  But again, level I still means you’re a 

Hall of Famer.  Just not one I’d consider more elite 

than the other guys to come.  Win some awards, make more than 5 All-Star 

games.  Then we can talk. 

 

Benjamin Caldwell - I had Caldwell ranked 40th of 56 in my original rankings.  I 

did give him another look over to see if that was right.  His stats have held up.  Had 

he gotten 79 more hits and gotten to 3,000 total he may have deserved strong 

consideration for level II.  A .318 average is solid.  65.1 WAR, average for a HOF. 

 

Dwayne Johnson - When “The Rock” was inducted, I updated my rankings and 

put him 40th just ahead of Caldwell.  The Rock fell 2 homeruns shy of 500 for his 

career and appeared in 5 all-star games.  Another solid guy, but if you want out of 

Level I, do something that impresses me more than that.  FWIW, I love you now as 

a wrestler and entertainer! 
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Jon McNecirty - An original guy from 1973, Jon appeared in 6 all-star games and 

had 2,498 hits.  A below average WAR, OPS+, and wRC+ made his inclusion in 

Level I easy.  He was an early power guy at 3B as he did hit a solid 377 homeruns.  

 

 
 

 

Donnie Rotten - Rotten was on the Long Beach Surfers 

team that I inherited in the 1995 re-boot of the 

BBA.  He was a, if not THE, premier power hitting 

middle infielder of the time.  He had 100 RBI 7 times in 

his career and wound up with 475 homeruns which is 

still some of the most ever hit by a SS in league history. 

 

Jack Hanski - Hanksi is a guy who’s stats haven’t held 

up in my opinion.  A .247 hitter with 1,506 hits and 363 

homeruns.  His 125 OPS+ and 123 wRC+ do hold up 

compared to some other guys and he was an early 

power hitting shortstop who played in 7 all-star games. 

 

 

 
 

Joe Belinda - Belinda had a short career that produced a lot of 

homeruns.  The 508 homeruns alone got him into the Hall.  With 

that said, I’m not sure he’d get in with today’s voting 

group.  You tell me, does 1,775 hits, a 33.5 WAR, and negative 

outfield defense get you in? 

 

Joe Gillstrom - The man for whom our top rookie is named for, 

Gillstrom was a 2-time All-Star with 1,197 hits and 268 

homeruns.  He was a bottom tier II guy the last time I ranked but 

with the increase in number of guys many people have passed up 

Joe which has moved him down to level I.  Joe did hit 32 

homeruns in 1973, his rookie season.  Which also happened to 
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come when he was 28 years old.  He was NOT the Rookie of the Year that year 

either.  He did win Two Sawyer Silk Awards though that allowed him to be ranked 

higher up in that early version. 

 

Marquis Futon - One of the iconic names of the early BBA as well as the GBC, 

Futon was another original player in the league.  Futon was my first guy into Level 

II last time but as stated with Gillstrom, a lot of better players have come along 

lately that have bumped Marquis down.  A .311 hitter, Marquis played in 3 all-star 

games. 

 

Johnnie Iraq - Iraq was another very solid overall player that just never really 

notched his name onto any league hardware.  The 7-time all-star hit .307 for his 

career which spanned 17 seasons all of which were with the Calgary 

organization.  His 75.3 WAR is good enough to warrant a serious look at Level II 

status as is his 131 OPS+ and 133 wRC+.  Definitely one of the guys that’s closer 

to the upper portion of level I than the bottom portion. 

 

 

 
 

 

John Bockus - Based on his WAR numbers, Bockus probably 

deserves a bump.  I’ll assume it was his solid defense that 

earned him those numbers but unfortunately his player page 

does not display that defense.  The Unified History page does 

report he won 5 Diamond Glove awards in the early stages of 

the league.  His offensive numbers are also respectable for a guy 

who played during some pitching dominating times. 

 

Juan Heredia - Has there ever been a better defensive CF in 

the league?  On defense alone you could bump Juan up in the 

Hall of Fame.  And if you made a case for it, you’d be right 

there with me on that.  I wanted to bump him up but the fact he 

only appeared in 5 All-Star games and his offense wasn’t as 

good as some other guys made it difficult.  Of course you could 

say an elite defensive CF is better than a power hitting 1B that’s above him, and I 

wouldn’t say you were wrong. 
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Tipper Kengos - Like Heredia, it comes down to what do you want from your 

players?  Kengos was a hitting machine as he hit .326 for his career and played 

elite caliber defense.  Another guy it came down to splitting hairs at not only his 

position but cross referencing him with players at other positions.  Despite the hits 

and great defense, Kengos only appeared in 3 All-Star games.  A huge factor in 

putting him in Level I. 

 

Tom Laverriere - Laverriere was a very solid player but honestly, I don’t know 

much about this guy.  An 83.2 WAR and 5 All-Star game appearances should be 

enough to put you on the radar.  But no major awards and only 1 Diamond Glove 

in CF really puts you as an under the radar type of Hall of Famer.  A .303 hitter 

with over 2,600 hits is still HOF worthy though. 

 

Scott Bucher - I had Bucher rated 48th last time so really not much has changed 

other than he’s now in the 100s.  .286 hitter with 1,766 hits and an OPS+ of 105 

and wRC+ of 107.  Only 3 all-star games leaves Bucher just being a bottom tiered 

HOF. 

 

Sam Hell - Was 51st of 56 guys in the last rankings.  Probably doesn’t hold up to 

many standards of today’s HOF.  Had 1 more All-star game than Bucher with less 

hits and a lower overall average.   

 

Willie Mays Hayes - I ranked Hayes 56th of 56th last time. This time, he ranks 

124th of 124th.  But you know what they say.  What do they call the guy that 

graduated last from Medical School?  Doctor!  So Hayes is still called a Hall of 

Famer! 

 

 
 

Elroy Futon - What separates Elroy from 

Marquis?  Well mainly the one extra All-Star 

appearance and that Silk Award that Elroy won in 

1976.  And Elroy was better of course.  Elroy hit .323 

for his career and had a career OPS of .914.  Elroy 

becomes another casualty of the numbers.  He was a 

bottom Level II guy in my original post and was 

actually dead in the middle of my overall rankings at 

26th. But Level I now houses 50 guys when it 

previously held just 22 guys so Futon’s numbers just 
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haven’t held up in my mind compared to all the guys to have come into the Hall 

over the last few decades.   

 

Miles Dalrymple - Trivia Question: Who won the inaugural JL Silk Award?  Well 

if you didn’t guess Miles Dalrymple then are you even paying 

attention?  Dalrymple actually won 2 Silk Awards which should probably move 

him up a level when you consider what kept most guys down here in the basement 

is there lack of major awards.  He won his second in 1978.  He ended with 2 Silks 

and 5 All-star Appearances as well as a .311 career average and 2,447 hits.  For 

what it’s worth, the guys in Levels II, III, and Pantheon are REALLY 

GOOD!!!  Trust me! 

 

Peter Pete - An original guy that played in 4 of the first 5 all-star games in league 

history.  Was already 32 years old when the league began so counting stats hurt 

Pete’s case.  What helps his status is his .317 career average.  He had seasons of 

.366 and .342 which proved he was a career hitter for sure.  And those years came 

at the age of 33 and 34. He also won a Silk in 1976. 

 

Glen Groves - A borderline level II guy, Groves hit .324 for his career thanks in 

large part to 7 seasons of more than 200 hits.  In 1989, he had a career best 238 hits 

en route to winning his lone Silk Award with Hackensack.  He appeared in 5 All-

Star games and retired with a 70.8 WAR. 
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Maybe someday the controversy will die down, but I doubt it. The debate about counting stats 

will probably rage for at least as long as we all live. What is the magic number for inclusion in 

to the Hall? Is it 3,000 hits? Is 2,500 good enough? 2,000? And why do we care, right? I mean, 

today we’ve got WAR and wOBA and wRC+, and we’ve got JAWS and PECOTA and … well, 

you know. Still, there’s something important about a milestone chase, something almost poetic in 

its epic nature. Let’s see what Las Vegas GM Matt Rectenwald has for us as he goes to explore 

a few… 

 

 

The Brewster Baseball Association is driven by its history. Players of the BBA must build a 

legacy that compares against the legends of the past. In 2038, several players did just that, 

including one player who very quietly set an All-Time BBA Record that went largely unnoticed. 

 

Let's start with some of the milestones that were achieved last season. 

 

Catcher Elroy Hinson of the Madison Wolves reached an elite feat by hitting 

his 600th double last year. He finished the year with 602 doubles, good for 15th 

on the All-Time List. At age 39, does he have enough left in him to crack the 

Top 10? He needs 19 doubles this year to beat out the legendary Steve Collins 

and join the Top 10. 

 

Outfielder Alfredo Martinez made history in his only season with the 

California Crusaders by bashing his 500th homer, making him the 20th BBA 

player in history to hit that mark and essentially punching his ticket to the Hall of Fame. Now 

with the Louisville Sluggers, he could pass Ted Sale to move into the Top 15 with 35 homers 

this season. He's still 218 behind All-Time Leader Bopper Kengos. 

 

Still unsigned at the time of writing, Jose "Chunk" Cavazos hit two milestones as a 

member of the Madison Wolves last season. He won his 200th game, finishing the year with 212 

(31st All-Time). He also surpassed the 3500 mark for Innings Pitched, good for 20th All-Time. 

It'd be a minor surprise if he added to these numbers as it looks like the end of the line for 

Chunk. 
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Dillon Young has been one of the most reliable closers in the 

history of the league throughout his career. He hit the 400 save 

mark (20th All-Time) and also pitched in the 900th game of his 

stellar career, finishing with 929. "Snow God" doesn't look done 

yet and will look to improve on these numbers in 2039. 

 

Valeri "The Ankle" Kharlamov is now 20th All-Time in 

Games Played, having cracked the 2500 mark and finishing the 

season with 2581 games in his career. He signed with the 

Vancouver Mounties this offseason and will have plenty of 

opportunity to keep playing. 

 

Now for the lead story!  
 

Going into the 2038 season, the Top three players All-Time in 

Singles read like a who's who of Hall of Famers: 

 

1) Bopper Kengos 

2) Charles Puckett 

3) Steve Collins 

 

Did you know that someone passed these three legends on this list last season and is now the All-

Time BBA Leader in Singles? Yes, indeed. It happened. So, what legend has passed three of the 

greatest players of All-Time?  

 

I'll give you a minute… 

 

Did you guess Mario Soriano? "Maniac" is one of the quietest superstars in league history, 

and he's now the All-Time leader in singles with 2602. Will this record ever be broken? Look no 

further than #8 on the All-Time list for the challenger- Dusty Rhodes is just 247 singles behind 

him and three years younger.  

 

Potential Milestones to Watch For in 2039: 
 

❖ Will someone please sign Cisco Guerrero??? He's just 46 hits shy of the 3000 hit 

club, and he's also 239 Total Bases away from 5000. 

❖ Soriano will try to build on his singles count, and can also reach 150 

Triples with 4 this season. 

❖ The first RBI by Las Vegas' Gervasio Ridder this season will be a historic 

#1500 for him. 

❖ Expect Madison's Mons Raider to swipe his 1000th base this year. He 

needs just 17 to reach mark that only three players in BBA history have 

achieved. 
❖ Cavazos could reach 3000 strikeouts with 84 more. 
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How Do Today’s Stars Stack Up? 
 

I THINK MY CHANCES OF GETTING INTO THE ROCK AND ROLL HALL OF FAME 
ARE ABOUT AS GOOD AS MILLI VANILLI’S. 

“Weird Al” Yankovic 

 

It’s a never-ending debate, right? If you don’t believe me, just go to the discussion threads on the 

BBA forum, and you’ll see. Arguments, and complaints, and discussions about what stats mean 

and what they don’t. You’ll see big Hall guys and Little Hall guys “discussing” the merits of one 

player vs. the other as to whether they should be in the hallowed halls where the BBA enshrines 

its best. Earlier this year, San Fernando GM Randy Weigand built a comparison model and 

offered to run some of our guys guys through it. Here’s the result! 

 

 
 

As a follow-on to an analysis done last year of all players currently enshrined in 

the HOF, this piece examines where various players NOT currently in the hall 

(both active and retired) stack up at their respective positions. 

 

Note 

 

To read these charts, one should note that the top line is always the mean for the 

position—meaning the average of all players in the Hall of Fame for each stat. A 

red box means players fall below the mean, a green box is, naturally, above it. 

The players listed in bold are those currently not in the hall. Note also, the tables 

are sorted by JAWS. 

 

 

Let’s start with the tools of ignorance. 
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CATCHER 

 

What we see here is that we are likely to see some significant additions to the slim 

pickings at catcher soon. 

 

Seeing Elroy near the top is hardly a surprise, as the only question there is if he can 

hold on this season to pass Dexter Sheehan for top JAWS at the position. Cisco 

Arreola struck me as a bit of a surprise being that high, but he has a very good 

chance to reach the all-time pantheon at his position. Hank Brewer is already going 

to be in the HOF discussion based on his current numbers, but if he can hold it 

together for a few more years he should be in lock territory. Hsin Mei is young, but 

clearly is on the right path. 

 

Ed’s Note: Maxwell Weiss, Jr. never really got enough love from the voters, but he fits right in 

there with Ernest Watts and Riley Hinson. 

 

1ST BASE 
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Longtime followers of the Brewster will hardly find it surprising that Gervasio 

Ridder and Cisco Guerrero are side by side, and both of them look to make strong 

cases for the hall as they wind down their legendary careers. Lucas McNeill 

rebounded a bit last season, and as things stand right now is right on the border of 

selection, but a few more respectable years to bump up the counting numbers 

should help him. 

 

The rest of the list is populated by players who probably fall a bit short right now, 

but have plenty of time to continue their current path and get there (Mark Simpson, 

William Moreland, Tai hoi Wie), and those that amassed significant counting 

numbers but will likely fall a bit short (Juan Pablo, Dan Leonard, Norris Rutledge, 

Dusty Rhodes). 

 

 

Ed’s Note: Clearly this writer can’t read a chart. Any unbiased reader will see Lucas McNeill is 

a lock so locky that hislock is locked! 

 

 

2ND BASE 

Mr underrated Valeri Kharlamov shows up very highly here, as he winds up what 

could possibly be a first ballot career. Lucas McNeill (listed here because he could 

possibly end up with more 2B time than 1B time by the end of his career) again 

looks like a near lock at this point.  
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Ed’s Note: See? McNeill is so go he could make the Hall twice, I say! Remind me to dock this 

guy’s pay. 

 

Further down we see old time names like John Neely and Ed Miller who have 

borderline cases (but would be unlikely to get in via the veterans committee), and 

current stars like Claudio Defazio and Mons Raider both stack up very well as they 

reach the downward slope of their careers, and both project to have respectable 

chances when their time on the ballot comes. 

 

Ed’s Note: In all seriousness, Defazio and Raider will be interesting test cases. Raider is in the 

same 1B/2B boat as McNeill, but has all those steals as is calling card. Defazio has been under-

appreciated, but also rarely at the top of the 2B class.  

 

 

SHORTSTOP 

 

The shortstop position is in a bit of a lull right now, as besides all-time legend 

Jared Gillstrom there is not really anyone currently playing that projects with a 

good chance to earn election. Lloyd Braun is on the backside of his career at this 

point, and is unlikely to pile up the numbers needed for serious consideration. 

 

Ed’s Note: Is this a good time to pull out the old “era” conversation? The BBA has arguably had 

as many as four or five spans of time in which pitching or hitting has dominated (we’re in an 

offensive surge these days, even if the Commish won’t admit he’s messing with the ball). 

Examples? Doug Glover’s numbers came when pitching was king, Jared Gillstrom’s (and Lloyd 

Braun’s for that matter) are in offensive times. Let’s say Braun does hang around long enough to 

catch an edge. Do the voters care? 
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3RD BASE 

 

Diego Moreno is really good folks, you should probably consider voting him for 

the Hall of Fame coming up. The big names here are Carlton Winson and David 

Noboru, as both are very much on a hall of fame trajectory and in the case of 

Winson might have a decent case if he were to retire today. Things were justifiably 

brutal on the ballot for Boone Carlyle and Tony Franco when their time came on 

the ballot. Young Emilio Morales is looking to ride his hot start for a few more 

years to find himself in serious consideration. 

 

Ed’s Note: One figures Moreno always gets docked because so much of his WAR comes from the 

glove. I once said I thought of him as the BBA’s Brooks Robinson, but that’s probably going a 

little too far. Still, he’s on my ballot until he’s not on the BBA ballot. Winson’s stats (again, done 

in a time of hitters) speak volumes about how good he was before the Great Sucking Skills 

Monster In the Sky hit him with a 2x4. Poor CCJ fans. 

 

 

LEFT FIELD 
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Quality trumps quantity when it comes to leftfielders as the twin Alfredos in 

Martinez and Salazar are that the point of their careers where they are simply 

putting the finishing touches on their resumes which already might be good enough 

to ensure their selection (almost definitely in the case of Martinez). Mike Love is a 

player that has struggled to gain much forward traction on the ballot, but clearly is 

worth strong consideration. 

 

Ed’s Note: Salazar’s numbers would be out of the world if he’d come straight to the BBA rather 

than being an EBA Rule 6-er. But where would the fun of that have been, eh? I recently called 

Alfredo Martinez the Mickey Mantle of the BBA. He’s not a switchie, but still the idea fits. Think 

how good he’d be if he didn’t lost a third of his career to injury? 

 

And, yeah, Love. Victim of era shifts? 

 

 

CENTER FIELD 

 

We are in a period that could potentially see a significant gap in elected 

centerfielders, as Mario Soriano is hoping to ride some old school significant 

counting numbers to selection, but no other active guys really have built up much 

of a case yet. El has stagnated on the ballot and it is tough to see Caves getting 

much support in his veterans committee shot. Resurrection Santos may be one of 

the faces of the Huntsville franchise, but looks to justifiably fall a bit short of 

election. 
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Ed’s Note: Interesting thought of the day: with offense on the rise, has the league’s GMs 

countered with a greater focus on defense up the middle? Between guys like Dashiell Fairborne 

and Joaquin Torres, there’s some serious leather flashing at short these days, and pretty much 

everyone would give their first born for their own Machiavelli in center. 

 

 

RIGHT FIELD 

The best case of the active players is Carlos Gonzales, but at this point he will 

likely need a nice late career run to get serious consideration. Mario Balderas had 

some promising years early in his career, but petered out and at this point is likely 

to be a one and done guy on the ballot if he gets there. Steve Dempsey is looking 

like the rare 3000 hit guy that will have absolutely zero chance at election. Jose 

Estrada has a very weird career and will likely need a late run to garner much 

serious support which is unlikely. 

 

 

Ed’s Note: Philosophical OOTP Question of the Day … over the past five real-time years (fifteen 

o r twenty BBA seasons) the OOTP environment’s injury code has gotten “better,” meaning it’s 

stealing more realistic parts of player’s careers. This essentially serves as a restriction on 

counting numbers—of which WAR essentially is. Will voters adjust?Dempsey is the litmus test 

I’m thinking of here, because he’s been losing about a month a season for some time now—

which effectively shortens his career by a year or so relative to guys of the old-age. Ted brought 

this up some time ago in a forum post, but I don’t think it got a lot of traction…but it’s something 

to think about. 
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DESIGNATED HITTER 

 

The tricky thing with DH is that there are only 4 players elected thus far who spent 

the majority of their time at the position and there are no slackers in the group. 

Based on the current inductees, it is tough to see anyone from the current group of 

guys meeting that standard, but the future electorate might see things differently, 

especially when it comes to the speed/power combo of LaFitte. Terry Cochran is a 

player who has been oft discussed in the past, but by this standard falls clearly 

short (and worth noting if you insist on lumping him in with first basemen he falls 

short there too). 

 

 

Ed’s Note: Somewhere out there, Kevin Dickson sighs. 

 

 

STARTING PITCHING 
 

For ease of viewing the SP category will be split into top and bottom half, and 

excluding Steve Nebraska as he severely skews the mean numbers.  

 

Here’s the Top Half: 
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The only non HOF guys we find in the top half are two guys who will likely be 

elected this offseason in Ricardo Diaz and Enrique Gomez and an off-cited snub 

case in Rasmussen. Rasmussen is a guy who was likely stuck on the ranked ballot 

system, and will make a very interesting veterans committee case if he comes up. 

 

Ed’s Note: John Rassmussen’s family immediately initiates a GoFundMe to deluge the 

Commissioner’s office with notices. 

 

And the bottom half: 
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The top of the list non-electees here are populated with guys who have spent time 

on the ballots the last few years, both immediately after retirement (Eduardo Lopez 

and Juan Jose Ornelas) and some recent veterans committee guys (Corey Aubrey 

and Braggo Franco). Further down we find Lawrence Laloosh who was looking 

like a near lock as recently as a few years ago, but now will need to rely on his 

peak dominance to overlook some lacking career numbers. The best of the guys 

that still have some time to move up the list is California lefty Luis Gracia, but 

there is a giant mass clustered together and chances are some of them will break 

out and make a legitimate case for themselves, but it is impossible to predict who. 

 

 

Ed’s Note: Philosophical Era Note of the Moment: A ramification of the injury model is the deep 

use of pitch counts—which substantially limits today’s starting pitchers’ ability to collect those 

gaudy numbers. Same question as before. Will voters adjust?  

 

 

RELIEF PITCHER 

 

The BBA has been very stingy with electing relievers throughout its history, but 

there are some guys who deserve some serious consideration via the veterans 

committee in Jonathan Sorenson and Paul Hogan, not to mention Lionel 

Sanguinacco who has some more time on the initial ballot still. Bob Sanderson had 

the hot start to his career, but petered out towards the end. 

 

Ed’s Note: <Insert Standard Reliver Conversation Here>  
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A Name is Just a Name 
 
 
 
 

If you’re like me, you call your favorite players a lot of names. And your less 

favorites, too. Sometimes those names are even the same ones [grin]. But you know 

you have a real nickname when that moniker sticks. How about we read along with 

Boise GM Joe Lederer as he leads us through a listing of some of the better ones 

around the league. 

 

 

Pop quiz: What do Johnnie Iraq, Frank Boerner, Michael Strathallan and Ernie 

Stauffer all have in common? If you guessed they are all members of the BBA Hall 

of Fame, well, you’re right but for the sake of this article, you’re wrong. Their 

commonality are their colorful nicknames: The Chosen One, White Devil, The 

Mennonite and Boy Scout.  

 

Among many reasons, it’s epithets and monikers like these that add to the 

abundance of stories, memories and inside jokes that make the BBA what it is. 

Even the last guy on a team’s roster can be that much more interesting if he comes 

with a unique handle. Let’s take a look at some of the more interesting or 

entertaining nicknames currently found in the Brewster: 
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Jose “Abnormal” Rios, Calgary 
By ninth grade, Rios was already 6’2” but as one of the best fielders on varsity, his high 
school coach decided to try him at shortstop. Without a great arm, Rios shifted to 
second base and by the time the draft rolled around, he had sprouted to 6’6” and only 
200 pounds. Scouting reports routinely mentioned “abnormally sized for 2B” and the 
name stuck. 
 
Joey “The Dart” Newhouse, Twin Cities 
During a showcase tournament with the country’s top high school prospects, Newhouse 
was on first base with a huge lead. The pitcher attempted to pick off Newhouse but 
instead of diving back, he took off and stole the second. Shook up by this, the opposing 
manager called for a pitchout and guessed right. Unfortunately, the catcher’s throw was 
late and Newhouse swiped his second consecutive base with ease. On the very next 
pitch, Newhouse darted for the dish and stole home. Newhouse’s speed was the talk of 
the tournament and helped him become the 10th pick of that year’s draft. Sometimes 
the best nicknames are the most obvious.  
 
Tristan “Dreamland” Alfama, Yellow Springs 
Alfama was a highly sought-after pitcher ten years ago out of Venezuelan despite his 
nickname. No, it didn’t come the slider and cutter combination pitching coaches dream 
of instead, teammates back in South America tagged him with the name due to his 
ability to stare off into space and a general lack of an attention span. 
 
Yunosuke “Godzilla” Terada, Boise 
If you’re a big-time slugger from Japan, there’s a good chance you’ll be associated with 
the famous giant lizard monster. However, Terada earned the name from his walk-up 
approach from his travel ball days as a teenager. As he comes out of the dugout, Terada 
raises his knees to his chest and stomps obnoxiously on the ground, whacking his bat in 
front of him in the dirt and then baring his teeth at the opposing pitcher as he reaches 
the plate. While he’s toned it down a bit since becoming a BBA All-Star, “Godzilla” still 
strikes fear in opponents. 
 
Ettienne “Gung Ho” R. LaFitte, Calgary 
As an amateur prospect in Lousiana, LaFitte had the knack for dramatics, often leading 
his teams to wins with his leadership and “gung ho” style. In the middle of a career that 
seemingly is on a Hall of Fame-like trajectory, LaFitte continues to give it his all with his 
strength and perseverance. 
 
Ken “Hotpants” Bates, Calgary 
As a rookie for Las Vegas, teammate Omar Aparicio attempted the classic “hot foot” 
prank, rookie hazing rite of passage. Bates was so oblivious of the back of his shoe of fire 
that his pants caught aflame, causing him to run out of the dugout into the infield 
screaming and hopping around trying to put out the flames. When you run around in 
front of 40,000 fans with your pants on fire, you’re bound to land a nickname that sticks. 
 
James “MIA” Braddock, Calgary 
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A good rule for a great nickname is that it shouldn’t be self-anointed. Hand it to 
Braddock’s college coaches and teammates who gave the pitcher his moniker due to 
always being missing in action when college professors did rollcall. When it came time 
to be drafted, scouts noted “MIA” is slow to catch on and entering his sixth BBA season, 
his intelligence remains questionable. Not only stay in school, kids, but attend class. 
 
Jon “Porky” Mick, Madison 
The record books will show that Mick’s playing weight was 235 pounds, however many 
think his foot was off the scale at the time. The rotund first baseman does his best to 
keep his weight in check by routinely casually jogging around the bases with an average 
of 44 home runs per season. 
 
Chip “Sarge” Saunders, California 
As a child, Saunders and his friends would play war in the backyards of their Cleveland 
neighborhood. Saunders always carried a toy submachine gun but his favorite tactic was 
throwing rotten apples like hand grenades at the ‘enemy’. Now “Sarge” plays field 
general on the diamond as a Landis Memorial championship catcher. 
 
Manuel “Second Coming” Aguilar, Jr., Hawaii 
.413 batting average, 50 home runs, 159 RBI, 1.206 OPS. Those are the statistics of 
Manuel Aguilar Sr., his last season in the BBA at the age of 26 due to a tragic career-
ending spring training injury. Here’s to Junior having a long career that finishes what his 
father never could do. 
 
Josh “Spud” Brown, Twin Cities 
Brown has never been confused for the smartest guy on his team. During minor league 
game, the pitcher confused his catcher’s signals and instead of the called curveball, 
Brown threw a fastball right down the middle. The hitter sent the ball into orbit, the 
result being a game-winning home run. After the loss, Brown’s frustrated catcher told 
reporters “Yeah, Josh can throw, but he’s dumber than a potato.” Ouch. 
 
Esteban “Twinkletoes” Velasquez, Huntsville 
In his younger days, Velasquez liked to run hard from the bullpen to the pitcher's mound 
when he was called in to relieve. One evening, when he was pitching for the Omaha 
Barnstormers, he made his customary sprint from the pen and tripped over second 
base, causing him to stumble, arms pinwheeling, ending with a face plant on the mound. 
Catcher Bob Burke, who was standing on the mound with the rest of the infield awaiting 
their reliever's arrival, looked down at him and deadpanned, "You okay, Twinkletoes?" 
and a legend was born… 
 
Timofei “Vodak” Bakitski, Calgary 
Sometimes you just never know when a nickname might stick. In this case, a Brewster 
general manager incorrectly misspelled ‘vodka’ as ‘vodak’ in a leaked memo with 
another GM about Bakitski. The Russian closer learned of this gaffe and made the most 
of it, holding a press conference two weeks later to announce his new brand of 
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premium distilled spirits, naturally called VODAK. 
 
 

 

 
  

THE BBA ALL-TWO FIRST NAMES 

TEAM 

 

Keith Dean 

Tom Warren 

Benjamin Clark 

Derrek Terry 

Jermaine Clayton 

Peter Grady 

Sloan Daniel 

Scott Martin 

Larry Blake 

Ken Walter 

Chris Kelly 

Travis Arnold 

Eric Roy 

Tony Charles 

Rob Thomas 

THE BBA ALL-PRESIDENTIAL 

TEAM 

 

Jarod Wilson 

Bill Carter 

Corey Jackson 

Jefferson Pierce 

Rupert Grant 

Dan Buchanan 

Zack Johnson 

Wilson Ford 

Marty Adams 

Abe Colbert Jr. 

Clinton Womack 

Derrek Kennedy 
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K-Cup Awards 
 

Chicks may dig the longballs, but pitchers love the K, backwards or not. Hitters, well, maybe 

they say they’re indifferent, but still, it’s a long walk back to the dugout after a weak sauce 

swing, isn’t it? Try to hang in the box as Calgary GM Kevin Dickson brings the high heat as he 

takes a shot at a new feature.  

 

 

 

We are going to introduce a new feature this year, the K Cup. It is all about the glorious K, the 

strikeout, the whiff, the great equalizer. For some the cup will be an honor, for others a badge of 

shame. Lets get on with the awards 

 

 

PITCHERS 
Ks of Glory 

 

 

K Cup - Most Strikeouts - Jubal Troop, Edmonton 247 

 

This was a close competition, with Troop beating out runner up Arthur Dempster 

by a mere 6 K’s. He also led the Jackrabbits to the Landis Crown this year., 

winning 4 games in the playoffs. This is the 5th time Troop has topped 200 

strikeouts while Dempster has done it the last 6 years in a row. Rounding out the 

top 5 were Feliciano Rafael-San Fernando, Aki Kondo- San Antonio and Carlos 

Rodriguez-Calgary. Man are there some good young pitchers in this league. 

 

 

K Cup - Highest K per 9 innings SP - Carlos Rodriguez, Calgary 11.5 

 

K-CUP AWARDS 
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Rodriguez managed to top the 200 mark for the second year in a row and blow away 

the field with his 11.5 K’s per 9 IP. It will be tough for Rodriguez to repeat as rumor 

has him going to the bullpen next year. Aki Kondo, from San Antonio placed 

second, a full K behind. Rounding out the top 5 were Jefferson Pierce-Calgary, 

Manuel Andres-California, and Diego Lindt- Long Beach. 

 

 

 

K Cup - Highest K per 9 inning RP (min 50 IP) - Yann Legrand, Twin Cities 13.2 

 

Wow can this guy throw the heat. Legrand struck out 99 from the pen on is way 

to 24 saves. The runner up was Abel Van Gastel, Des Moines with 12 per 9. 

Rounding out the top 5 are Curt Phillips, Yellow Springs, Jose Souza, Seattle and 

Manny Gabriel, Long Beach 

 

 

 

 

K Cup - Best K/BB Ratio (min 50 IP) - Bobby Lynch, Edmonston 8.4 

 

Lynch is the master of control. The only thing he can’t control is his future as he 

appears to be on his way out of Edmonton. When it comes to this category the only 

competition he had was Julio Velasco from Long Beach who posted a 7.6. When did 

Velasco learn how to pitch again, he sucked in Calgary. Rounding out the top 5 are 

Aki Kondo-San Antonio, Jesus Ramos- Edmonton, Feliciano-Rafael-San Fernando 

 

 

The Empty K Cup -Lowest K per 9 innings (min 50 IP) - Mario Gonzalez, Madison, 

Atlantic City 3,6 

 

Seriously? This guy couldn’t strike out Bryan Vogel! In 105 IP only 42 strikeouts. 

His cup should be filled with tears. In his defense, Gonzalez turned 40 and retired 

after the season, a shadow of his former self. If he doesn’t make the HOF, he will 

always have his K Cup. Almost crawling away with this prize was Yoshitoshi Ota, 

Atlantic City finishing fractions behind Gonzalez. Rounding out the top 5 were 

Maxence Mace-Boise, Juan Guerrero-Vancouver, and a four way tie for 5th place. 
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BATTERS 
Ks of Shame 

 

 

K Cup - Most Strikeouts - Arturo Barron, Phoenix 202 

 

Only the select few that wield a bat ever rise to this level of whiffing, as Barron 

joins those that have come before him breaking the 200 plateau. Barron topped 

the 196 misses he had last year, pretty amazing for a guy that is only 23. 

Finishing only 6 K’s behind was Donald Noboro, Jacksonville setting a personal 

best. Rounding out the top 5 were Domenic Wyatt-Charm City, Ettienne Lafitte-

Calgary, and Roberto Lopez-Montreal. 

 

 

K Cup - Highest Strikeout Percentage (min 150 AB) - Domenic Wyatt, Charm City 38.1% 

 

Does Wyatt still have a job? He struck out almost 4 out of every 10 at bats. This is a 

2 time All Star! The runner up is Robert Gowron, Hawaii with a 36.2 rate. At least 

he hit 30 homers. Rounding out the top 5 are Rupert Grant-Montreal, Carlos Garcia-

Charm City, and what do you know Arturo Barron-Phoenix. 

 

 

 

 

Golden K Cup - Highest BB Percentage (min 150 AB) - Mark Wareham, Twin Cities 

21.4% 

 

So this is why Wareham still has a job. Can somebody explain how a guy that is 

a career .246 hitter, has only hit over 30 homers 1 time, how he has won 5 

Puckett Golden Bat Awards? Do we really give it out for NOT USING YOUR 

BAT! I guess so. Runner up Tai Hoi Wie, San Fernando, actually hits the ball 

when not walking, finished more than 2% behind. Rounding out the top 5 were 

Don Logan-Wichita, Alfredo Martinez-California, and Roberto Lopez-Montreal. 

 

 

 

We would like to thank our presenters this year. Ricardo Diaz, the recently retired Crusader and 

soon to be Hall of Famer, helped us present awards to the pitchers. With 4056 strikeouts, Diaz 

ranks 2nd all time behind Steve Nebraska. Jose Cavazos, Enrique Gomez and Mario Gonzalez 

also helped out, along with Diaz the were the four active leaders in K’s who all retired after the 

season. 
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The Pitch That Dances             
A Survey of Brewster Knuckleballers, Major and Minor 
 

Balle le papillon they call it in French. Sonuvabitch they call it in Catcherese. 

Whatever, right? The better point of this introduction, however, is that you ought 

to read along as Huntsville GM Vic Caleca walks us through what the BBA will 

now forever call The Pitch that Dances 

 

 

 

Rick Monday said Phil Niekro’s actually giggled at him as it passed by; Richie 

Hebner compared trying to hit one to eating soup with a fork; and Bob Uecker 

famously said the best way to catch one was to wait until it stopped rolling and 

then pick it up. 

 

We speak, fellow Brewster denizens, of that rarest and most maddening of pitches, 

the knuckleball. 

 

A recent survey of BBA pitching staffs revealed just how rare: only four pitchers 

throw it at the major league level, and just five more throw it across all levels of 

the minor leagues. 

 

Who are these intrepid pioneers of this fringiest of fringy pitches? And who among 

them have best mastered the art of flinging the knuckler? 

 

Stay tuned for those answers … but first, a word about what makes the knuckler, 

um, knuckle. 
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Conventional wisdom used to be that the knuckler, thrown with as little spin as 

possible, flutters, bounces and breaks erratically because it’s especially susceptible 

to even gentle puffs of wind. And while there appears to be a grain of truth to that, 

computer simulations and wind tunnel experiments have revealed a bigger culprit: 

the 108 stitches of red, waxed thread that hold the pieces of cowhide together. 

Those raised stitches protrude from the surface, interrupting the air flow around the 

baseball, creating pressure differences, and giving it dance moves not unlike James 

Brown at the Apollo.  

 

So, who are the Brewster hurlers who have yielded to the siren call of the 

knuckleball’s dance? They are: 
 

• Abe Colbert, Closer, Wichita Aviators 

• Charlie Iron-Knife, Starter, Phoenix Talons 

• Vicente López, Starter, Montreal Blazers 

• Manuel Peña, Starter, Huntsville Phantoms 
 

A couple of things jump out from that list: three of those four are starters, leaving 

Colbert as the rarest of rarities at the major league level: a knuckleballing relief 

pitcher. 

 

The other thing? All four currently ply their trade in the Johnson League, leaving 

the Frick League bereft of knuckling goodness. But all hope is not lost, as we shall 

see in just a moment. 

 

Before we move on to the minors, though, let’s take a moment to see whose 

knuckler knuckles best – although, it must be said, none of the four throws the 

pitch at anything less than an elite level. 

 

Here’s a look at each pitcher’s ratings across a number of criteria:  

 
BBA Knuckleball Pitchers 

Name Stuff 

Cur/Pot 

Movement 

Cur/Pot 

Control 

Cur/Pot 

Velocity 

Cur/Pot 

Stamina 

Cur/Pot 

Grd/Fly 

 

Knuckler 

Rating 

Cur/Pot 

Colbert 11/11 7/7 4/4 96-98 10 Ex GB 13/13 

Iron-Knife 9/9 6/6 4/4 89-91 11 Ex FB 12/12 

López 8/8 6/6 7/7 99-101 6 Neu 10/10 

Peña 6/6 8/8 6/6 95-97 6 Ex GB 10/10 

 

 Colbert, clearly, has the game’s best-rated knuckler, followed closely by Iron-

Knife. 
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A couple things of note about this chart: there appears to be little correlation 

between the various skill ratings and the quality of the knuckler. Colbert and Iron-

Knife have excellent stuff, but López and Peña, less so. The movement and control 

ratings of the four diverge from each other, as do their velocity and ground/fly 

ratings. 

 

So, just how OOTP figures its knuckler ratings seems a bit of a mystery. 

 

Before we bid adieu, let’s take a moment to check in on the fledgling 

knuckleballers toiling in the minors. 

 

As of January 26 (bearing in mind these guys could be promoted, demoted or 

released by the time you read this), they were: 

 

• Ismael Guzmán, George Town Palms, Brooklyn SA affiliate 

• Belay Kojo, Bismark Pioneers, Mexico City Rookie affiliate 

• José Lucero, Tombstone Geckos, Long Beach A affiliate 

• Takeo Morita, St. Joseph Butchers, Twin Cities AA affiliate 

• Manuel Mota, Pahrump Ranchers, Las Vegas A affiliate 
 

Here, you can see, are a couple of knuckleball hopefuls for the Frick: Lucero, in 

the Long Beach system, and Morita, in the Twin Cities minors. 

 

And, finally, here’s a chart for our minor leaguers looking at the same information 

as the major league chart: 

 
Minor League Knuckleball Pitchers 

Name Stuff Movement Control Velocity Stamina Grd/Fly Knuckler 

Rating 

Guzmán 2/6 4/8 4/5 90-92 8 GB 1/3 

Kojo 3/4 2/2 2/2 87-89 9 Neu 7/9 

Lucero 4/4 5/5 5/5 92-94 6 FB 9/9 

Morita 5/5 5/5 5/5 93-95 6 GB 11/11 

Mota 4/4 2/2 4/4 89-91 10 FB 8/8 

 

Mota and Lucero would appear to be the Frick’s best hopes for knuckleballers, 

although Morita has the best overall, according to the scouts. 

 

Time, of course, will tell whether any of these players develop enough to reach the 

majors. 

 

For now, though, keep those knucklers dancing!  
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Draft day is a highlight of every season. It’s an event that can set a team on its course for years, 

or result in sending franchises to the bottom of the bucket for another try at marshalling the 

kinds of players they need to make a real splash. The BBA is no walk in the garden, after all. TO 

win it, you’ve got to bring the beef. And, in one way or another, that starts with the draft.  

 

Of course, GMs would like us to focus only on the shiny things happening today. They prefer not 

to get too much into retrospective because, well, a bust in the wrong place is painful and leads to 

fans pondering the intelligence and, dare we say. sanity of the front office themselves. Someone’s 

gotta do it, though, right? 

 

Back for a third cut at it, we welcome Twin Cities GM Scott Piccoli as he gazes toward 2034.  
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THE 20/20 HINDSIGHT 5 YEAR DRAFT REVIEW 

2034 
 

1st OVER-ALL PICK (Round 1 – 1st Pick) 

 
Edmonton Jackrabbits 

 
3B Steven “Scooter” Collins III 

AGE 22 

 

RATING POTENTIALS 

(2034) 

ACT/POT 

(CURRENT) 

POT     

+/- 

CONTACT 12 11/12 0 

POWER 6 6/6 0 

EYE 5 5/5 0 

RATING 80 80/80 0 

 

 

CURRENT TEAM – Edmonton Jackrabbits (BBA) 

CAREER BBA Totals – 302 Games, .313 BA / .832 OPS / 28 HRs / 10.0 WAR (Current 2034 

Rank – 3rd) 

 

Steven Collins was drafted a high contact/speed lead off type of player with above average 

defense.  Currently Collins plays 3rd Base, but could also feasibly play 2nd base and fill in an 

emergency at Short Stop.  He also has the ability to play outfield, but has yet to do so.  

 

Analysis – Edmonton’s 2nd Year in a Row of Picking 1st… and again Edmonton nailed it.  

Collins led the BBA in Stolen Bases (72) and Hits (224) last year in his first full season.  He also 

finished 2038 with an amazing 7.2 WAR.   
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2nd OVER-ALL PICK (Round 1 – 2nd Pick) 

 
Valencia Stars 

 
CF Ramon “Waco” Pagan 

AGE 21 

 

RATING POTENTIALS 

(2034) 

ACT/POT 

(CURRENT) 

POT     

+/- 

CONTACT 8 8/8 0 

POWER 9 9/9 0 

EYE 5 5/5 0 

RATING 75 70/80 +5 

 

CURRENT TEAM – Valencia Stars (BBA) 

CAREER BBA Totals – 158 Games, .330 BA, .805 OPS, 84 HR’s, 7.8 WAR (2034 Rank – 8th) 

 

Pagan was a highly touted power hitting Centerfielder who would have likely been drafted 1st 

Over-all if Edmonton hadn’t already drafted an Elite Centerfield in the previous draft.   

 

Analysis – Somehow scouts are even more excited about Pagan than they were at Draft Time.   

Pagan broke out in 2038 with 46 homeruns, but was over-all a better hitter in 2037 (3.7 vs 2.6 

WAR).  The only hole in Pagan’s game, though slight, is that’s he’s average defender in 

Centerfield who does make more errors than most, but his bat more than makes up for it.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

3rd OVER-ALL PICK (Round 1 – 3rd Pick) 
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Nashville Goats 

 
P Jefferson Pierce 

AGE 22 

 

RATING POTENTIALS 

(2034) 

POTENTIALS 

(CURRENT) 

POT     

+/- 

STUFF 11 11/11 0 

MOVEMENT 8 6/6 -2 

CONTROL 5 6/6 +1 

RATING 80 65/70 -10 

 

CURRENT TEAM – Calgary Pioneers (BBA) - Traded 

CAREER BBA Totals – 66 Games, .19 Wins – 27 Losses, 4.25 ERA, 1.28 WHIP, 6.7 WAR 

(2033 Rank 12th) 

 

Drafting 3rd Over-All for the 2nd Year in a Row, Nashville looked at Jefferson Pierce as the rare 

High School prospect able to reach 100+ MPH on the gun.  Combined with excellent movement, 

Pierce looked to be unhittable in the BBA someday.  

 

Analysis –  While Pierce’s velocity has remained unchanged, the movement on his ball has 

flattened a bit.  Also, lacks the ability to go deep into games. None the less, should vie for a #1 

Starter Spot someday or at least a #2 Starter depending on the strength of the Starting Rotation 
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4th OVER-ALL PICK (Round 1 – 4th Pick) 

 
Huntsville Phantoms 

 
1B Tommy Cochran 

AGE 22 

 

RATING POTENTIALS 

(2034) 

ACT/POT 

(CURRENT) 

POT     

+/- 

CONTACT 8 7/8 0 

POWER 9 6/9 0 

EYE 5 5/5 0 

RATING 75 40/80 +5 

 

CURRENT TEAM – Rockville Pikemen (BBA) 

CAREER BBA Totals – 21 Games, .107 BA, .557 OPS, 2HR’s, -.4 WAR (2034 Rank - NA) 

 

Tommy was projected to do one thing… mash the ball.  Terrible in the field and slow on the base 

paths. 

 

Analysis –  While scouts have remained optimistic on Tommy’s future, he’s been slow to 

develop.  At 22 years old, he’s still not quite ready for the BBA, but when/if he does, he should 

be a force at DH.   
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5th OVER-ALL PICK (Round 1 – 5th Pick) 

 
Phoenix Talons 

 
CF Weaver Ripley 

AGE 22 

 

RATING POTENTIALS 

(2034) 

ACT/POT 

(CURRENT) 

POT     

+/- 

CONTACT 5 5/5 0 

POWER 9 8/9 0 

EYE 7 6/7 0 

RATING 75 65/75 0 

 

CURRENT TEAM – Phoenix Talons (BBA) 

CAREER BBA Totals – 308 Games, .235 BA, .797 OPS, 75 HR’s, 5.4 WAR (2034 Rank – 14th)  

 

Scouts were impressed with Ripley’s elite speed and ability to roam centerfield out of High 

School.  The only concern was his tendacy to swing out of his shoes and either miss or hit the 

ball a ton… with nothing in between.  

 

Analysis – The 2037 played out those concerns.  Ripley mashed 40 home runs but struck out a 

league leading 228 times and only managed a .310 OBP… wasting his fabulous base running 

speed.  Everyone loves the long ball, but Ripley’s value would increase a magnitude if he could 

find ways to get on base more often and even feel free to hit a double now and then and put his 

legs to work.  
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6th OVER-ALL PICK (Round 1 – 6th Pick) 

  
Mexico City Aztecs 

 
CF Gipper Kengos 

AGE 22 

 

RATING POTENTIALS 

(2032) 

ACT/POTS 

(CURRENT) 

POT     

+/- 

CONTACT 9 8/9 0 

POWER 3 3/3 0 

EYE 7 7/7 0 

RATING 65 65/70 +5 

 

 

CURRENT TEAM – Mexico City 

CAREER BBA Totals – 381 Games, .294 BA, .778 OPS, 7.6 WAR (2034 Rank – 10th) 

 

Projected to be a well-rounded outfielder, lacking only the ability to hit for power.   

 

Analysis – While Gipper isn’t a stand out in any area, he’s a great player to have on a roster, able 

to play any outfield position at a high level while hitting for average and getting on-base at a 

good rate.  Doesn’t have elite base stealing skills, but still able to keep Pitchers and Catchers on 

their toes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7th OVER-ALL PICK (Round 1 – 7th Pick) 
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Des Moines Kernals 

 
LF Long “Ding Dong” Chamberlin III 

AGE 22 

 

RATING POTENTIALS 

(2033) 

ACT/POT 

(CURRENT) 

POT     

+/- 

CONTACT 7 6/6 -1 

POWER 9 7/8 -1 

EYE 5 3/3 -2 

RATING 70 45/60 -10 

 

CURRENT TEAM – Des Moines  (BBA) 

CAREER BBA Totals – 198 Games, .232 BA, .702 OPS, 36 HRs, -1.4 Career WAR (2034 Draft 

Rank – N/A) 

 

Projected to be Solid Hitting Left Fielder with slightly above defense and base running ability.  

 

Analysis – Ding Dong has yet to break out at age 22, He’s struggled in his limited time in the 

BBA, but still appears to have the potential to be solid BBA player someday.  Hasn’t been able 

to keep from swinging at balls out of the zone and appears to just fall short of the hitter scouts 

projected him to be.  
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8th OVER-ALL PICK (Round 1 – 8th Pick) 

 
Omaha Hawks 

 
P Emilio Paredes 

AGE 21 

 

RATING POTENTIALS 

(2032) 

POTENTIALS 

(CURRENT) 

POT     

+/- 

STUFF 6 8/8 +2 

MOVEMENT 9 6/6 -3 

CONTROL 7 1/1 -6 

RATING 75 35/35 -40 

 

CURRENT TEAM – Omaha Hawks (BBA) 

CAREER BBA Totals – 12 Games, 1 Win – 3 Losses, 9.10 ERA, 2.18 WHIP, -0.6 Career WAR 

(2033 Rank – N/A) 

 

Scouts believe Emilio had the makings to be a top of the starter in the BBA with the ability to 

throw 4 pitches and good movement.  

 

Analysis – Somewhere along the line, Emilio lost confidence in his command and is able to find 

the strike zone.  He still has plenty of stuff on his pitches, but just can’t throw strikes.  In  20 

innings to date, Emilio has walked 22 batters and giving up 25 hits….  

 

At this point, there appears to be no long term future for Paredes as a professional ball player.  
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9th OVER-ALL PICK (Round 1 – 9th Pick) 

 
Hawaii Tropics 

 
1B Manual Aguilar Jr 

AGE 22 

 

RATING POTENTIALS 

(2032) 

POTENTIALS 

(CURRENT) 

POT     

+/- 

CONTACT 8 8/8 0 

POWER 8 8/8 0 

EYE 5 6/6 +1 

RATING 65 75/75 +10 

 

CURRENT TEAM – Hawaii Tropics  

CAREER BBA Totals -294 Games, .278 BA, .855 OPS, 60 HR’s, 5.3 WAR (2034 Draft Rank – 

15th) 

 

Coming out of High School, Manual could hit to all fields with power and holds his own at first 

base.  

 

Analysis – Manual emerged has a dominant BBA hitter in 2038, putting up a .907 OPS with 40 

HR’s and 11 RBI’s.   He’s refined his ability to keep from swinging at bad pitches and hitting 

strikes hard.  Likely to be a feared hitter for several years.  
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10th OVER-ALL PICK (Round 1 – 10th Pick) 

 
Rockville Pikemen 

 
LF Lorenzo Palacios 

AGE 24 

 

RATING POTENTIALS 

(2032) 

POTENTIALS 

(CURRENT) 

POT     

+/- 

CONTACT 8 9/9 +1 

POWER 7 8/8 0 

EYE 7 6/6 +1 

RATING 70 80/80 +10 

 

CURRENT TEAM – Twin Cities (BBA) 

621 Games, .311 BA, .945 OPS, 126 HR’s, 19.0 Career WAR (2034 Rank – 1st)  

 

Palacios looked to be an extremely solid hitter who could play just enough defense to roam Left 

Field. 

 

Analysis – It sure looks like Rockville has the cheat codes for drafting players, between 2033 

(SS Chip Puckett) and 2034 drafts, the Pikemen struck gold twice in a row.  Between Rookie of 

the Years, Gold Bats, Play-Off MVP’s, BBA Champions… the only award Lorenzo hasn’t 

stocked on his fireplace is the Sawyer Silk… which just seems a matter of time at this point.  
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SLEEPER OF THE DRAFT 

 

71st OVER-ALL PICK (Round 4 – 4th Pick) 

  
Huntsville Phantoms 

 
 CF Tim Torres 

AGE 23 

 

RATING POTENTIALS 

(2032) 

ACT/POTS 

(CURRENT) 

POT     

+/- 

CONTACT 6 5/5 -1 

POWER 6 6/6 0 

EYE 6 6/6 0 

RATING 45 60/60 +15 

 

CURRENT TEAM – Vancouver (BBA) 

CAREER BBA Totals – 571 Games, .254 BA, .827 OPS, 110 HR’s, 14.1 Career WAR (2033 

Draft Rank – 2nd) 

 

Taken in the 4th Round, Tim was projected to be an adequate batter with average defensive 

ability at Centerfield.  

 

Analysis – There’s nothing fancy about Tim Torres’s game, he’s just a solid producer.  With his 

line drive swing and Gap ability, he hits lots of double and triples… even putting up 32 home 

runs in 2028.  Sporting a career .827 OPS is no joke and Torres has been a great guy in the 

clubhouse going on almost 4 full seasons now.  Sometimes ratings aren’t all they’re cracked up 

to be and you just to keep playing the guy who gets it done on the field.  
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WORTH REVIEWING 
 

159th OVER-ALL PICK (Round 5 – 22nd Pick) 

 
Madison Wolves  

  
SS Dashiell Faireborn 

AGE 21 
 

RATING POTENTIALS 
(2033) 

ACT/POTS 
(CURRENT) 

POT     
+/- 

CONTACT 5 5/5 0 

POWER 2 2/2 0 

EYE 5 8/8 +3 

RATING 25 55/55 +30 

 
CURRENT TEAM – Mexico City Aztecs (BBA – Traded 2035) 
CAREER BBA Totals – 321 Games, .257 BA, .715 OPS, 4 HR’s, 6.8 Career WAR (2033 Rank – 8th) 
 
Projected as an Elite Fielding Shortstop but unable to hit in the BBA 
 
Analysis – While Dashiell still lacks any power, he has enough tools to earn himself a spot in the BBA.  
Not much is expected from a 5th Round draft pick, but Faireborn was able to accumulate 4.1 WAR in 
2037 by getting on base, staying healthy and his glove.  It’s possible that 2037 will a peak season for 
Faireborn, but it had to be a nice surprise for Mexico City.   
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A Decade's Worth of Mike Piazza Memorial Players in the BBA 
 

In the life of an OOTP General Manager, nothing is better 

than selecting a guy in the deepest rounds of the draft and 

then watching him bump into beastdom. Come along with 

Louisville GM Stephen Shaw as he looks at the last 

decade’s worth of unlikely heros. 

 

 

 

By now, the story is legendary. Mike Piazza is the lowest-

drafted player in the MLB Hall of Fame, having been 

taken in the 62nd round of the 1988 MLB amateur draft 

(the 1,390th player picked overall), as a favor to his father. 

 

The BBA doesn't have 62 rounds, but who are the best-

performing, lowest-drafted players from the 2029-2033 

drafts? We'll use WAR as a rough approximation of "best," 

because that's what S+ gives us. 

 

2029 Draft 
 

It only takes us four players down the "ranked by WAR" list to find 

the obvious answer. SP Kevin Morales (hey, I just traded that guy!) 

was drafted by Louisville in the 25th Round (708th overall) and has 

put up the 4th-most WAR in his draft class: 25! The best WAR 

contribution in the class was by the 1st overall pick, SP Arthur 

Dempster, who has accumulated 47.18 WAR. 

 

 

2030 Draft 
 

Like 2029, the 4th-ranked WAR guy is the obvious answer: C Aaron 

Stone (Round: 8, Overall: 239, Team: Yellow Springs Nine). Stone 

has put up 21.94 WAR and his awards include Rookie of the Year in 

2032, All-Star in 2034 and 2035, and Silver Slugger at C in 2038. 

And he's only 28! 

 

 

 

2031 Draft 
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Amazingly, it is again the 4th-ranked WAR player: SP 

Carlos Valle (Round: 4, Overall: 123, Team: Yellow 

Springs Nine). Valle got almost half that WAR last 

season, with a tremendous 7.12 WAR effort, a year in 

which he was an All-Star (duh). Making this a 

somewhat close call is 1B Manuel Martínez (Round: 21, 

Overall: 595, Team: Jacksonville Hurricanes), who has 

9.99 WAR in two BBA seasons. 

 

2032 Draft 
 

This one takes a bit down the WAR ranking column to find our guy. 

RF Mark White (Round: 6, Overall: 158, Team: Rockville Pikemen – 

since traded to San Antonio) has put up 4.46 WAR, good for 10th on 

the list. Everyone above him? 1st rounder. 

 

 

 

 

2033 Draft 
 

These recent lists start to show the power of high picks. Again, our 

guy, SS Dashiell R. Faireborn (Round: 5, Overall: 159, Team: 

Madison Wolves), is pretty low in the WAR rankings: 11th. Everyone 

above him is a 1st rounder, save one 2nd rounder. Faireborn has 

managed to accumulate 9.17 WAR, but it's highly defensive-related 

(yeah, I know defense is important, but swing the fucking bat, man). 

His wRC+ the past three years is 88, 99, 78, with his WAR being 

2.66, 4.11, and 2.40 over the same span. 

 

Ed Note: For obvious reasons, Stephen leaves it off here. With the draft only four 

seasons ago, you’d have to be psychic (psychotic?) to much about the picks who 

follow. We note, though, the 2034 has Huntsville’s Tim Torrez 14 WAR coming 

out of the third round, and 2035 has Calgary pitcher Mike Bragg scoring a few 

parts of WAR out of the 17th round (17th!). 2036 saw fourth round Boise pitcher 

Dave Walsh score 4 WAR, and 2037’s draft has seen 7th round second baseman 

Tim Ray make an appearance. Let’s hear it for the Piazza’s of the BBA! 
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14 to Watch 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Every year, every GM in the league is always on the lookout for the next great 

superstar. And this year, like every year, we’re going to see some great stars burst 

across the BBA sky. Let’s take a spin with Las Vegas GM Matt Rectenwald as he 

looks at the top 14. 

 

 

BNN isn’t the only source for Prospect Rankings in the BBA. Some would say 

they aren’t even the most accurate or remotely related to which rookies will be 

contributors for the current season. So here we go- Recte’s Rated Rookies for 

2039. I have chosen the top fourteen rookies who I feel will be factors in the 

upcoming season. Why fourteen? No reason. 

 

#1 

 

#47 BNN PROSPECT, #5 CALGARY PROSPECT 

For those who dive deep into the minor leagues of the BBA, you already know that 

the Calgary Pioneers are about to have an incredible infusion of young talent. In 

fact, Figueroa is the first of FOUR Pioneers rookies on this list of fourteen. Classic 

lefty hitter with a pure stroke and power to the gaps along with a decent approach 

and the plate and above average defense, Figueroa looks like a cornerstone for 

Calgary. 
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#2 

 

#75 BNN PROSPECT, #4 LOUISVILLE PROSPECT 

While Hubbard fills the valuable defensive cornerstone slot in center field for 

Louisville, Kwakou may be the best of his peer group of lefty sluggers. 

 

#3 

 

#11 BNN PROSPECT, #1 YELLOW SPRINGS PROSPECT 

Hard to ask for more out of a middle infield prospect than Thum offers. Unlike 

some of the others on this list he has a full season of domination at the AAA level 

under his belt. 

 

#4 

 

#23 BNN PROSPECT, #2 CALIFORNIA PROSPECT 

You could play it conservatively and give Simpson some more time at the minor 

league level, but why? Sure, his power still has some filling out to do but this guy 

is yet another lefty hammer to put into the Crusaders lineup. 
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#5 

#18 BNN PROSPECT, #1 VANCOUVER PROSPECT 

Smith has had a quick rise from college draft pick last year to the middle of the 

Mounties lineup this year. Vancouver fans have plenty to look forward to from this 

young star. 

 

#6 

 

#7 BNN PROSPECT, #1 HUNTSVILLE PROSPECT 

To the naked eye it may appear that Moelling isn't ready yet. Sure, his pitches have 

a bit of mastering left to attain, his control can develop a little more. In this age of 

mashers, though, a guy who keeps the ball in the yard and can be a workhorse can 

succeed despite having all the finish we often demand from our pitching prospects. 

10 Complete Games last year in AAA- we haven't seen that in the BBA since 

Tavio Cicciolela. 

 

#7 

#83 BNN PROSPECT, #8 CALGARY PROSPECT 

Like a classic lefty power hitting first baseman? You'll love "The Chairman". It 

looks like Calgary may finally have their replacement for Terry Cochran. 
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#8 

#40 BNN PROSPECT, #4 CALGARY PROSPECT 

Bragg has two full seasons at AAA under his belt, and was downright dominating 

there last year before earning a September call up where he pitched decent in six 

starts for the Pioneers. The good- his outstanding four pitch arsenal. The bad- will 

his makeup cause issues? 

 

#9 

UNRANKED ON BNN, #11 CALGARY PROSPECT 

On most teams the arrival of a player like McConnell, Jr. would be a huge story. 

On the Pioneers he's "the other guy". Yet another lefty power bat for the Calgary 

lineup. Defense is going to be the challenge for the young outfielder, who may 

ultimately end up as a designated hitter. 

 

#10 

#35 BNN PROSPECT, #3 LOUISVILLE PROSPECT 

There's a whole new outlook in Louisville with a new General Manager in Stephen 

Shaw. He'll be able to reap the benefits of a loaded farm system that he inherited. It 

starts with Hubbard, a talented defensive player in centerfield who should offer 
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enough offense to be quite valuable, as well as being earmarked as a leader for the 

re-emerging Sluggers. 

 

#11 

#12 BNN PROSPECT, #1 CHARM CITY PROSPECT 

The Jimmies have moved Nevarez up the minor league chain methodically and he's 

risen to the task at each level. That changeup is still stuck but even with that 

limitation he looks like he should be pretty good. 

 

#12 

 

UNRANKED ON BNN, #2 LAS VEGAS PROSPECT 

Las Vegas wasn't planning on bringing England along with them for Opening Day, 

but he played his way not only onto the roster but into the strong side of a shortstop 

platoon with Miguel Rodriguez. The Hustlers love England and feel he is clearly 

underrated by BNN, as is usually the case with most of the Las Vegas prospects. 
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#13 

 

#49 BNN PROSPECT, #1 MEXICO CITY PROSPECT 

Can he really jump from A-Ball to the big league lineup for the Aztecs? You bet. 

He'll offer good defense in right field and a bunch of singles, doubles and triples. 

The best is yet to come for the 19 year old rookie. 

 

#14 

 

UNRANKED ON BNN, UNRANKED ON TEAM TOP 30 

If BNN was the be all, end all of ranking prospects then an article like this wouldn't 

be necessary. In the case of Noble, they're just plain wrong. You can't tell me that 

he's not one of the Gamblers Top 30 prospects at the least. He's going to have a big 

opportunity to prove doubters wrong, as it sure looks like he'll be the starting right 

fielder in Atlantic City. 
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All-time Brit/Irish Team 

 
 

As he’ll soon note, Calgary GM Kevin Dickson has shown us the best BBA stars from several 

countries in past editions of the Media Guide. Now he’s going to get into both baseball and some 

of the most interesting world politics of our time (and times earlier, I suppose) by mashing 

together the area known as Great Britain and Ireland. Brexit aside, and the Stone of Scone and 

stories of kings and queens behind us, how about we all jump on this end of the BBA rainbow 

and let him take us to the pot of gold on the other side. 

 

 

In previous BB Media Guides we have looked at the all-time best players from 

Canada and Mexico. This year we are going across the pond to examine the best 

players from the United Kingdom and Ireland. So, this would include players that 

are English, Scottish, Welsh and Irish. That all taken care of, let’s raise a pint and 

pop a cracker and see who we chose as the best. 

 

C Paul Scholes - English - There was no contest here. Scholes won 7 

Zimmer awards behind the plate and may be the best fielding catcher 

in BBA history. He played an amazing 20 seasons, most of it for 

Louisville and finished his career with a .266 BA and 1976 hits. The 

highest OPS he ever posted for a season was .714, but he kept his 

spot in the lineup with his glove and his arm. Four times her threw 

out more than 50% of base runners. 

 

1B Mons Raider - Scottish - Raider must have learned how to run 

fleeing the British…uh no, I guess that was Mel Gibson, well he 

learned to run somewhere. The Madison Wolf has split his time 

between 1B and 2B, but we had more to pick from at 2B. A .307 

hitter, Raider has accumulated 1348 hits in his 8 seasons. With a .415 

OBA he gets on base alot and that means he gets to second, and 

third…… This guy has already stolen 983 bases! He holds the single 

season record with 173 and holds the top 6 spots on the season leaderboard. His 

983 steals puts him in 5th place all time and he is only about 200 steals from taking 

the lead. He is only 28, so he may break the record before he turns 30. He won the 

Gillstrom Award in 2031 and has made 4 All Star Teams 
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2B Andre Wellington - English - While he isn’t the best hitting second baseman on the 

team, he is definitely the best fielder. He won 2 Zimmer Awards in the BBA after 

winning 3 fielding awards in the EBA. A Rule 6 guy, that came to the BBA at the 

age of 26, he still managed a 14 year career split between 8 different teams. His 

best years were the 4 he spent in Tucson to start his BBA career, where he was a 2 

time All Star and he won his Zimmers. Only a .236 career hitter, he did manage to 

hit a respectable 258 homers. Unfortunately, he missed more than he hit averaging 

a strikeout per game. 

 

3B Carlton Winson - English - Another current player, this slugger has 

hit 413 home runs in his 10 year career split between Phoenix and 

Charm City. He hit over 50 three years in a row, culminating in an 

astounding 64 homers in 2034, along with 161 RBIs. The owner of 2 

Sawyer Silk Awards, 3 Pucketts and a 5 time All Star, his only hurdle 

to the HOF was starting his career late at the age of 26. However his 

power, his .383 OBA (And we know how much some of you love 

OBA), a .962 OPS and his trophies make his odds pretty good. 

 

SS Reece Wareham - English - Our third active player has played with a 

couple of teams and will get the big $$$ again in free agency this 

year. One of the poorer fielding shortstops in the league, he makes up 

for it with his bat. A career .860 OPS hitter, helped by his great OBA, 

Wareham has good power for his position. He has hit 271 homers 

during his 9-year career, hitting over 30 six times including the last 

five years in a row. In 2038 he slugged out 47, maximizing his value 

on the FA block. A 3-time Puckett winner and 2 time All Star, Wareham along 

with Winson gives the left side of our infield some some real blasters. 

 

LF Ian Botham - English - A name from the earlier days of the BBA, Botham was a 

journeyman during his 14 year career that ended in 2008. Five times he won the 

Zimmer Award for fielding, giving our outfield soem great defense to make up for 

the bats. A career .260 hitter, Botham had above average power, but not the caliber 

of the players we have just discussed. He has spent his retirement back home in 

Liverpool where he collects Beatles memorabilia. 

 

CF Loran Wakefield - Irish - The only Irish batter on our team, Wakefield had a short 7 

year career with Omaha. He spent 4 seasons in the EBA before coming over in the 

Rule 6 draft and he won 3 fielding awards there before winning a Zimmer in the 

BBA. A slick fielder, which is what you want in CF, Wakefield was also a solid 

hitter. He was a career .276 hitter, but he had an even better .383 OBA. 
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RF Long Chamberlain - English - Maybe the greatest 

slugger in BBA history, Chamberlain would be the all 

time BBA HR leader if he hadn’t walked away from the 

game at the age of 30. His 560 home runs are only good 

enough for 12th on the list, trailing Bopper Kengos by 

160. Or in Chamberlain terms 3 seasons worth. The all 

time BBA leader in Slugging Average with a .588, he 

will forever be known for his 1986 season. He had a 

season that shattered the record book. He hit 73 home 

runs, 182 RBIs, 464 Total Bases and a .786 SLG. In his 

12 seasons in Jacksonville he hit over 60 homers in 3 

consecutive years from 1986-1987. He was inducted 

into the Hall of Fame in 2029. 

 

DH Brian Clough - English - Clough played 

22 years and is only the second member of 

the group to be voted into the BBA Hall of 

Fame. He was just voted in this year. He 

played 20 seasons in Louisville and 

finished with 2 in Wichita. How did he put 

up with “The Genius” for all those 

years??? He has the most hits of anyone on the team 

with 3246, 10th all time. A 10 time All Star, 2 time 

Puckett winner, he also led Louisville to a couple of 

Landis Championships. He was a coach in Louisville’s 

minor league system, but was released by the new 

management, rather disheartening after his long 

connection to the club. 

 

SP - Stuart Pearce - English - One of the great underrated 

pitchers in BBA history, Pearce is the only pitcher we could find from the region 

that topped 100 wins. He was a mediocre 116-117, but also had 187 saves, second 

most on our team. A starter for the first 2 seasons of his career, he then moved to 

the bullpen and got the closer job in Seattle in 2024. His fifth year in the role he 

saved 48 games, most in the league and pitched in 81. Strangely he was moved 

back into the rotation the next year. This flamethrower averaged 8.7 strikeouts per 

game and only .7 home runs. 

 

SP - Jayden Walker - English - If you want to talk about strike outs, Walker is really 

the guy to watch pitch. A star in his 8 years in the EBA, Walker came over to 

Valencia in 2013 at the age of 29. This resulted in only a 9 years BBA career, split 

between the rotation and the bullpen, but whenever he pitched sparks flew. Walker 

 
 

Mystery Story? - During my 

research I came across Irishman 

Mitchell Ohara. He broke in 

with Louisville, in 1973 when the 

BBA was wearing diapers. He 

pitched in 80 games in relief for 

Louisville that year before 

moving to Madison the next. 

Then he exploded on the scene 

going 18-8, 3.00 ERA, 1.02 

WHIP while leading Madison to 

the Landis where they lost in 7 

games. For some strange reason 

he was moved to AAA the next 

year and after 2 years there, was 

out of baseball. I couldn’t locate 

Ohara, who would now be 95 if 

still living. There has to be a 

story here somewhere, maybe 

some of our general managers 

living out there days in assisted 

living might remember what 

happened to the him. 
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twice struck out more than 200 and averaged 9.7 per game. Unlike Pearce, he did 

give up a lot of homers, much to Lee’s frustration. 

 

SP - Yrrigs Carpenter - English, but apparently Welsh on his mother’s 

side - Our final starting pitcher may be a controversial pick. I was 

going to select Rio Underwood, but Carpenter is just too good to 

leave out. He doesn’t rank among the leaders in any career category, 

how could he as he has only played 2 seasons. However, in 2038 he 

won the Nebraska, the Zimmer and was an All Star all in one year. 

His 18-6, 2.70 ERA got everyone’s notice and before he is 30 he will 

own all the records among pitchers from the islands. A Scrooge like 1.03 WHIP 

and 206 K’s, how could I leave him off the team? Sorry Rio. 

 

RP - Sean McVeigh - Irish - Another EBA import, McVeigh was the shutdown closer 

every team wants. He came over as a 25 year old, already having 5 EBA seasons 

under his belt and played with several teams during his 12 year career. His line is 

59-46, 3.18 and 269 saves, but that is only part of the tale. He was a 5 time All Star 

and a 2 time Comeback Player of the Year Award winner. Yeah try to figure that 

one out. After his BBA career ended he finished his baseball playing days with 4 

more seasons in the EBA. 

 

RP - Iestyn Pilgrim - Irish - Surprise, surprise, our second Irish reliever is another EBA 

import. Pilgrim started out playing for Munich and played 5 seasons there before 

coming over in the Rule 6 to Greenville in 2011. Over the next 14 seasons he 

pitched for 7 different BBA clubs before ending up in Calgary. I had forgotten he 

even played for me. Like several of his teammates, he stuck the longest in 

Louisville. For his career he was 59-54, 3.27 ERA, 185 saves. Three times he made 

the All Star team, including his first year in the league. He was solid, but not 

spectacular and did throw the heat to the toon of 9.3 K’s per game. 

 

 

So here is the best that the UK and Ireland has sent to the BBA. Some pretty good 

bats, a little weak on the mound, but maybe the great defense will make up for it.  
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A Moment of Baseball History 
 

 
 

It was June 25th, 1959. Probably not a very big day to you or me. Heck, I wasn’t 

even born then. But it was a milestone game. Of course, I only learned that it was a 

milestone game because I came across a fairly obscure baseball book, one of those 

calendar things. Daily notes of events related to the Boston Red Sox. 

 

You know what I mean, right? On this day the Sox did blah-di-blah-di-blah …. 

That kind of thing. 

 

I liked it because I could read it in little pieces at a time which fits my work cycle 

much better that bigger tomes. 

 

According to this book, on June 

25th,1959 the Red Sox played 

the Detroit Tigers, losing 10-5. 

There wasn’t anything 

particularly noteworthy about 

the game itself. Per retrosheet, 

the game took 2:38 of the 

afternoon to play. Ted Williams 

went 1-4 with an RBI. A guy 

named Dick Gernert, who would 

switch teams and play for 

Detroit the following year, had a 

double and a homer. Both of 

those guys would be out of 
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baseball in three seasons—Williams going on to the Hall of Fame and Gernert 

going wherever Dick Gernert was going to go. 

 

Al Kaline was just 

growing into his 

prime for the Tigers, 

though. In 1980 he’d 

be put into the Hall 

of Fame, but on this 

Thursday afternoon 

he played centerfield 

and hit a home run, 

driving in three runs 

on the day. A 

shortstop named 

Rocky Bridges had 4 RBI, which man not be a big deal to you or me, but I’m 

willing to bet might have been a career high for him. 

 

Just your run-of-the-mill game, really. The Red Sox and the Tigers were run-of-

the-mill teams, Detroit would win 76 games that year, the Sox 75.  

 

 

So, no, there was nothing particularly notable about this game. Well, except for 

this one little thing. One tiny little item that you wouldn’t ever have noticed unless 

you were looking for it or unless someone told you it was happening, and why 

would they? 
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Because these are the kinds of things we don’t want to see, right? Not really, 

anyway. These are the kinds of things that we who love the National Pastime, just 

as we love the nation itself, don’t really care to look at because if we see them, 

then we have to consider thinking about them, perhaps even dwelling on them a bit 

too long. And that won’t do, right? These are the kinds of things that get in the way 

of the narrative we want to focus on. 

 

Baseball, you see, had solved the problem. Like the country itself, it had fixed 

things. Made things right. But if you were looking for it, if you were fully 

conscious of the world around you, maybe you would have seen that this was the 

last major league game ever played between two teams whose rosters were 

comprised entirely of Caucasian men. And if you’d noticed that, maybe it would 

have sunk in that this was 1959. Then maybe it would have registered that the year 

Jackie Robinson did his Jackie Robinson thing had been 1947, a dozen years 

earlier. A dozen years (and a little more) between “fixing the problem,” and the 

moment when this happened. 

 

How long is a baseball career, anyway? When you think about it. Five years? 

Eight? On average, I mean. How many men on the field that day in June were the 

best players their owners could have fielded? 

 

It was a month later that Boston put “Pumpsie” Green on its roster and became the 

final team to integrate. The silver lining in the story is that Ozzie Virgil (the senior) 

was on the Detroit roster, but lost 1959 for some reason that is (to me) lost in 

history). Virgil, it turns out, was the first player of Dominican/African descent to 

play ball for two teams—breaking the racial barrier for the New York Giants in 

1956, and the Detroit Tigers in 1958—this after he served in the Marines from 

1950-1952. Now he has a freaking airport named after him in the Dominican. 

 

Maybe you knew that, but I didn’t. 

 

I suppose a guy can lose a lot in a dozen years, though.  
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What’s a Draft Pick Worth? 
 
We’ve all asked the question at one time or another: How much a draft pick is 

really worth? The real answer depends on a hundred different things. Who the 

team is and what their status might be, or (if one assumes the team is already deep 

at the position) how much the market is geared toward the hypothetical player we 

take with this hypothetical draft pick. Yes, the real answer is impossible to define 

because as like with most things, the truth is situation dependent. 

 

But baseball analytics are all about smoothing these kinds of questions down to a 

more systemic viewpoint, and that’s what I’ll try to do here. 

 

Because, if you’ve been around me for any time, you’ll know I’m not the type to 

let a question like this go. I’ll dig in, pull data, and see if I can come up with an 

answer—not that I’ll be right or wrong, but at least I’ll have an answer supported 

by something more than just my gut feeling. That’s just how I roll. 

 

So, yes, armed with only this burning question in mind, I went to our brilliant 

StatsPlus system and pulled the draft results of every class in modern day history, 

then began slicing and dicing. 

 

Here’s the TLDR (and far too simple) version: A first 

round pick is worth about $30M. A second-round pick, 

maybe $10-$12M. I say this because, purely eyeballing 

the data says that over the years a first round pick has 

generated 10 WAR and a WAR is worth (to me) about 

$3M. 

 

Of course, there are problems with this rule of thumb, as my father would say “a 

lot of problems.” 

Here’s the TLDR (and far too 

simple) version: A first round 

pick is worth about $30M. A 

second-round pick, maybe $10-

$12M. 
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First, there is a LOT of variance in the value of a pick 

in the first ten positions and one in the last ten. I mean 

like, more than a little, all right? 

 

Second, there’s been a LOT of changes in how draft 

classes are created and dealt with in the development model that has been OOTP 

for the past 20 real time years. At the same time, the financial structure of the 

league has not changed a lot—meaning we have $110M in salary cap, and 27 

players to put into that cap. At the end of the day, however you as the GM do your 

mental math to put a $/WAR kind of measure together, this suggest that calculation 

is a constant. (If Replacement is 45 or 48 or whatever, and you want to win 90 

games, you need to find 42-45 WAR with your $110M. 

 

Given that draft pick quality has changed so 

much over the years, and given that I’m 

going to peg this study to WAR, it takes only 

a little thinking to see that the value of a pick 

has changed in some very real ways. 

 

So, let’s dig deeper, shall we? 

 

Let’s look at each of these problems one at a time and see what we think of them. 

 

 

EXPLORING DRAFT PICK ORDER 
 

We all know that the First overall pick is more valuable than the 30th, right? So, if 

the TLDR rule of thumb says a first-round pick is worth $30M on average, we 

know the #1 has to be worth considerably more than $30M, and the #30 (or a 

supplemental has to be worth less. But how much more and how much less? 

 

To start on this, I did a simple calculation of all WAR created by players from 

every slot in each round. For example, when we add up the careers of every player 

who was selected #1 overall, we get 1,863 WAR. DO the same for every player 

drafted #24, and you get 292 WAR. Right there’s a gap for you, eh? 

 

An aside – I’ll do a lot of our math here using 24 teams because the 

league has always had at least 24 teams. For our estimation purposes 

I think that’s fine, but it’s fun and interesting to look at 30+ also.  

 

First, there’s a LOT of variance 

in the value of a pick in the first 

ten positions of a round and in 

the last ten. 

Second, there’s been a LOT of changes 

in how draft classes are created and dealt 

with in the development model that has 

been OOTP for the past 20 real time 

years. 
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Anyway, when we look at the Round 1 

accumulation by round we get this: 

 

This isn’t perfectly smooth, but I think 

it’s fair to say that (realizing that this 

isn’t adjusting for era at all), the value 

of #1 is about three times more than a 

#10, and six times more than a #20+. 

 

One might also suggest that by the time 

the league gets to selection #20, the 

curve is starting to flatten out, meaning 

that on overage, career values in these 

rounds start to be similar. 

 

This might lead one to ask if these 

curves continue into the second and 

third rounds. The answer, given the 

second round chart, is “kind of.” 

 

The second round chart has spikes and 

valleys, and that hill in the #4, #5, and 

#6 level even rise up over the later first 

rounders. 

 

Given the sample size we’re talking 

about, I’ll let you mentally adjust out 

the signal to noise ratio to get your own 

view of this. 

 

And, of course, we can’t take my 

caveat for granted. All eras are not the 

same. 

 

 

EXPLORING VARIANCE ACROSS TIME 
 

All draft classes are not created equal. We all know that’s true, but sometimes we 

can forget it. But, for example, here’s a plot that’s similar to one I posted on the 

forum when I first started looking at this. It’s a simple addition of all WAR created 

by every player in that draft class: 
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Yes, Brewster fans, that 2016 draft class was absolutely beastly, and almost 

certainly sent waves reverberating through the league for decades. But—even 

beyond the size of the class, look at the cliff event that class represented year over 

year. Draft classes before that season were creating between 600 and 800 WAR per 

year, and if a WAR is worth $3M (which, given our structure, should remain 

“fixed”) then these classes were creating $1.8B-$2.4B in future value. 

 

Then we hit 2016, and classes fell through the floor. 

 

Aside: Raising the hood on OOTP neep, I suggest this fall-off from 2017 through 

2027 was likely a direct result of the game attempting to absorb the mega 2016. 

There is only so much WAR to go around, guys.  

 

With the caveat that classes drafted in the 20s are not yet finished, I note that 

essentially every class from 2016-2027 has created under 400WAR, several 

considerably less. These classes are, in reality, much more “realistic” in that they 

more reasonably mimic the WAR levels you’ll see from “real life” whatever that 

is. (I note here Joe Lederer’s comment on our forum that MLB’s best class ever 
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barely topped 500WAR). Bottom line, while pre-2016 classes were busing making 

$2B a year, these classes were “worth” only half as much—say$1B-$1.2B. 

 

Round 1 (5-Year Buckets) 

 

Let’s look at it another way, too…let’s reexamine the value of a first round pick by 

selection slot, just like we did the overall. To do this, I’ll group the data into five-

season buckets, and remove a couple buckets just for clarity. 

 

 
 

Note how far those top couple slots have fallen when we remove the early years. 

Note how in the 2025-2029 period (the latest in this chart) the value curve has 

almost flattened out by the 6th or 7th pick in the round. Suddenly the #1 pick overall 

has not been so stable—not so much of a guarantee. In fact, from 2025-2029 (the 

darkest line), the #3 pick in the draft has been the most productive. In addition, the 

back end of the round is bounced back up from the dry days of 2020-2024. 
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The ramification to our rule of thumb is that instead of a #1 overall being worth six 

times of the #24 (#30?) pick, it’s dropped to being worth only 3 times as much. 

Converting the statement to cash, let’s say: 

 

• #1-#3 picks have made 110WAR (or $330M - $65M/pick) 

• # 10 picks did maybe 50 WAR ($150M - $30M/pick) 

• #20 picks did about 40 WAR ($120M, $24M) 

 

Looking at it this way, rather than say a first-round pick is worth maybe $30M as 

our rule of thumb, instead maybe you say that in recent history, a first-round pick 

has been worth between $20M and $60 M, depending where you are in the order. 

 

When we do the same thing in the 

second round, we see the data gets 

totally messy, and the draft game 

becomes much more of a crap shoot. 

That said, on our more modern eras, 

squinting hard at the chart, a second 

round pick can be expected to turn 

about 3 WAR, hence is worth about 

$15M. 

 

Where Do Comp Picks Fit? 

 

With Comp picks in supplemental 

zones at the end of rounds 1 and 

two, we have to do a little more 

mental math and guessing 

(remember, I’m only showing you 

up through #24 to try to mitigate 

sample size issues. But if a 1.20 is 

worth $24M these days and a 2.1 is closer to $15M…a supplemental #1 is maybe 

$18M-$20 M, and progressing out into supplemental #2, it’s worth maybe $10M-

$12M. 

 

Your mileage may vary. 

 

But, hey, that’s the fun part, right? 
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MORE People Who Have Not Advertised 
With Us 
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Here’s To Another 
Great Season! 
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LEAKED FROM THE BBA OFFICES! 

 
In an astonishing find of monumental proportions, the Media Guide staff has 

connived, bought into, and absconded with a hefty paper that comes from the 

deepest depths of the BBA executive offices, a paper that directly indicates that the 

league’s Governing Board was—at least at one point—deeply concerned for 

complaints voiced by several fans and baseball insiders regarding the league’s 

competitive environment. The fact that the BBA accounting offices reported that 

attendance has fallen probably had something to do with it, too. Threaten pocket 

books around the organization and you’ve got some attention placed on the ball. 

 

What follows is the raw, and (dare we say) totally unredacted report presented to 

the Governing Board. 

 

It is, admittedly dry reading (as one board member was said to say: “that’s a lot of 

words to say we’re okay”), but that’s probably because writer sucks. 

 

Still, it’s an interesting historical document, if nothing else. 

 

So, without further pontification, here’s the paper. 
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Fun, Math, and Competition in the BBA 
 

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

 

The competitive environment in the BBA appears to be healthy and thriving, and indeed—

though several issues are at work that may be warping it—may be at its historical peak according 

to many measures. Interesting findings of this effort include: 

 

• Each time the league expanded, the distribution of wins widened for a few seasons, but then 

returned to norm 

• 2038 represents an outlier in win distribution and run differential in the middle of the league, 

which could be caused by one or more of several factors. This is the primary finding of this 

report that should cause the league for the long term. Some thoughts on this are presented in 

the final summary. 

• There is some evidence that average GM quality may have increased. 

• Long runs of dominant teams exist today but appear to be no more dominant than in the past—

and are perhaps lasting fewer seasons (this is impossible to say for sure since we cannot see the 

future). 

• There are considerably more short runs (two-years) of 90+ wins than there have been in the 

past. 

• Over the league’s history, the gap between the worst and best teams in the league has been 

growing closer rather than expanding. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The BBA forums have recently had lots of fun discussing the competitive environment of the 

league and trying to determine where it’s at right now. Is the universe expanding into a unique, 

run-away situation where the best teams will always be the best, or are we seeing a brief era 

where a few teams are dominating, but that will go away? 

 

This is a topic of great interest to me, since, in full disclosure, I chose to leave the PEBA—

another big/important league in the OOTP universe—prior to coming here because I perceived it 

as being non-competitive at its core. The PEBA is, of course, a great league of its own right, and 

one that has fantastic people in it. I loved my time in it. But after being there awhile (and 

winning the last official Neo-Tokyo Cup, he says, polishing his own brass and dusting his trophy 

case off), I realized exactly how non-competitive it really was—meaning even a really good GM 

would have to work a whole crap-ton to take a team from the bottom to the top. It’s doable, as it 

is everywhere, but it’s exceptionally hard. 

 

Need an example? 
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Here’s a measure of non-competitiveness for you: 

 

The PEBA has existed for 22 seasons now. It has six divisions. Aurora has won its division each 

of its last eight seasons, and 17 of those 22 years. Shin Seiki has won its division eighteen of 

those years and finished second the years it hasn’t won (I’ll note some of those years were in the 

Japanese league that I eventually won [grin]). Crystal Lake won its division 14 of the first 18 

seasons before falling on hard times and coming in second the last four seasons—the last two by 

one game. Florida has won its division each of the last 13 seasons, and 17 of the last 19—

finishing 2nd the other two. In that league, player payrolls currently range from $202M down to 

$27M, budgets run from $264M to $112M. They also trade draft picks. 

 

(Aside: our friend now in Huntsville took over the Scottish Claymores in this league and took a 

63-win team the year before to the post season. I note, though, that Scotland is in one of the 

other two divisions. That said, I think we’ve got a helluva GM coming in.) 

 

As I said, the PEBA is a good, immersive league. It’s got great guys who have a lot of fun, 

several of whom are very skilled GMs. I wrote two whole books filled with the joy of being in 

the PEBA. But I decided I wanted a considerably more competitive league, meaning one in 

which the system was arranged so reasonably competent GMs can develop reasonably sound 

plans and, within tolerance for randomness that can kill any plan, be able to win. 

 

In the case of the PEBA, there are four divisions where you can project with reasonable certainty 

who is going to win, even if you project out three or four years. That form of competition wasn’t 

for me. I prefer a league in which the structure makes it hard to stay on top—but not so hard it’s 

impossible. 

 

(Another aside: I also played in the FOBL for many years, which was another granddaddy 

league of the OOTP-verse. There, too, we had a few dynasty teams—but even those dynasty 

teams eventually fell apart because the base structure of the league mad it hard (possible, but 

hard) to stay on top. I left the FOBL due mostly to burnout, and by the time I decided to return to 

OOTP they hade faded in participation levels to the point where I looked elsewhere for a 

league—hence, I found the PEBA.) 

 

Anyway, with all that in mind, and with our latest conversations about how the BBA’s 

competitive environment might be warped in hand, I set out to measure how we are in the BBA 

vs. where we’ve been. How different is the BBA today from the BBA of the past? If the BBA is 

changing dramatically, then it should show in the numbers. If we’re becoming uncompetitive, it 

should be measurable. 

 

This was a great study for me personally because not only was I able to answer some of the 

questions—or at least shine real information on them—it taught me a lot about the history of the 

league, which is something I come to admire more and more every day. The people who have 

put their blood and sweat into this thing have done the world of “nothing fake about it” baseball 

a great service. This paper walks us through a very wide array of things I’ve looked at to analyze 

these questions. I’ve tried to look at the issue from several different perspectives, including wins, 

playoff appearances, various streaks, and run differentials. I’ve also attempted to be pragmatic 

regarding my assessment of how “good” or “bad” each of these measures are as applied to the 

base question of BBA’s competitiveness. 
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That said, my caveat will always apply: there are many more ways to look at competitiveness. 

I’m happy to see other folks take different approaches. 

 

 

PROCESS: GATHERING THE DATA 
 

Much of the win-based data I’ve used here comes from stripping historical results from HTML 

pages. This is because I am stupid. It would have been much easier to get them from the league’s 

Unified Brewster Baseball Association History database, which is a fantastic running resource 

for us, and which Stephen Lane works so hard to maintain. I have learned my lesson through 

pain. Don’t be dumb like me, if you decide to do the anal-retentive thing and duplicate my work 

here, check out Stephen’s database. It’s way cooler than OOTP html. 

 

In fact, if I’d have used his database, this paper would be massively better because the Unified 

Brewster Baseball Association History database goes back to the original teams in 1973 and 

beyond, whereas what I have presented here covers only the modern era of 1995-2038. I’m not 

going back, though. Too much work. 

 

The run differential data comes from StatsPlus, which I pasted together from several csv esports. 

 

This means that there’s always a chance that I’ve transposed a line of data here or there. I don’t 

think I have. I’ve checked and double checked. But anyone notes I’ve screwed up—especially if 

any error affects the conclusions I’ve made, please do let me know. 

 

I’ve also taken Jim’s work on playoff droughts pretty much verbatim, just because it seemed to 

fit the goals of this report overall. Regardless, the overall process I used to study the question 

included gathering information created by every season in BBA history, and then running 

various tests on them, looking at: 

 

• Min and Max wins in a year 

• 100+ win seasons over history 

• Standard deviation of wins in each year 

• Skewness of win distribution each year 

• Kurtosis of win distribution each year 

• Three-season rolling averages the win environment 

• 3 and 5 year streaks of 90+ win seasons 

• 3 and 5 year streaks of 72- win seasons 

• Runs of Winning a Division 

• Runaway years: extreme gaps to 2nd place teams 

• Playoff Runs (Streaks) 

• Playoff appearances by team 

• Playoff streaks 

• Time between playoff appearances 

• Run differential across years (average, mins, maxes, etc.) 

 

Any single one of these measures, when taken by themselves probably mean nothing of any great 

import. Some will be steadier than others. Some will provide for concern, others will dispel that 
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concern. But taken together I hope they will give us a fairly clear picture of how the league has 

functioned in the past, and how it is functioning now relative to that past. Along the way I’ll try 

to touch on areas of concern when they seem appropriate, especially regarding expansion and 

how that process might be seen as influencing the environment. 

 

All right, them. Let’s dive in with a simple look at… 

 

Maximum and Minimum wins per season: 
 

As teams dominate more, it would be natural to expect win totals would tend to be larger at 

times. In fact, you see this in the PEBA where it is not entirely uncommon to see teams win 114-

126 games in a season (the PEBA’s Aurora won 126 games once). Bottom line here is the theory 

that says leagues with dominant teams will tend to have occasional outliers of seasons with huge 

wins—or likewise, teams with a large number of losses. As such, I did a simple run of the most 

wins and fewest wins in each season. 

 

To look at this, I plotted data over time that tracked the winningest and losingest teams of each 

year. 

 
 

The most wins ever in a season has been 115, a feat performed by both Las Vegas (2006) 

Louisville (2030). The Slugger’s performance was completed a year after an expansion. In 

addition, the (now) Rockville franchise won 114 games in the inaugural season of 1995, and Las 

Vegas turned the same trick again in 2020. So, in 43 years of competition, the BBA has had four 

seasons of 114 or 115 wins at its top level. One evey10.7 seasons. 

 

As a reference point, the PEBA has had 8 total seasons of between 114-126 wins accomplished 

by two teams in its 22 years of existence, three of which were over 120 wins (though these were 

in its first decade of existence. That’s one every 2.7 seasons. 
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Summary: 

The data here suggest that the best teams from season to season are winning at a similar rate on a 

year-over-year basis today as they have been at any time in the past. If anything, the trendline for 

max wins is moving downward (the top teams are winning fewer games) and min losses is 

moving upward (the worst teams are winning more games), suggesting that the league is getting 

more competitive in recent seasons than ever (the gap between best and worse is shrinking). 

 

 

Number of 100+ Win Seasons over History 
 

Of course, the past section looks at only the very top and very bottom teams. There several more 

questions to ask, and we’ll ask them all (I think!). For now, let’s move on to: how many truly 

dominant teams do we have at any one time? Say, how many teams win 100 or more games over 

the years? This is relevant to our world today because we had three teams win more than 100 

games this year. How big of a deal is that? 

 

As a baseline for this, let’s look again at the PEBA, which has had 61 examples of a 100-win 

season scattered over 13 of its teams during its 22 years. It has 24 teams in its league, so it’s 

created 528 total team-seasons, and so this works out to nearly three 100+ winning teams per 

season, and 11.6% of all team-seasons. 

 

Here’s the number by year in the BBA. 

 

 
 

All total the BBA has seen 78 seasons of 100 or more wins in its 48 seasons (about 1.6 

teams/year on average). But the league has also grown at times, so it’s total team-seasons 

available are:  

 

• 34 years at 24 teams = 816 team-seasons 

• 5 years at 28 teams = 140 

• 5 years at 30 teams = 150 

• Total = 1,106 team-seasons 
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So, the BBA’s rate of 100+ win seasons is 75/1,106 = 6.7%, or just over half the rate of the 

PEBA’s 11.6%. 

 

Overall, this sounds pretty good. 

 

Effect of expansion:  

That said, we should note that 20 of our 78 100-win seasons have happened in the past ten 

seasons, a rate of 10/290 = 6.9%, which is a tiny bit bigger than average. This might suggest 

expansion has had some effect. However, the biggest 10-season glut of 100+ winning teams in 

our history came from 2000-2009, when 24 such teams existed (in 240 team-seasons, 10%) and 

we had not expanded at all. Taking team-seasons as our basis, the most similar moment in BBA 

history to our own (for prevalence of 100+ win seasons) is 1996-2005, in which 16 such seasons 

occurred in 240 team-seasons (6.8%). 

 

I’m tempted to draw parallels to the existence of expansion in our past decade and the fact that 

the environment is now most similar to that of the first 10-15 years of the league’s existence 

because, to some degree, that would make a certain poetic sense. New teams starting up. A 

gently unequal distribution of talents. Kind of a Wild West feel all around. I’m not sure that’s 

right at all, but those were thoughts circulating as I looked at the parallel. 

 

Regardless, this data would suggest that things have been disrupted, but that—given past 

history—we can expect it to settle. Time will tell there, but given the idea that true competition 

may be better than ever before, the thought experiment “how would this look if we had not 

expanded at all” is interesting. At least it is to me, but I’m weird like that.  

 

Anyway, let’s move on to another question we can ask of the data. 

 

Top-Heavy Seasons: 

As noted, 2038 saw three teams with 100+ wins. This, along with the PEBA example, compels 

me to ask how often we see these kinds of years—or how unique is our 2038 season? If our 

environment is getting out of whack, it seems to follow that we would see more of these kinds of 

seasons. 

 

Looking at the chart above, we see the BBA has seen seven such seasons in its history, and in 

fact, two years in which four teams won 100+ games, and 2019, wherein 5 teams turned the 

trick. 

 

So, do we see a pattern here? The answer is: not really, or if so, not in any way that seems 

worrisome. 

 

From 2006-2009, every season saw at least three such examples—this is, in context of this 

measure, the span that saw the greatest domination of our league. The seven seasons from 2019-

2025 saw three of these years. Which leads us to the nine post-expansion seasons from 2030-

2038 that saw us register three more such years, two of them right after expansion, then none 

until last year. Even duplicating the feat in 2039 would not be particularly unusual in context of 

the flow. That said, we will also be expanding again in 2040, and dealing with league 

realignment. 
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Summary: 

Taken in whole, I think this data says that during expansion, the BBA may have become more 

top-heavy in its base competitive environment, but not overly so, and not even beyond levels that 

the league has seen in its past (when expansion did not exist). If true, this may be an indicator 

that, while the core environment of a league in expansion is somewhat disruptive, the GMs in the 

league are getting better at a rate that is limiting its effect. This is, of course, impossible to say 

with any certainty, but the proposal does fit the data here. 

 

Regardless, it seems clear that the idea that the BBA saw three teams win 100+ games in a 

season is not, by itself, a call for concern. 

 

 

Standard Deviation of Wins in each Year: 
 

After looking at the top end of the league, I thought it would be a good idea to look at how wins 

are being distributed within the league itself. I’ll use a couple different tools here, starting with 

standard deviations and at measures of statistical skew and Kurtosis, which will let us see how 

far off from a statistically normal distribution our numbers might be, and how that might be 

changing over time. 

 

The thought here is that in leagues with growing imbalance, standard deviations would rise 

because team scatter would be greater, and skews/kurtosis would increase because the normality 

of the distribution would be more greatly warped. 

 

So, I took the standard deviations of wins in each year and plotted them. 

 

 
 

This is a noisy chart, that I think the best you can say isn’t really getting any worse or any better. 

Given this measure, the league was at its greatest spread (least competitive) in 2006 (STDEV = 

17.66) and 2019 (16.06). It was at its most competitive in 2011 (9.82) and 2026 (9.04). Most 

recently 2034 and 2035 saw a bit of an uptick in standard Deviation, but it fell in 2036 and 2037 

before nudging up a touch again in 2038. Historically, our teams this past few seasons have been 

on the lower end, meaning teams are more clumped together…and the trendline is gently 
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downward—both of which would, again, suggest that competition is good and getting better 

rather than worse over time. 

 

Influence of Expansion: 

I think it’s interesting to note that the 2029 expansion process did not really seem to make a 

difference regarding standard deviation. These four teams came up the curve quickly on the 

whole, a part of which may be because this expansion included absorbing what talent lived in the 

EBA. In counterpoint, the two-team expansion in Wichita and Boise saw the standard deviation 

bump up for two seasons before falling again to the point where it was before expansion. 

 

If this pattern repeats when the league expands in 2040, we’ll see a two or three season of some 

disturbance, and then a return to a “spread norm” that seems to be getting smaller as the seasons 

progress. 

 

This again supports an idea that something in our environment is making competition get gently 

better, data that boosting the theory that our GMs are getting more skilled as time progresses. 

 

Aside: Something else that could be causing this behavior is that the amount of talent coming 

through organizations is so great that we’re seeing an evening happen regardless of GM skill. 

Given that our draft pools have been notably better in recent years, there’s probably some basis 

for this interpretation, too. However, the trendline was falling even before these years—which 

leads me to think that perhaps both are having an impact, and that perhaps GM quality and 

talent increases are creating an even more competitive environment. 

 

Standard deviations only tell us part of the story as far as win distributions go. So let’s take 

another cut … 

 

 

Skewness and Kurtosis of Win Distribution Each Year: 
 

First, some definitions: 

Per the Interwebs:  

 

Skewness is asymmetry in a statistical distribution, in which the curve appears distorted or 

skewed either to the left or to the right. Skewness can be quantified to define the extent to which 

a distribution differs from a normal distribution. ... This situation is also called negative 

skewness. 

 

The kurtosis of a data set provides a measure of the peakedness of the distribution of the data, 

relative to the normal distribution. A positive kurtosis value indicates a relatively peaked 

distribution and a negative kurtosis value indicates a relatively flat distribution. 

 

I suggest here that if our league is getting less competitive, we’ll see systemic changes in these 

values because wins would be going to fewer teams at the top and more toward the bottom, 

thereby skewing the data and flattening the kurtosis. 

 

That said, without actually seeing the data, you should probably be able to predict a gentle skew 

to the left (because it’s always easier to lose a few extra than win a few)—especially in online 
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leagues (because GMs have real lives that real GMs don’t). Still, the shift shouldn’t be huge, and 

the systemic nature of a change in our environment should show up, regardless. 

 

Looking at Skewness: 

Here is the run chart to show how skewed our win environment has been year over year: 

 
 

Wow…see that big drop in 2021 and 2022? That’s the effect of Avery’s super-hard tank with 

Yellow Springs, and perhaps stands as definitive proof of what everyone knew--something fishy 

was going on there. Otherwise, we see a pretty stable system in which the usual distribution is 

skewed a little to the losing side (which I admit to being a bit too happy about having predicted). 

 

Of interest is that the skew value actually went positive in 2038, which wouldn’t indicate a 

league that had more losing teams. What we’re seeing is an unusual, single-season flattening of 

the distribution. To look at this, I did a histogram of the past four seasons (30 teams each) in 

hopes of seeing how the league has changes in these four post-expansion years. 

 

First, here’s the chart: 
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With 2038 in red, note how flat we are this year, relative to previous seasons. Yes, we have a 

hole in 90+ win teams, and a spike at 70+, but we also do not see teams with less than 60 wins—

which almost never happens, and a sudden spike of 70+ win seasons. In fact, if there’s a systemic 

change happening in this data it’s at the bottom end rather than the top: teams that were winning 

45-60 games are now winning 60-75 games. It’s fair to question whether this is the result of the 

middle getting worse or the bottom getting better—but, given that the top is not winning more, I 

suggest the bottom is getting better. 

 

I think this shift is part of what Ted and some others are feeling as they discuss the environment. 

We’ll see this feeling in data again when I dig into run differentials. So, this is a fair warning 

sign—with the caveat that we don’t see this same separation happening in other seasons. We’ll 

want to look at it again in 2039, but at present there’s no reason to think there’s some 

randomness in the overall distribution of this season’s wins. (*) 

 

(*) Aside: I say this because both this chart and the run differential study show 2038 as an 

outlier rather than as some kind of systemic shift over time. 

 

Influence of Expansion: 

Perhaps to pound a nail too many times, the histogram does appear to show a progression of bad 

teams getting better as we move further from an expansion event—which is what you would 

hope…expansion creates a 1-3 season warp, and heals. 

 

Going back to the skew values suggests that both the 2029 and 2034 expansions resulted in one-

season shifts of the win distribution (to the left, making more losing teams), with a rapid 

recovery into a more normal range each of the following seasons. 
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The trendline for this chart goes the “wrong way” toward more left skewness, but the math of 

this is deeply affected by that tank cycle from my predecessor. If you were to remove the two 

actual expansion seasons, the trend would be moving in a direction that would again suggest 

competition is getting better as time moves on. If this pattern repeats, the skew will expand again 

in 2040, then repair itself in 2041. 

 

Looking at Kurtosis: 

Here’s the kurtosis of our winning environment each year: 

 
Per the definition above, kurtosis can tell us a little about that. A “flat” group is probably less 

competitive while a peaked group is probably more. Before looking at the actual kurtosis data, 

and after looking at skew, I would have guessed that a sports league will generally be a little 

flatter than “normal” merely because it’s in our natures to want to avoid being caught in the gray 

scales of being mediocre. This turns out to be somewhat borne out in the data 

 

Again, we see a big impact of YS9’s tank, and the short double-bumps after each expansion that 

immediately recover into a more normal distribution. 

 

Influence of expansion: 

We also see a shift here after the first expansion, and similar one after the 2035 expansion. In 

both cases the collection appears to begin to heal. WE should certainly keep watching this, but 

our expansion shifts themselves have not created curves that are outside historical limits (2002 

and 2017 were as great or greater than our 2032 and 2037 dips). 

 

Summary: 

From a systemic standpoint, nothing in this data seems suggest the BBA’s basic competitive 

environment is shifting, or if it is, it’s probably toward more competition rather than less. We see 

exactly the kinds of core effects you’d see from both a hard, hard tank and the effect you’d hope 

to see from expansion done in an effective fashion. 

 

We’ve been looking at this in granular fashion—with data being presented year over year. 

Sometimes this kind of data can be noisy, so I took a moment and did three-season rolling 

averages in hopes that might smooth a few things out. 
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Rolling 3-Year Averages of the Win Environment: 
 

I’ve been looking at raw data, and sometimes that can be a little noisy. So let’s have some fun 

and look at rolling three season averages, which should smooth out the curves a little. 

 

Three-Season Rolling Averages 
Min-Max Wins: A fun little look that says 

our top teams are not as strong as some of 

the top teams in the past, and that our worst 

teams are stronger than in most eras. 

 
Standard Deviation of Wins: An interesting 

chart that suggests expansion has increased 

variance in team records, but nowhere as 

strongly as the league has seen such 

variance in the past. 

 
Distribution Skew: This one is a bit 

distressing, as I think you’d like to see the 

skew be above -.2. The first expansion 

dipped it this range, and the league 

recovered. The second expansion dipped it 

lower, but again the league recovered. 

Neither data is a historical low, however. 
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Distribution Kurtosis: Similar to skew, I 

think we’d like to see a steady state of 

something above -.05 or maybe -.075 as you 

look across history. The first expansion sat 

well in that frame. The second expansion 

dipped us down, though, again, we’ve now 

healed. 

 
 

Summary: 

I think these charts describe the overall environment across our history, and give us a platform to 

examine how expansion and other aspects of our world have affected us. They encompass both 

the angst of some who worry about the skew we create when we expand, and the sense of 

patience that others have when they look forward and see the system will manage itself. 

 

Given this work, I am more firmly of the later camp and consider the system to be well designed. 

I also think it’s likely that the GMs in the BBA are of high quality, and likely growing to be 

better over time (which, given we have a core of established GMs, you would hope to be the 

case). 

 

 

Shifting gears: 

 

Now that we’ve looked at data over several seasons about the very top of the league and at the 

dynamics of the entire league, let’s try to bear down and look at what happens in the league 

regarding individual team streaks, both good and bad. This is an aspect of parity, too, right? The 

same teams win over and over again while others are relegated to the second division or simply 

to Wild Card scraps. That’s what happens (mostly) in the PEBA, for example, in that the same 

teams win their divisions pretty much every single year. 

 

On the other hand, you want some streaks. A good GM, in a healthy league, should be able to 

keep his or her team at the top of the heap sometimes. Healthy leagues can have “runs, so the 

mere existence of them are not cause for concern.  

 

Given this paradox , I’ve tried to look at this concern from different angles, each has its own 

story or set of stories. 

 

I should, I suppose, digress for a moment and talk about what a good team is and what a bad 

team is. At issue is the fact that we can all have different ideas on what a good team is. For 

example, is a .500 team “good?” I say yes, but others would say no, that a .500 team is merely 

average. Yeah, I’d reply, but “average” is pretty good! 
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Aside: I did an earlier study on this, 

and discovered that in context of the 

BBA’s history, one standard 

deviation included a range from 68 

wins to 94 wins. 

 

That’s not what I’ll use here, as 

you’ll soon see, but the point is we 

can all have different definitions of 

“Good” even just within our own 

viewpoints. 

 

 

 

Given this, for this study I choose to call 90+ “good,” and “72-” bad. I picked it as 9 games from 

81, figuring that if you win 73-89 games you’re kind of in that middling range of mediocrity that 

we all speak of some times. 90+ also matches the definitions SFB GM Randy Weigand used in 

an earlier post. So it seemed like a reasonable cut-off. 

 

With that said, since we’re talking about streaks, how about we start here: 

 

 

Three and Five Year Streaks of 90+ Wins: 
 

Riffing off some data Randy posted, I thought it would be interesting to see how our streaks of 

winning (and losing) seasons looked over the span of time. In comparing these things across 

eras, I’ve taken a glance at the win profile of every team each year and asked: “is this team now 

on a streak of three or five years?” If so, I counted the streak in that category. 

 

Specifically, I’m looking at the prevalence of three-year and five-year streaks with the idea that 

if the we see more or less of these as time goes on, then something might be changing. Note that 

a three-season streak can turn into a five-season streak, hence be counted in both studies. In 

addition, a five-year streak will show up as three separate three-season streaks. So what I’m 

measuring in this part of the study is how many three and five season streaks are in effect at any 

point in time. 

 

Looking at the charts below, it seems clear that expansion has had at least some influence on 

both three and five-season streaks. Yet, since these have always been in existence (which is 

good!), how much of an influence they’ve had is a harder question to answer. 

 

Let’s look at the data and then discuss. 

 

Looking at Three-Season 90+ streaks: 

What follows is a chart of the number of active three-season 90+ win streak that were active at 

the end of each season in BBA history. 
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At a quick glance, it seems fair to say that the BBA has had three eras of three-season 90+ win 

streaks, one from 2000-2010, the second from 2014-2026, and a third that started in 2028 and is 

continuing now. One is tempted to say the number of these streaks are growing, but last season 

saw one of these streaks come to their end and no other begin. At this moment, our environment 

looks a lot like the era from 2000-2010, it’s helpful to adjust you thought to the idea that those 

were posted in leagues of 24 teams, and the additional numbers in modern BBA are done with 

six extra, which would naturally lead to some pure numerical increase. 

 

If there is a concern here, it’s not that anything is out of whack in the number of streaks, but the 

not unreasonable concern that the “era” may be never-ending (if the league is in a period of 

runaway “haves” vs. “have nots,” it could create a chart that looks like this). So let’s take a look 

at exactly who has had what kind of streaks over time. 

 

Looking at 2000-2010 vs. the past decade: 

2000-2010 Three-season 90+ 2028-2038: Three-season 90+ 

12-Season Run: Madison 
9 Season Run: Las Vegas 
5-Season Run: Montreal 
4-Season Runs: Vancouver (2), Brooklyn, 
Jacksonville, Long Beach, & Mexico City 
3-Season runs: Calgary, Hawaii, and Omaha 
 
11 Teams 

6-Season Runs: Long Beach, Louisville, Yellow 
Springs 
5-Season Runs: Jacksonville (*), Rockville (*), San 
Fernando 
4-Season Runs: California (*), Huntsville 
3-Season Run: Calgary 
 
9 Teams (* = still active) 

 

The runs in the old days were clearly much longer than the streaks of today, and there were more 

of them. That said, there have been more mid-range streaks of 4-6 seasons in this past decade 

than there had been previously. So maybe we say the modern-day runs tend to be stronger than in 

the past, but that there have yet to be proven any Madison or Vegas style dynasties. Of course, 

Jacksonville, Rockville, and California are still active, so the future is unknown. If their runs last 

another 4-6 seasons each, our current column could look similar to that of the pervious ere, 

where mega-long runs existed. 
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In that vein, it should be of note also is that New Orleans had an 11-season run from 2013 to 

2023, and Louisville had a 9-season run from 2026-2034—and that Louisville’s would have been 

19 seasons except for an 86-win 2019 and an 87-win 2025. 

 

Given these examples, it seems clear that if any of the three existing runs continue for another 3-

5 seasons, that would not be outside the experience of the league’s history. If, however, all three 

continue at equal strength for the same time spans, that would be something that could be 

considered unique. 

 

An important aside here: One thing we see considerably more of in the past decade than in the 

first era of 2000-2010 is two-season 90+ win stints. There were 13 of these this past decade 

(spread out over 9 teams), vs. only 2 in the earlier period. This suggest that the modern era of 

BBA baseball is one in which it is considerably more likely that teams can compete strongly for 

brief periods—which is somewhat unique in history. 

 

Whether this is structural (embedded in the rules) or social (a factor of GM skill or strategy) is 

uncertain, but it does feel to me personally like it’s a combination of both. Regardless, I think it 

can make a good argument that the environment is strongly competitive in that GMs who work 

on the build and bust cycle are able t succeed. 

 

Looking at Five Season 90+ Streaks: 

Doing the same thing as above, but focusing on longer, 5-season streaks of 90+ wins gives us the 

following chart. 

 
As before, here are the comparisons between 2000-2010 vs. the past decade: 

2000-2010 Five-season 90+ 2028-2038: Three-season 90+ 

12-Season Run: Madison 
9 Season Run: Las Vegas 
5-Season Run: Montreal 
 
3 Teams 

6-Season Runs: Long Beach, Louisville, Yellow 
Springs 
5-Season Runs: Jacksonville (*), Rockville (*), San 
Fernando 
 
6 Teams (* = still active) 
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Mostly this just amplifies the data we see with 3-Season stints. 

 

It suggests that the rate of 5-Season stints we’re seeing today is not considerably different in the 

most recent decade than in the 2000-2010 period, and in fact could be said to be declining. 

Madison’s previous run, for example, accounts for seven 5-game streaks, and Vegas for five 

Combine those with Montreal’s and count thirteen total 5-game streaks. Counting each modern 

6-game run as two five-game streaks, and the current era has had only nine (though two are still 

active). 

 

Another difference is that the fewer 5-game streaks in the modern era have been apportioned to 

more teams (six rather than three) and you get a picture consistent with the idea that, on the 

whole, the competitive environment is getting stronger rather than weaker. 

 

It’s probably reasonable to say that when more strong competitors exist in the league, strong runs 

may be more prevalent, but for shorter durations. It’s a theory, anyway. I’m not suggesting it’s 

true, but perhaps the future will provide further proof one way or the other. 

 

Influence of Expansion: 

I’m uncertain of how to attribute expansion here. It’s likely there is an influence, but—for 

example—Louisville started its run prior to expansion, and Long Beach started exactly at the 

time of expansion. It’s hard to attribute the Slugger run to dilution, and Long Beach’s win total 

was so strong that it’s likely they would have registered on this measure anyway (they won 112 

that first season, and it’s difficult to suggest that 22 of those wins were because the league 

expanded). 

 

Summary: 

This data regarding 90+ win streaks suggests that there could be changes in the flavor of the 

competitive environment over the past decade. It still, however, seems to me that this study of 

winning streaks supports the idea that the league is becoming more competitive than less. We are 

seeing more teams participate in runs, and have yet to see decades-long dominance as we have in 

the past. In addition, I find the very large increase in two-season 90+ win stints to be a 

compelling and intriguing argument that more teams have found ways to make themselves 

winners in the short term—which, again, is a churn that indicates more active competition rather 

than less. 

 

Let’s look at the opposite side of the coin, though. There’s more to the question of competition 

than looking at the winners, right? So let’s look at those teams mired at the bottom. Who are 

they, and how long do they stay there? 

 

 

Three and Five Year Streaks of 72- Wins: 
 

This analysis does the same thing with losing streaks as we just did with winning streaks—

attempts to see if these are more prevalent or less prevalent in the modern-day BBA than they 

were in the past. One would expect the answer to be “yes, they are” since expansion would likely 

drive this behavior, so the follow-on question is “how much” difference is there. 
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Looking at Three-Season 72- streaks: 

 

 
Given the structure of the 90+ win charts, it’s probably not too surprising that we have seen three 

cycles of 72- win streaks rising and falling. What is a little surprising is that (unlike the 90+ side) 

we’ve never had a season without a 72- losing streak. In retrospect, this could probably have 

been predicted—like I said before, it’s easier to lose a bunch than win a bunch, and GM 

turnstiles happen. But I hadn’t thought about it, so it surprised me.  The current streaks are 

Louisville and Charm City, both of which I would guess will break next season. Des Moines and 

Wichita could become such if they were to qualify in 2039. 

 

Of historical interest is 2020, which saw six organizations—the current Brooklyn, Des Moines, 

Long Beach, Mexico City, Omaha and San Antonio franchises all mired in 3-season 72- win 

streaks. This arguably represents the period of worst bad teams in league history—a level that 

does not exist today. 

 

Also of note is the relatively stable period of 2026-2030. These were seasons prior to expansion, 

and represent the longest run in league history where we had only one team at any time on a 

three-season 72- win streak (That span was created by an overlap of the current Long Beach and 

Omaha franchises). One could interpret this in multiple ways, including such ideas that the 

league had reached outstanding balance, or that the GMS of the league had gotten more 

consistently better, or others—all of which could be correct, even at the same time. 

 

There have also been eight other seasons in BBA history in which we had only one active three-

season 72- win streak going. 

 

Regardless, given this chart, the current environment most resembles the first era (especially 

when adjusting for the number of teams in the league during these periods). That said, the 

existence of four streaks at most times through the expansion era does suggest an influence. 
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Rather than categorize every losing streak in the league’s history (of which there are many), I’ll 

note a couple valuable things relative to conversations about the BBA’s competitive 

environment: 

 

• Every team in the league has suffered a 72- win season at some point in their existence (though 

New Orleans’ was very early) 

• Every original team in the league except Las Vegas and New Orleans has suffered a three-season 

72- losing streak 

• Of expansion teams, Phoenix and Wichita have not yet suffered three-season 72- win streaks. 

 

Influence of Expansion: 

The latest cycle of three-season 72- streaks initiated in 2031 (three seasons after that expansion). 

This suggests that the BBA clearly saw a warp in the competitive field as a result of expansion, 

but that the strength of that warp was not greater than any other period of such warping. It is of 

note that 2033 saw the number fall by one, then build back with our 2034 expansion. Now, four 

seasons later, we see the number of these streaks fall again. At question is whether we’ll see that 

number continue to fall to one or two in 2039. Given the current state of our league, it is unlikely 

to grow past four. 

 

Looking at this chart, it can be argued that expansion can be expected to warp the competitive 

environment for three-to-five seasons, but that the size of that warp is not considerably different 

than has been seen in previous eras. This is consistent with several other measure we’ve take in 

this study, so the weight of the evidence seems to be pointing in that direction. 

 

Looking at Five-Season sub-70 streaks: 

Here is a view of 5-season 72- streaks across history. 

 
 

As with the three-season 72- chart, a scan of this data suggests three eras and that our modern 

moment of post-expansion competition is probably most like that of the earliest era of modern 

history, though all three are similar. Charm City is the only active team with a chance to make 

the chart next season. Louisville is two seasons away. So it appears we could be moving into 
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another fallow period. This suggests a relatively healthy environment despite the existence of 

expansion in this era. 

 

Here’s a look at the runs that comprised this data: 

2000-2010 Five-season 72- 2028-2038: Three-season 72- 

8 Season Run: Long Beach 
7-Season Run: Louisville 
5-Season Run: California, Hawaii, Rockville, 
Valencia 

8-Season Run: Edmonton, Valencia 
5-Season Run: Nashville, Omaha 

 

It is, perhaps, of note that, of current teams who have suffered these long runs, Edmonton, 

Omaha, and Valencia have all made the post season over the past two seasons, and that Nashville 

has been in the chase during this same span—something that again suggests the fundamental 

environment is conducive to rebuilding franchises—or at least is not set up to make it so 

impossible it does not happen. In that same light, note that even beyond these tables, the 

Louisville and Rockville franchises of the past suffered extremely long spans of moribund 

baseball before rising to any form of competitive status. 

 

This all adds up to add another feather in the cap of the idea that the world of BBA GMs as we 

know them today is considerably more competitive than in the past, and the base infrastructure of 

the BBA as it stands today supports successful rebuilds at least as well as it did in the past (and 

mostly likely is considerably better). It is worth noting that past Governing Boards enacted some 

fantastic “competitive environment” rules over this span of our history). 

 

Influence of Expansion: 

Again, one can suggest expansion as a root cause of the latest run of losing streaks. The 

environment had been stable before those changes, anyway. That said, the environment appears 

to have “healed” itself. If that is true and this data represents how the system reacts, we’ll see 

another such increase in streaks after 2040 that could last 3-5 seasons before settling back to a 

more normal cycle. It should be noted, however, that the existence of a 5-season 72- win streaks 

was not unusual even before expansion. 

 

 

Runs of Winning a Division 
 

In 2038, Rockville and Jacksonville were each repeat winners of their divisions by runaway 

margins. Edmonton managed to repeat by a slim margin. The other three divisions were not 

topped by repeat winners. 

 

As noted in my introduction, however, this is an interesting measure for the BBA I’m interested 

here in comparing our environment to that of a league configured like the PEBA, where the same 

teams win most of the time in four of six divisions. How often do BBA teams go on streaks 

where they win their divisions in consecutive years, and is that process becoming more prevalent 

or less as time goes on? 

 

Aside: It should be noted that the BBA went from six to four divisions in 2029-2034, so the 

number of possible repeat winners decreased. 

 

First let’s look simply at how many times we’ve seen repeat division winners: 
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With the notable exception of 2036, where every division winner repeated, we don’t see anything 

exceptional around our expansion seasons. Our history shows it’s not unusual to have as many as 

5 repeat division winners in a season, and, indeed, we had an eleven season span where that 

happened five times. Otherwise, this is not the norm. 

 

Of some interest might be 2034, which was after our first expansion and at the beginning of our 

second expansion, and was a season that saw every division championship change hands for the 

first time in league history. This is a suggestion of more and better competition than less. I note 

also, that with the exception of 2036, the post-expansion era has seen a notable decline in repeat 

winners (* insert caveat for reduced number of divisions here). 

 

Of course, the real questions are whether the same teams are winning every season, and whether 

those are increasing or not. So, lets take a look at these runs and see what is real. 

 

A Look at 5-Season Division Winning Runs: 

Here is a look at the number of teams that had won their divisions for five seasons in a row, by 

season. 

I 

This is a really interesting chart. 

 

While the league has had several nice runs for individual teams throughout its history, at no time 

has the BBA ever had more than two divisions being won by the same team for five season in a 
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row (some individual runs were more than five seasons, but across the league, at least four 

divisions were being “ruled over” for less time than that). This feels particularly healthy, since it 

represents the fact that the top spot of any division seems to be in consistently in play. Exactly 

what you’d like to see. 

 

Note the long barren patches. And note that 2038 entry—where Jacksonville took their division 

for the fifth time in a row. Note that in the era of only four divisions, the BBA never had such a 

streak. 

 

In our current day moment, Jacksonville is the first team to manage the task in a dozen seasons. 

Rockville is at four and represents the only streak at risk of breaking into this chart next year. 

After that, we find Edmonton at two seasons in a row, so I can’t see this chart fundamentally 

changing any time soon. It seems clear that we are not in a historically unusual moment 

regarding long-running repeat division winners. 

 

Let’s dial in a bit, however, and like our other measures check out three-season runs. 

 

A Look at 3-Year Division Runs: 

 
 

Again. we see that our current-day BBA looks a lot like historical BBA. That said, 2038 

represents the first time we’ve had two seasons in a row (both Jacksonville and Rockville) with 

multiple runs since 2016. There exists a chance that Edmonton could join them next season, 

representing the first time three such streaks existed since 2024. 

 

I note that 2040’s expansion will pit Rockville and Jacksonville against each other, something 

that will serve to break the string for at least one of those teams. 

 

This measure gives us some reason for concern, but also suggests our situation is not historically 

un precedented. Three-season runs are probably not particularly rare in a healthy environment. 

 

That said, let’s look at another trait of division dominance—that being the margins of victory in 

any division. 
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Runaway Years: Extreme Gaps to 2nd Place Teams 
 

If teams are becoming more dominant, they should win their divisions not only more often, but 

by wider margins, and these past three seasons have resulted in some dominating division 

winners, such as Rockville’s 30-game margin and Jacksonville’s 32-game margin in the Johnson 

Atlantic and Southeastern divisions this year. Add in Yellow Springs 20-game gap in the 

Heartland and California’s 15 game win in the Pacific, and you’ve got four division leaders who 

won by 15-32 games. (The Sunbelt and Frontier came down to the last sim, of course, and were 

won by hair margins). 

 

At question is how rare is this? 

 

I went and tabulated all the second-place finishers by season and margin, then pulled out seasons 

that saw multiple teams finish second with at least 10-game margins/ I then ranked these seasons 

from most dominant to least. 

 

Aside: Of note is that the league has not always had the same divisional structure, and, indeed, 

when we’ve had more teams in the divisions, these margins (perhaps naturally) become reduced. 

The 7-team structures of the post-2029 expansion created the some of the smallest gaps in 

history. 

 

Here’s my rankings of seasons with the “worst” gaps, suggesting the least competition: Feel free 

to consider your own. 

 

2020 (three 22, 27,37) 

3038 (four 16, 20, 30, 34) 

2000 (three 19, 26, 30) 

2019 (four 11, 14.5, 18, 33) 

2001 (three 17, 22, 23) 

2018 (four 11, 17, 17, 26) 

2027 (three 13, 22, 26) 

2004 (four 12, 16, 18, 18) 

2028 (three 12, 21, 21) 

2025 (three 13, 18, 24) 

2036 (three 10, 11, 25) 

2016 (three 10, 14, 16) 

2037 (three 11, 12, 12) 

 

Summary & Discussion around Expansion: 

The 2038 result is a historically significant result in that the gap between the strongest team in 

divisions and the rest of those divisions is large. I rank it the second most lopsided season in 

history, though if you weight the number of divisions rather than the peak numbers, you can 

argue it was the most lopsided ever. 

 

In addition, 2036 and 2037 at least show up on the list of the top 13 most lopsided/runaway 

seasons ever. This may be the most compelling data I’ve seen to raise concerns that expansion 

may have caused more serious issues within the competitive environment. That said, until 2038 

came along, the existence of runaway seasons was not historically dramatic. This suggests 

expansion itself is not the primary culprit driving this disparity. 
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Other factors are likely the structures of the divisions themselves, disparity in GM skills, and the 

alteration of talent (depth of drafts). It should be noted, too, that the emergence of Rockville, 

California, and Jacksonville as super-teams can well be argued as skill-based, Edmonton has 

been stocked with deep draft picks for some time. The return of Yellow Springs can also be 

attributed to some degree on GM acumen (he says so humbly), team strategy, and perhaps even 

deep drafts.  

 

The case of Yellow Springs’ margin of victory in the Heartland would be difficult to blame on 

expansion in 2034, for example. The TWC decline seems predicated on development loss, 

OMA’s struggles seem injury related (and, in fact, OMA is one of the younger organizations in 

the league). Madison is getting old. Des Moines is struggling for reasons beyond expansion. 

Likewise, Jacksonville’s division mates do not seem unduly affected by expansion—same for 

Rockville, though Charm City might have been slightly rebuffed. 

 

So, while the question of expansion’s influence exists here, there’s some difficulty attributing 

any exact weighting between all these factors. 

 

 

Playoff Runs (Streaks) 
 

After Randy’s posts on three and five season playoff runs made me wonder how they played out 

over time, I also wondered about how many of these the league saw as active in any one season. 

The idea here is that if the top is more dominant, we should see it in their ability to stay on the 

top as expansion dilutes talent. So, can we?  

 

The answer is, again yes, though again, the process seems to play itself out pretty much as you’d 

expect it to in times of expansion. Here are the charts: 

 

A Look at Three-Season Playoff Runs: 
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It should be noted that the number of playoff teams has been different through the years. Twelve 

teams qualify for the post season now, whereas only ten qualified prior to 2021. This will serve 

to amplify the appearance post-2021 data. Still, the information is compelling. 

 

The league has almost always had several teams on three-season playoff runs (given this chart, it 

would be natural to expect three or four such runs to be happening at any one time), but after the 

2029 expansion the BBA saw a record of eight teams at a time returning to the post season three-

straight seasons. This lasted five seasons before dropping to normal ranges. The 2039 expansion 

may have bumped this measure—though some of the other factor discussed previously (division 

structures, alignment of team strategies, GM skills, player distribution) could be in play, too. 

 

Aside: Given our situation, we could se as many as seven three-season streaks next season. I 

wouldn’t bet on or against that happening but that is the ceiling. 

 

Rational people can argue the overall forces at work here, but expansion does seem to influence 

the behavior of this measure. 

 

A Look at Five-Season Playoff Runs: 

 
 

The 5-season data is a little less worrisome than the 3-season data, and I think that’s a good 

thing. It is possible that we will see a 4th such run in 2039 by Edmonton, but we will not see a 5th.  

 

Aside: it is also possible that one or more of the current super-teams crashes. California’s 

pitching is, for example, the oldest in the BBA…a key injury or two could see a more abrupt end 

to their reign than might be expected. Or Rockville’s financial management could result in 

unexpected losses of a player. Or Jacksonville…you get the idea. Time is hard to predict over.  

 

Bottom line, the jump to 5 runs was historically significant, but the environment has returned to 

norm—especially when one takes into account the relative scarcity of playoff slots pre-2021. 

 

A Look at Very Long Runs: 
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As noted, the league had only ten playoff teams for several seasons. As such, I’ll break this into 

pre and post-2021. There will be some overlap here, of course, just as there will be overlap in pre 

and post-expansion conversation. 

 

The idea here, however, is that if the environment is systemically shifting, we should see more 

long runs in later seasons. In this light, I characterized a “long run” as being six seasons or 

longer. In addition, in an attempt to capture long-running excellence, I made some allowances 

for missing a season in cases when a team was on an obvious long run. 

 

What I found suggests that, account for the existence of two additional playoff slots in the last 

eighteen seasons, there were probably more long-run dynasties in the early days of the BBA than 

there are now (or at least there are not appreciably more now than there were in the past): 

 

• 1995-2020: Eleven very long runs 

• 2021-Current: Ten very long runs (+ Rockville’s five-season stint) 

 

Here are the runs I counted: 

 

1997: 

Madison Goes on a 13-season playoff run 

Brooklyn Goes on a 17-season run, making the playoffs 15 times 

Las Vegas Goes on a 13-season run, making the playoffs 11 times 

1999: Vancouver goes on a 14-season run, making the playoffs 12 times 

2005: Long Beach goes on an 8-season playoff run 

2006: Hawaii goes on a 6-season playoff run 

2010: Huntsville goes on a 6-Season playoff run 

2012: New Orleans goes on a 12-season playoff run (they’ll miss two seasons, and return for five 

more, for 17 playoff seasons in 19 years) 

2014: Valencia goes on a run of 8 playoff season in 10 years 

2016: Nashville goes on a 6-season playoff run 

2017: Las Vegas embarks on a period where they will go to the post season 20 of 22 years. 

# Playoffs Expanded # 

2021: Omaha goes on a 6-season playoff run 

2021: Brooklyn Goes on a 7-season run, making the playoffs 6 times. 

2022: Mexico City goes on a 6-season playoff run 

2023:  

California goes on a run of playoffs in 14 of 16 seasons (still active) 

Huntsville goes on a 9-season run, making the playoffs 8 times 

2026:  

Yellow Springs goes on 13-season run, making the playoffs 11 times 

Calgary goes on a 10-season run, making the playoffs 8 times 

2028: Louisville goes on an 8-season playoff run 

# League Expanded # 

2029: 

Long Beach goes on an 8-season run, making the playoffs 7 times 

Jacksonville goes on a 10-season playoff run (still active) 

2034: Rockville begins a 5-season playoff run that looks like it will go on longer 
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Influence of Expansion: 

It is, of course, impossible to determine the true impact of expansion on this measure until we get 

another decade of time under our belts. 

 

It’s possible that diluted talent increased the runs of Louisville, California, and Yellow Springs 

(which were all started prior to expansion), as well as are augmenting both Rockville and 

Jacksonville’s runs (that were started during expansion seasons. It’s also possible that San 

Fernando, who had a 5-season run broken this year, will be back to make a longer run. At 

present, however, there’s no real evidence to suggest an increase in playoff runs specifically due 

to expansion. There have been very long runs in the past, and there will probably be long runs in 

the future. 

 

I note, however, that unlike the PEBA example I discussed earlier, we’ve not had a situation 

where the same four teams win their divisions nearly every season for two and a half decades. 

 

 

Playoff Appearances by Team 
 

With the exception of Wichita and Boise, the two expansion teams of 2034, every team has made 

the playoffs—specifically including the original four expansion franchises of 2029 (which have 

all been to the post season at least twice in the ten seasons since expansion). 

 

During the 43 seasons the BBA has seen in this study, every original team has seen the playoffs 

at least 8 times (18.6%), with this year’s San Antonio Outlaws being at the bottom with 8, 

Nashville at 9, and Des Moines at 10 (though as we’ll see soon, Des Moines’ Halcion days are a 

long way behind them). It will come as no surprise that Las Vegas leads the league in post-

season appearances, with 31 (72.1%). Brooklyn at 23 is next followed by New Orleans and now 

California at 22 each. 

 

Summary: 

Overall, this is a healthy league from the point of view of raw competition. No one, however, 

should expect perfect parity (with every team going to the post season in equal proportions). 

There is too much skill and too much turnover in GM seats over time for anyone to expect that. 

But the actual performance of the league seems to me to be exceptional when looked at over the 

entirety of its history. 

 

Personal Aside: 

This does not come as any surprise to me. As I noted in my introduction, I left the PEBA in 

search of a truly competitive league and had done a light-version of this study on the MBWBA 

and several other leagues before deciding this was the place I wanted to be. I think several 

factors go into this environment—not the least is the use of a salary cap, the lack of trading draft 

picks, and the use of bonus funds and stadium fees to siphon off cash from the top. I’m always 

open to looking at how other leagues fare, but until I see otherwise, I’ll continue to consider the 

BBA the best and most purely competitive OOTP league I’ve seen. 
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Time Between Playoff Appearances: 
 

Since Jim Roberts does this on the forum, I’ll skip wasting my own time and just repeat his 

information here. This is a listing of the last time each team appeared in the post season.: 

 

 

2008 - Des Moines  

2025 - Nashville  

2027 - Hawaii  

2031 - Huntsville, Vancouver 

2034 - Charm City, Louisville 

2035 - New Orleans, Calgary 

2036 - Atlantic City, Montreal, 

2037 - Brooklyn, San Fernando, Twin Cities, Madison, Omaha, 

2038 - Rockville, Jacksonville, Phoenix, Las Vegas, Long Beach, Yellow Springs, Seattle, 

California, Mexico City, Edmonton, San Antonio Outlaws, Valencia 

 

Never - Wichita, Boise 

 

Putting this in graphical form (discounting Boise and Wichita): 

 
 

At the end of the day, I’d like to see New Orleans, Hawaii, and, of course, Des Moines in the 

playoffs soon. Same for Vancouver and Huntsville—though their destituteness is nowhere near 

the other three. The overall churn of the other twenty-three teams, however, suggests that the 

environment is fundamentally competitive, and that other factors may be in play for these 3-5 

teams. 

 

Huntsville, for example, has been on the very edge of the playoffs for most of these seasons, and 

has to be considered a very competitive team. Vancouver has had a turnstile GM’s seat until 

Taylor came along. Nashville’s finances had been driven to the ground, and Brett Golden has 

made them somewhat competitive at times despite this. There is argument to be had that 

expansion has hurt these teams—though I thing only Nashville’s case is particularly easy to 

make. I note that Hawaii was a Landis winner when I came into the league, but that Mike has life 
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issues shortly thereafter. Ed’s woes in Des Moines during the Moreland/Arreola era have been 

oft-chronicled, but I’ll note that the team has an interesting set of kids coming along. 

 

Bottom line: this metric does not create much concern for me. 

 

Aside: The Boise and Wichita’s expansion was a bit more raw than the first expansion, but this 

was partially by design, and partially by request of the two GMs—who wanted to start bare-

bones. Stu is on a slow build in Wichita, and Jeff has picked up Boise after it was left somewhat 

derelict, and is on an upward trend. Unlike some of the other metrics, I’d suggest leaving them 

off this assessment chart until 2040 or 2041 just because of the nature of the questions being 

asked here. Other opinions can vary, of course. 

 

 

Run Differential Studies: 
 

All right, now that we’ve seen how wins and playoffs have been dealt over time, let’s take a look 

at run differentials. The idea here is that if we’re seeing something weird in the league, run 

differentials—particularly run differentials across the standings—should show it to us. 

 

To do this, I went to StatPlus and scraped off all the RD data from each year, then sorted each 

season from worst to first. One of the most powerful visuals I came across happened by 

happenstance as I merely colored in the sub-zero teams from each year. 

 

I’ll get into numbers in a moment, but for now just look at the red-colored occurrences of teams 

that had negative run differential after I sorted on that differential. 

 

A look at Raw +/- Run Differential 

As noted, this is a screen shot of the excel spreadsheet that I used to capture run differential 

across the years, sorted in each season by “worst” to “first.” 

 
Quite honestly, if you take 2038 (last year) off the chart, you would be hard-pressed to notice 

any significant difference in the number of teams with positive or negative run differentials. 

 

Aside: I did that (took the last column off the chart), and was interested in how different the 

information felt. 
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2038, however, represents the greatest number of sub-zero run differential teams we’ve ever had. 

Of course, that performance is also done with more teams than through most of our history. The 

actual least competitive season from the poor run differential was 2026, when 15 of 24 teams 

turned in such performances. Bottom line: adjusted for league size, nothing about this chart 

concerns me—though it’s clear 2038 was on the fringes of norm, the rest of the flow doesn’t 

look out of place at first glance. Specifically, note that the first expansion didn’t seem to change 

things at all, and the second had limited, if any direct impact. 

 

Of course, there’s a lot more to run differential than this simple chart. So let’s look at more stuff. 

 

A look at Min/Max Teams: 

Here is the run chart for the best and worst teams in the league over its history. 

 
 

When I look at the simple run differential gap between best and worst teams across our history, I 

wouldn’t say I see anything that gets me immediately concerned. In fact, the differential of our 

worst team (Vancouver’s 182) was nearly a league record for quality—which makes sense when 

you note that this was one of our only seasons that did not include a sub-60-win team. On the top 

end, however, we can see that Rockville’s 314 run differential was top five or six performances 

in history. 

 

So, this is an interesting chart. I can argue that the very best teams have been on the rise over the 

past few seasons, but at the same time, so are the very worst. In addition, from a process 

management standpoint, none of this performance data would raise the eyebrow of a statistician. 

 

Next, let’s look at the statistical numbers (standard deviation, skew, and kurtosis) of the league. 

Hint—this is where we start to see some additional nuance that I think is driving an amount of 

angst in areas around the league. 

 

Standard Deviation, Skew, and Kurtosis: 

Let’s look at these one at a time: 
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This suggests that 68% of run differentials fall between 120-160 runs from average most of the 

time (1 standard deviation), and our recent seasons are no different. In fact, recent performance is 

probably more desirable than that of the first 15 seasons of the modern era. This is good news. 

 

However, we’re not done. Here is the skew data. 

 
As in earlier discussion, we see the impact of Avery’s super tank. We also see a skew left 

(downward here) of the distribution right after each expansion that heals almost immediately. 

That is good, too.  

But, yikes…look at 2038. Which suddenly skews right (upward) and outside of historical norms. 

 

Before going further on this. Let’s look at kurtosis: 
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This is a good chart because, to me, it puts what a few folks are feeling into a trend chart that 

justifies their senses. See how this data stays fairly constant, then begins to rise…and when it 

rises, it rises steadily. Note, however, that kurtosis rise seems to stem from the low in 2018, and, 

in fact looks to have two phases. 

 

To look at this more clearly, I did a 3-year rolling average. Here’s that chart: 

 
So, yes, the league has actually seen a two-step ladder in run distribution kurtosis, one that 

jumped from about “20” to about “22” in the early 20s, then another that has jumped to about 

“24” sometime after expansion started. 

 

So runs are being distributed differently up and down the standings from the past in both of these 

situations. Clearly the early 20s shift can’t be due to expansion. 

 

If forced to make an argument up, I’d suggest that the initial shift is a reflection of improvement 

in GMs use of strategy, and that the second shift is due to a cocktail of that same improvement, 

combined with the talent pool increase and expansion. If this is true, then I think we can split our 

views of corrective actions (if necessary) into three parts: 

 

Expansion influence: This should fade over time, and in fact even the kurtosis data shows it 

tends to do so. 
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Talent Pool: This suggests strongly to me that the controlled PCM adjustments we have 

temporarily planned for seasons after next are probably a good idea. 

GM Differentiation: We want to be careful here, but I think we might strongly consider one or 

more changes to the financial structure that the Governing Board has already discussed. 

 

Anyway, for me, this was one of the more valuable exercises in the effort because it suggests that 

those who are worried are right to be worried—though the rest of the report suggests that fears of 

the league destructing over competitive issues are perhaps over-wrought. To get a feel for this, 

let’s move another level deeper here and see exactly how this looks down through our league’s 

teams. 

 

 

A look at Run Differential by League Standings: 

Let’s study how run differential looks over the whole of our standings. Do we see more bad 

teams (poor run differentials) this year than in the past? The kurtosis data would say we do. 

 

To do this, I wanted to average all the teams over the years. But since we have years of 

expansion to deal with, I adjusted the data by centering the league. In other words, the average 

run differential of team #1 and#30 consist of only the last three seasons, whereas the average of 

teams #2, #3, #28, and #29 come from 2029-2037, and the rest build from there. Maybe there are 

better ways of doing it, but this is what I did. 

 

Here's the chart: 

 

 
 

Now we’re getting somewhere interesting, too. Compared to the average year the worst 2038 

teams in the league did far better. Similarly, though, the top 10 teams did a little worse (except 

for Rockville—which is an exception that is driving some interesting math). The bottom-mid 

teams, however, did substantially worse. This is the disturbance in the force some are feeling. 

Folks are worrying that the big teams are totally shelling the worst (the big teams are not 

improving their run differentials). What this data says, however, is that it’s not big teams that are 

stealing the wins from the back markers, it’s worse teams who are stealing from the middle. 

 

Let’s do some more work, though. Let’s do some averaging by blocks of seasons and see if 

there’s any indication of whether this is a 1-season thing, or if there’s a trend happening. 
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A look at Run Differential based on era/league size vs. 2038: 

Specifically, I averaged the league when we were 24 teams, 28 teams, and 30 teams big, then 

overlaid 2038 against these. Ultimately, I think these should show is (1) if expansion has an 

influence over the span of the league, and (2) if we seen any systemic trend going on here. 

 

The bottom line is that this approach suggests 2038 is an outlier relative to others. Here’s the 

data: 

 

 
Looking first at the three era’s (league sizes), we see that as the league expanded from 24-28 

teams and then again from 28-30, that our average max and min run differentials didn’t change 

in any appreciable fashion (all the eras seem to run between the same ranges). In addition, we see 

only very slight (if any) distortions in the curves. It appears expansion to 30 might have given us 

a bubble in the upper regions of the league, but if so, the alteration was small. 

 

2038, however, follows the curve at the top (with the exception of Rockville), but has a dramatic 

lever in the bottom and the middle-bottom. 

 

Mini-Summary: This suggests that, while we did experience a considerable outlier in 2038, it 

does not appear to be systemic as related to league size or, specifically, to expansion. 

 

A look at 2026 vs. 2038: 

Given that our very first look at run differential shows 2026 as likely the “worst” offender, I 

looked at that 2026 season where we had 15 of 24 teams with negative run differentials and see 

how it compared to 2038. Here’s the data: 
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We find here, too, that 2038 was a tougher season for teams in the lower half of the middle. In 

this case, it appears that teams in the mid-upper regions were slightly stronger in 2038. So, 

relative to 2026 (the last season where we had an imbalance of negative run differential teams), 

2038 had slightly more runs go to the very top teams—though the curves aren’t dramatically off, 

so perhaps that’s as much because we had more teams as any other reason. 

 

A look at “Average Good and Bad Team” Run Differentials: 

I took one more cut at another junk stat regarding run differential. In this case, I averaged the run 

differential totals of the bad teams (negative run differentials) and the good teams (positive run 

differentials) under the idea that if we were seeing systemic issues, these rates would be sliding 

one way or the other. 

 
On the “bad team” side, it appears that, if anything, our negative run differentials are getting 

better (the bad teams we have are improving relative to the league). 
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If I look at the chart from 2022, onward, I can see a gentle upswing. This, too, might be a sense 

that is influencing those who are worried about the course we are on. I don’t, however, see 

anything to attribute concern directly to expansion—certainly not the 2029 expansion. I do 

suggest, however, that this gentle slope upward for “good teams” is a real thing and that we need 

to pay attention to it. 

 

Overall Run Differential Summary: These run differential charts do show that (1) there was an 

outlier event in 2038, (2) that we’ve seen some movement in run distribution beyond that one-

season outlier, and (3) expansion does not seem to have a particularly large role in these 

differentials. This suggest there are other issues at play, specifically talent increases in the 

league and GM skill differentiation.  

 

 

Final Thoughts: 
 

This is about as much as I can think of to look at. My reflections at this point are that we have no 

reason to go straight to DEFCON 5 over the situation, but that we do have reason to consider 

making some controlled changes over the next 2-5 seasons. 

 

Regarding Expansion: On the good side, this study has made me even less concerned about 

expansion. Pretty much every metric, including the run differential/kurtosis data, carries 

indicators that expansion affects short-term disruption, but then heals back toward norm. 

 

Regarding Rating Bloat: On the concern side, I’m thinking it will be wise to slowly adjust down 

the player creation PCMs, as we already have planned to look at in 2040. This study itself 

doesn’t suggest what the outside influences are, but it seems quite reasonable to point to this 

change that we made seemed to correspond to ratings/talent bloat that appears to be followed 

shortly thereafter by a warp in run differentials. 

 

Also Regarding Rating Bloat: I should note that many of our building teams have prospects in 

the minors that will show up next year and the year after (as well as have brought more up at the 

last part of this season. I propose we be cautious to make too much of a change right away, 

because arguments can be made that these lower-mid teams are lower now specifically due to 

GM strategy, and that they are laying fallow and waiting for these kids to arrive in order to 

compete. In other words, it’s possible that these distributions have not changed due directly to 

player quality, but instead through human GM intervention…which ties into: 

 

Regarding GM Skillset: In a “perfect” league, GM skillset would probably be the ultimate 

definer of warpage in the win environment. This is how it should be, I think. No one wants to 

play a game where the winner is just randomly dealt like a set of cards. So we want to be careful 

here. That said, the Governing Board should likely take a stronger look at a few ideas we’ve 

bandied about regarding the environment. 

 

 

 

 

 


